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Status of this Submission 
This Submission has been prepared through the Municipal Waste Advisory Council (MWAC) for the 
Western Australian Local Government Association (WALGA). The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a 
standing committee of the WA Local Government Association, with delegated authority to represent the 
Association in all matters relating to solid waste management. MWAC's membership includes the major 
Regional Councils (waste management). The Regional Councils members of MWAC include the Eastern 
Metropolitan Regional Council, Mindarie Regional Council, Southern Metropolitan Regional Council, South 
East Metropolitan Regional Council, Western Metropolitan Regional Council and the City of Geraldton
Greenough. This makes MWAC a unique forum through which all the major Local Government waste 
management organisations cooperate. This Submission therefore represents the consolidated view of 
Western Australia Local Government. However, individual Local Governments and Regional Councils may 
have views that differ from the positions taken here. 

Due to meeting schedules and the short timeframe of the consultation, this Submission has not yet been 
endorsed by MWAC, however, it will be put before the Council at the earliest opportunity (Wednesday 18 
February 2009) and the Inquiry will be informed of any changes to this Submission following consideration 
by the Municipal Waste AdviSOry Council. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council's member organisations are: 
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Executive Summary 
In Western Australia, under the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007, Local 
Government is responsible for Local Government waste - this is defined as material collected from 
households and generated by the Local Governments own activities. Local Government provides 
waste services to the majority of households in the state. In the metropolitan area, a collection 
service for waste and recycling is provided to the vast majority of households. In the non
metropolitan area, the majority of regional centres have both kerbside waste and recycling 
services; in the regional areas waste and recycling services vary dependent on population. 

For Local Government, waste management is a core activity as well as an essential service it 
provides. Consequently, a proportion of this Submission is dedicated to providing some context for 
Local Government waste services in WA and considerations for this service. This context is 
necessary in order to understand the situation for Local Government and waste management in 
WA. A number of examples are given to illustrate the activities of various Local Governments and 
Regional Councils in the waste management area, these examples highlight the diversity and 
innovation nature of services provided in response to community need. 

However, Local Government service provision is only one part of the waste management picture 
for Western Australia. The inputs to the waste stream have been identified by Local Government 
as a key issue and one over which Local Government has exceptionally limited control. The key 
points made in this Submission include: 

Waste management is an essential service: if discontinued there would be substantial 
environmental, social and economic impacts at a local, state and global level. 
Local Government focus: material from Local Government defined sources makes up 
approximately 20-25% of the waste stream, yet undue focus by State Government is placed on 
Local Government. Commercial & Industrial and Construction & Demolition waste are equally 
important waste streams. 
Focus Upstream: Local Government has only limited control on the inputs into the waste stream, 
the State Government is better placed to influence producers of material (through encouraging 
Product Stewardship arrangements or regulating Extended Producer Responsibility schemes). 
Waste Authority: independence, transparency and accountability mechanisms are necessary if 
the Waste Authority is to be successful. 
Roles and responsibilities: to date, there has been only limited definition of roles and 
responsibilities for waste management. Roles and responsibilities for waste management need to 
be clearly negotiated, assigned and implemented for the industry to move forward. 
Holistic approach: the need to focus upstream has already been identified, the importance of 
considering how products can be reused as a resource is also vital; the aim being to move to a 
'cradle to cradle' consideration of products and activities. 
Leadership by State and Local Government: both spheres of government need to show 
leadership by their behaviour regarding purchasing, project planning and operations. 
Outcomes based regulation: by identifying the outcome to be achieved, rather than prescribing a 
process, more effective regulation can be put in place which allows for innovation and is adaptable 
to individual circumstance. 
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Recommendations 

Recommendation 1: that waste management be included in the Federal Assistance Grants. 

Recommendation 2: that waste management be considered and treated as an essential 
service by State Government. 

Recommendation 3: that the State Government establish a Centre of Excellence for Waste 
Management in WA. 

Recommendation 4: that the State Government focus equally on effective management of all 
waste streams. 

Recommendation 5: that the State Government clearly identify roles and responsibilities 
and expeditiously implement Product Stewardship I Extended Producer Responsibility 
Schemes for Priority Products. 

Recommendation 6: that clear governance arrangements be put in place for the Waste 
Authority and accountability and transparency mechanisms be established. 

Recommendation 7: that roles and responsibilities be clearly negotiated, assigned and 
implemented for waste management. 

Recommendation 8: that resource efficiency and waste minimisation be a key focus in 
development of the State Waste Strategy and Government Policy. 

Recommendation 9: that State and local Government lead by example, through the 
sustainable purchasing policy and consideration of the full life cycle of material purchased 
and projects undertaken. 

Recommendation 10: that outcomes based regulation be used where possible to promote 
innovation and locally relevant solutions. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Terms of Reference for the Inquiry 

The Terms of Reference for the Inquiry are: 
Considering the ongoing community concerns about the odour emanating from the Regional Resource 
Recovery Centre in Canning Vale (RRRC), the Committee resolves to use the issues surrounding the 
RRRC as an illustrative practical case study to conduct a broader inquiry into: 

1. Current municipal waste management practice and methods in Western Australia, and in particular: 
a. The function, effectiveness and efficiency of rural and Metropolitan Regional Councils with 

respect to the management of waste; and 
b. The role of the Waste Authority under the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 

2007 in municipal waste management. 
2. Resource recovery technologies; and 
3. Any other relevant matter 

This Submission highlights some of the key issues for Local Government, relevant examples are provided 
from a variety of Local Governments and the broader issues for Local Government are outlined. There is a 
focus on State and Local Government activities in this Submission, however reference is also made to the 
Federal Government due to the substantial impact regulation and action at this level has on the waste 
industry. Reference will also be made to the development of the State Waste Strategy, which it is 
antiCipated this Inquiry will infonm. 

1.2 Key Terms 

A number of key terms will be used throughout this Submission, for clarity see below definitions. 
AWl - Alternative Waste Treatment, a suite of technologies which are an alternative to traditional landfill as 
a means of waste treatment. 
C&D - Construction and Demolition. 
C&I- Commercial and Industrial. 
CPRS - Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. 
MGB - Mobile Garbage Bin 
MSW - Municipal Solid Waste, waste from households or Local Government sources. 
MWAC - Municipal Waste Advisory Council, delegated committee of the WA Local Government Association. 
NGERS - National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Scheme. 
WALGA - Western Australian Local Government Association. 
WARR Act - Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery (WARR) Act 2007. 
WARRL Act - Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy (WARRL) Act 2007. 
WAste 2020 - refers to the 2001 State Government Towards Zero Waste WAste 2020 TaskForce Report 
and Recommendations, initiated by Hon. Cheryl Edwards MLA. 

1.3 Waste Generation in WA 

Statewide data regarding waste generation, disposal, recycling and recovery is often difficult to obtain as 
there is a lack of consistent reporting, a metropolitan focus and an absence of any continuous and 
comprehensive data collection programs. The Waste Authority recently commissioned consultants Cardno 
to undertake an Assessment of Waste Disposal and Material Recovery Infrastructure for Perth /Cardno, 
2008). The Report produced includes some of the first trend analysis and projects for waste generation in 
WA. This Report identifies that for the Municipal Waste Stream, waste to landfill (in the metropolitan area) 
has decreased over time (despite an increase in number of households). 
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The Cardno (2008) Report states that "since accurate records began, there has been a general decline in 
MSW to landfill from approximately 850,000 tonnes in 1999/2000 to 715,000 tonnes in 2006/2007. This is 
equivalent to approximately 1 % per year". This decrease is the result of recycling and resource recovery 
operations by Local Governments. Projections for MSW to landfill show that it will continue to decrease as 
more Alternative Waste Treatment Plans (such as those of the SMRC and City of Stirling) come online. 
The other waste steams, Construction & Demolition and Commercial & Industrial, have increased waste to 
landfill. Tonnes of waste to landfill, as identified by Card no (2008), are shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: Waste to landfill (2004 - 2007) (Cardno, 2008). 
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If the Cardno Report is used, and the most recent year taken as an example, the proportion of waste to 
landfill that MSW represents is not the most significant. Figure 1.2 shows the percentages of each waste 
stream to landfill for the 2006/07 year. 

Waste to Landfill (2006/07) 

Figure 1.2: Waste to landfill (2006/07) (Cardno, 2008). 
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2 Current Context 

To understand the issues for municipal waste management, a thorough understanding of the current context 
for waste management in Western Australia is necessary; to this end Section 2 provides an outline of the 
legislative and policy context. Including new (the WARR Act) and potential legislation (Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme at a Federal Level), current State and Local Government commitments, the key issues 
for Local Government and the waste industry currently, data management and the State Waste Strategy. 

2.1 Legislative context 

The principle legislation governing waste rnanagement for Local 
Government is the WARR Act. When the WARR Bill was being 
developed the Association made a Submission strongly supporting 
the intent of the WARR Bill; to consolidate existing provisions 
relating to waste management under one piece of legislation which, 
in the context of existing powers in other acts, has the necessary 
powers to drive waste management in Western Australia Towards 
the Zero Waste 2020 vision. 

Key issue: Support for the WARR Act 

2.1 Legislative Context - Summary 
While supporting the WARR Act, the 
Association does have some concerns 
regarding the iniplications for waste, 
other than household, and the 
application of the 'modern practice' 
provision. 

The WARR Act provides additional clarity to the role of Local Government in waste management. Under the 
previous legislation governing waste management, the Health Act ,9", the focus was only on waste as a 
health issue; with the move to the WARR Act both health and environment are included. 

Previously under the Health Act 1911, Local Government was responsible for 'trade waste" which could be 
taken as including both commercial and domestic material. The MWAC Submission on the WARR Bill 
noted: 

The newly drafted s 112(2) of the Health Act 1911 prohibits other collectors from collecting 
residential or trade waste from a Local Government District if a Local Government or Local 
Government contractor provides that service. 

This gave Local Government first right to collect all waste within its boundaries. The final WARR Act does 
not include such a provision. The WARR Act clearly identifies the roles and responsibilities for Local 
Government, specifically relating to Local Government waste which is defined as: 

"local government waste'means -
(a) waste from residential sources; and 
(b) any other waste of a kind prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this paragraph, but 
does not include sewage or waste of a kind prescribed by the regulations as excluded for the 
purposes ofthis definition. 

The WARR Act 2007 Regulations further expand this to include: 
S. 4 Extended meaning of "local government waste' 
Waste generated by the operations of a local government is prescribed as local government waste 
for the purposes of paragraph (b) ofthe definition of "1ocal government waste'in section 3{1) of the 
Act. 

Although additional clarity is provided for Local Government responsibility, the outcome of these definitions 
is that waste, other than Local Government waste, does not have a directly responsible body. The result is 
that discretionary services, such as recycling, will only be provided if a business or commercial service 
requests them from a contractor. 

Key issue: While clarifying Local Govemment responsibilities, the WARR Act does not clearly 
identify responsibilities for commercial and industrial waste. 
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The WARR Act development took considerable time and included a comprehensive consultation process. 
Following the passing of the WARR Bill the Association wrote to the Minister highlighting the dedication to 
consultation shown by Department of Environment and Conservation staff. 

Key issue: Congratulate Department of Environment and Conservation staff on consultative 
process. 

A concern the Association raised at the time of the WARR Act drafting regards the term 'modern practice' 
as used in s. 57 (3)(a) which gives the CEO of the DEC power to remove Local Governments first right to 
collect if the Local Government is not operating its waste service according to 'modern practice'. As the 
MWAC Submission pointed out: 

The meaning of this term is highly ambiguous and open to interpretation. The linking to 'regard for 
codes of practice' or lhe advice of the Waste Authorily' does little to assist the Association, and 
individual Local Govemments, to understand in what situations the CEO may .. .issue a waste 
collection permit. 

In the MWAC Submission the example cited was the draft Organics Strategy, which favoured source 
separation of organics. This example is still relevant; the Waste Management Board, in February 2008, 
released a Position Paper on Recycled Organics which takes a similar position. 

Key issue: A definition of 'modern practice' practice is needed. 

Key issue: The Waste Authority should review the Waste Management Board Position Paper on 
Recycled Organics. 

E~Ml'tf::~eCYCI~~()rgal1iC~( .•.•.•..•. ..... .......• ......>.. ............... . .•..... ...• ..........•. '. 
Tp.p(ovidea rea~onabl~example.oftheAssoci9ti9n'scoDc~rn~,·th~ dra~Org(lni(lSSt~ategyJavours.s.ource 
sep'gr$ltionOf org~nics.Howeyer,avurnber oftheRegionaIC()uQcilsh~v~ spent <Xlnsiderablemoney on 
sys.telTlsthat ·dellllN.i!bC!rgaQics.pa~l1.do~'!"liX;edbiiisys!ell1 .. ·A~ sucr, the jnirodyption9f.aseparat~.bin 
for .O(gllniCsis upliKely.to,be,in'!he interestsofiheir cQmmunity: '. Howeyeri.ifthedraft Organics Strategy (as 
it stands) were, incorporated into acod.e. of practice, '. it is quite conceivabl.e. that,. if. the Regional. Gouncil 
continuedtouse}l.rnixed.bin. systelTl Jororganics,theycould' ,lOse theirright.to • collect bas~(j o~an 
interpretation of 'modern .. practice'. .rhisclearly.cr~~tes an extremelY undesirable ,situation where.Local 
.G?vernmentwili. be '~ery resistant to dev~lopingany 10ng.t~rl1)wa*recO"ery.infrastrlJ.ctur~.onthegrounds 
that 'modem practice' will always be ashiftingtarget. WithoutgreaWr guiQanc~onl'lhat'ri1odern practice' 
is considered 10 be, the Association is concerned that this provision pould be very. damaging. for Local 
Government;eVEln those pursuing actions that are consistent with thewaste.strategy; . 

TheAssoci~tibrtis.~lsO cOricern~(Vthat .as iheprovisionstancls,there .is p~rtic~lar risk with regard to 
residential··se~ise~,Whicl1are c~nsidered.(l· cor~ s~rviqe of Local •• tiovemlTlen't. .T~ere .. isGOncern that .the 
EPAuthorisatibnsystemJ11ay~nable .'.cherrypicking:·. tb pccur;JeavingLocalGovetnment with the . least 
valuable components ofthe residential colleCtion. For instance, using the above example, a compost 
marketer could.perh~ps offelraspecialist 'mocjernpractice' service only for organics. L9cal Government 
couldfinditselfjnapo~ition I'Ihereit stillh.asto runaresid~lntialservice, butwithoutthevaluableorganic 
component included to .. ·l1elpoff-setcosts .. ·If·such'cherry. picking' Viere .a.ble.to occur, ·L(lcal Government 
would .. not.be •. abl~. toreal.isti~lI~provide ·an.econom.iG~eneral. residential service. to .. itsrate-payers. WA 
Loc~IGoverQmentAss()ciation Policy Statementon. Recycl~dOrganics. Applied to. Land. is included as 
Appendix2.·· '. .' ... 
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Another inclusion in the WARR Act which was welcomed by Local Government was the development of a 
State Waste Strategy. The Waste Authority, under S. 24 of the Act, is required to "As soon as practicable 
after the commencement of this section ... prepare, or cause to be prepared, a draft waste strategy." 

The purpose of the waste strategy, as given in the WARR Act is: 
The purpose of the waste strategy is to set ou~ for the whole of the State -
(a) a long term strategy for continuous improvement of waste services, waste avoidance and 
resource recovery, benchmarked against best practice; and 
(b) targets for waste reduction resource recovery and the diversion of waste from landfill disposal. 

There is further discussion in Section 2.9 regarding the Targets for the Strategy. 

Key issue: Local Govemment welcomes the development of a comprehensive State Waste Strategy. 

2.2 Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) 

The National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (NGER) Act 2007 
established a mandatory reporting system for corporate greenhouse gas 
emissions and energy production and consumption. The Act only applies 
to 'constitutional corporations', which, in this case, Local Government is 
not considered to be. 

This means that while a private landfill operator will have to report on their 
emissions (if their facility breaches the 25KT threshold) a Local 
Government operating a similar landfill will not (and indeed cannot) 
register to report at this time. The Federal Government has indicated that 
it does intend for Local Government to be covered; although whether this 
is to occur through specific amendments to the NGER Act or through the 
Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) and related legislation is not 
clear. 

2.2 'Carbon Pollution Reduction 
Scheme (CPRS)- Summary 
Waste will be a covered sector under 
the CPRS, the effect oUhis is currently 
uncertain. Inclusion of waste in the 
CPRSwill be the major area of impact 
for Local Government. There are a 
number of reservations about the 
inclusion of waste (impact on recycling 
and ability of , AWT's, to, sell offsets). 

. Given the likelysignificilnt impact, 
waste should be considered a 
'strongly affected industry'. 

, ", 

The WA Local Government Association made a substantial Submission on the Carbon Pollution Reduction 
Scheme Green Paper (Appendix 1). The Submission highlighted Local Government commitment and 
support for climate change action, but also the potential costs to Local Government and limited capacity for 
Local Government to source revenue. 

The Submission highlights that, while 
there is no doubt that Western Australian Local Governments have expressed concern about 
climate change impacts and have shown considerable leadership regarding mitigation and 
adaptation strategies, however it is also tnJe that the imminent Carbon Pollution Reduction 
Scheme presents myriad difficulties, both in its direct and indirect effects on Local Government. 

The Federal Government through the Department of Climate Change has expressed the view 
that climate change management is going to present some costs to the Australian economy. 
WALGA acknowledges this as a necessity of the Scheme, but asserts that the Federal 
Government must also realise that there will be some sectors of the business and government 
community that will struggle to meet obligations under the conditions outlined in the recently 
released Green Paper. Exposed low income households and some businesses have been 
addressed in the paper; however Local Governments, the most under-resourced sphere of 
Government have not been specifically captured by the 'profit-share'mechanisms that the 
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Federal Government has outlined in the Climate Change Action Fund (CCAF) to assist with 
implementation and cost implications of the forthcoming Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. 

To put this need in comparative perspective, the Australian Bureau of Statistics 5506.0 identifies 
2006107 Federal Tax Revenue as $261,988 million, States $48,911 million and Local 
Government $9,388 million out of $319,776 million. Local Governments receive 2.94% of 
Australian Tax Revenue but only through their own taxing efforts (i.e. property rates). Through 
Financial Assistance Grants (FAGs), Local Governments receive from the Commonwealth 
funding that equates to only 0.67% of Federal Government Revenue. Adding funding for local 
roads, Local Governments receive from the Commonwealth funding equivalent to a total of 
0.75% of Federal Government Revenue. While Local Government is not reticent in adopting 
strict climate change measures or making considerable changes to 'business as usual: many 
Western Australian Local Governments (over 50%) are not well enough resourced currently to 
meet their immediate responsibilities in relation to asset and infrastructure management, let 
alone to comply with the future costs and legislative requirements that a Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme will present (The Journey - Sustainability into the Future, 2008). So 
whether or not they wish to commit to deep cuts and significant abatement and adaptation 
strategies, they may simply not have the resources to do so. The rising costs of energy and 
water, along with lesser acknowiedged impacts such as rising infrastructure management and 
construction costs for Local Government will further exacerbate the issue of inadequate Local 
Government resourcing and may lead to a situation prohibitive of necessary climate change 
action. 

Key issue: Local Govemment has limited capacity to raise revenue to mitigate the impact of the 
CPRS. 

The Submission also notes that it is 
"incumbent on the Federal Government to ensure that the sector is adequately resourced to 
undertake actions necessary to ensure compliance with the Scheme. Resourcing needs for the 
Local Government sector in relation to the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme are likely to 
include administrative and reporting expertise, assistance in developing and delivering emissions 
estimation methodologies for landfills and general training on the OSCAR system. The Inter
Governmental Agreement Establishing Principles Guiding Inter- Governmental Relations on 
Local Government Matters (April2006) establishes that "any consequential financial impacts are 
to be considered within the context of the capacity of Local Government~ 

The main impacts identified for Local Government are related to waste management. The Association has 
only given conditional support to the inclusion of waste as a covered sector. The issues raised in the 
Association Submission on the CPRS Green Paper included: 

• The need for an adequate consultation period for the CPRS and consideration of cost implications 
to Local Government and ratepayers; 

• Support for a 25 kilo tonne C02e reporting threshold for landfills, but not for a reduced threshold; 
• Non-inclusion of legacy landfills; 
• Operators of landfills exceeding the threshold size be required to acquit permits based on the 

quantity and type of waste received in the previous year; 
• That landfill gas captured and burnt be eligible to generate offsets within the compliance market; 
• That the Federal Government clarify the status of Renewable Energy Certificates into the future 

and in relation to the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme to assure REC generators that their 
investments are secure under this process; 

• That offsets/permit (generation) should be allowed for industries investing in prqjects with 
significant 'additional' abatement outcomes and these offsets should be available for sale into the 
compliance market (for example A W7); 
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• That the Federal Government acknowledge that the current proposed estimation methodologies for 
landfill emissions are not stringent enough to ensure reporting accuracy; 

• State provides adequate local resources (i. e. dedicated officers seated within each state 
Environment Department), to mentor those sectors or individual entities struggling with reporting 
requirements through the process; and 

• That international consistency and equity be ensured and maintained in the development of the 
Scheme and that interaction with international trading schemes be assured and supported by the 
Federal Government. 

Key issue: Conditional support for inclusion of waste in CPRS. 

The Association recommended that the Federal Government reconsider waste as a 'strongly affected' 
industry; due both to the significant investment in infrastructure and the lack of ability to pass on costs. The 
Submission recommended that as: 

many waste facilities (most larger sites) have invested significantly into gas capture and methane 
naring infrastructure and pass through of costs is constrained to a degree by the capacity of the 
community to cover rate, levy and gate fee increases, that the significant costs inherent in the 
Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme be equitably assessed and that all costs to 
ratepayers/community members be taken into account when allocating funds, both to 'strongly 
affected industries' (in which waste should be included by virtue of its inability to pass on costs) 
and to householders. 

Key issue: Waste should be considered strongly affected industry under the CPRS 

While the CPRS will cover the waste sector, the benefits in terms of recycling will not be picked up within the 
Scheme. 

Example: Recycling to h!ducegreentiouse gaserllissions 
i '--- , " "'_ ',' ':'>" '''-' , ; i,, __ < 

The UniverSity of Michigan(2007)estimat~sth~t,fortheUnitedStates of America, 'ihcreasirigthe recycling 
raltHo 35. percent would reduce'greenhousegas.emissions by an additional 5.2 Million Metric Tons of 
CarbOil Dioxide Equivalent"." .. ' . . 

While the above is a generic example, detailed life cycle assessment clearly shows the benefits of recycling 
(in most situations). The Department of Environment and Conservation has developed a simple life cycle 
analysis system (DEC, Benefits of Recycling Calculator Tool) which is an excel based tool to calculate and 
demonstrate the environmental benefits of recycling in WA. Within the CPRS, however, these benefits are 
not recognised. It is anticipated that recycled material will have a higher monetary value under the CPRS, 
because it requires less energy to process (compared to processing raw material). However, recycling will 
also cost more as the costs for collection and processing increase with fuel and electricity prices; whether 
the increased collection and processing costs are commensurate with the increase value of recycled 
products remains to be seen. This issue will be particularly significant for non-metropolitan Local 
Governments who recycle, as their material frequently has to travel further to market. As the recent price 
drop for recyclables has highlighted, transport distance is a key concern for Local Governments. 

Key issue: Uncertainty about the effects of CPRS on recycling, non-metropolitan Local 
Governments likely to be disproportionately affected. 
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Example:Carboll offsets 
The Southern Metropolitan RegionalCouncn produce Greenhouse FriendlyTM carbon . offsets from their 
Alternative .Waste Tre~tment proqeSS ... TheAWT facility that ·SM RC. operates,; co.mpoststheorganicfraction 
of municipal solid waste (MSW) into a valuable product whictiisapplied to agricultural land. The carbon 
offsets are generatea from the .avoidance of methane emissions caused by waste decomposing in landfill, 
which would otherwise occur in the absence of a program. 

" , ',' "i '. _ ',_ _ _ _ '" 

The tonnage of carbon offset. that the SMRC is eligible for, uDder the.GreenhouseFriendlyTM Program, is 
calculated using the followinggeneraif()rmula: ... .. . ... .. 

Total Greenhouse gas emissions avgidedby project - Total Greenhouse gas emissions fromthe project 
(all ope. rating emissions) = Carbon offset eligible . 

. ,,' - ,,-- - - --- -,," - - "- -

Currently these carbon offsets are sold into the market. Once the CPRS commences, with waste as a 
covered sector, these carbon offsets cannot be sold into the compliance market. There may be potential to 
sell the offsets into the voluntary market; although how this market will be structured and priced is still 
uncertain. There is also the issue of international equity, as waste is not a covered sector in other emission 
trading schemes their offsets could potentially be sold in the Australian compliance market - although 
Australian offsets generated in the same way would not be eligible. 

Combustion of methane from landfill facilities for energy will not attract CPRS obligations (which should 
effectively mean that the methane emissions captured and converted to energy will have a zero C02-e 
rating and will therefore reduce the total threshold liability of the landfill facility). However captured and 
flared methane (not converted to energy) will have a C02-e rating, but this will be significantly less than if 
the methane was not flared. It is indicated in the White Paper that captured and flared methane will be 
treated as comprising 50% legacy emission and 50% new emissions. 

The Commonwealth Government has proposed to expand the Renewable Energy Target (RET) Scheme to 
20% Renewable energy by 2020 and will extend the operation of the Scheme until January 2030. Should 
this be implemented it will create a significant incentive for 'landfill gas to energy' projects to reduce 
significantly the permit liabilities for landfill operators, to produce energy for sale and to generate Renewable 
Energy Certificates for sale. However although this would be considered a positive outcome of the CPRS, it 
may disadvantage those early movers (such as the SMRC) who have invested significantly in alternative 
waste treatment technologies which are not offered dispensation within the scheme. 

Key issue: Alternative Waste Treatment will be affected by CPRS. 

2.3 State/Local Government Climate Change and Sustainability 
Partnership Agreement ,..----,.--.,..-...,---,-.,..-----, 

2,3 StatelLoqal (iovernment Climate 
Chang~ ;.and Sustainability 
Partnership Agreement- Summary 

In August 2007, the State/Local Government Climate Change and 
Sustainability Partnership Agreement was signed. The purpose of the 
Partnership Agreement is to establish an enduring partnership between 
State and Local Government for the purposes of ensuring communication, 
co-operation and joint action on common goals and priority areas in 
relation to climate change and sustainability. The Agreement was signed 
by the WA State Government, WA Local Government Association 
(WALGA) and Local Government Managers Australia (LGMA). 

The Partnership Agreement outlines 
key;priQciplesto assist Local and 
State Government .\0 work together to 
effectively promote and enhance 
sustainabl.e development. 
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The objective of the Agreement is for Western Australian State and Local Government to work in 
partnership in order to effectively promote and enhance: 

• the sustainable development of local communities; and 
• the capacity of local communities, both individually and collectively, to respond to the global 

challenge of climate change. 

For waste management, the commitments include: 
• promoting best practice sustainable waste management principles to maximise opportunities 

for recycling and resource recovery, and to assist the transition towards zero waste; 
• progressing waste management and resource recovery legislation incorporating powers for 

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) schemes, 
• applying the EPR and Product Stewardship policy framework for priority wastes; and, 
• identifying and minimising planning, legal, financial, contractual and other barriers to the 

development of best-practice municipal waste recycling systems and infrastructure. 

Key issue: State Government need to afflrm its commitment to the State/Local Government Climate 
Change and Sustainability Pannership Agreement 

2_4 WA Local Government national commitment 
2.4 WA local Government national 
Commitment - Summary 

T()ensure Local Government 

Local Government in WA is an involved and valued participant at a 
national level. Waste management operates in a national, as well as 
state based context. Many initiatives, such as EPR would operate better 
if applied at a national level; although this should not be read that state 
action should be delayed waiting for federal action. Local Governments in 
WA, though various Programmes, are engaged at a federal level and 
keenly appreciate this context and add expertise to development of policy 
and programs. 

I representation at a Federal level, the 
. Association not only actively engages 

ALGA, but sits on a. number of national 
committees. 

Key issue: Federal engagement by Local Government is necessary to ensure inclusion of Local 
Government concerns. 

Example: WALGA pre~identsitsonEPIiC /. '. .. '.. •... ... . ...... ' 
The current WALGA President, Cr Bill Mitchell, sits as an observer on the. Environment Protection and 
Heritage Council. He is one of the CouncilsJongestservingmembers and provides a Local Government 
and Western Australian perspective to the discussions. 

2.5 Roles and responsibilities for waste 
management 

There is limited definition of roles and responsibilities in waste management 
at a strategic level (e.g. strategic planning for landfills) and lack of 
responsibility assigned through WARR Act to waste streams other than 
municipal. 

Unless there is clear identification of roles and responsibilities regarding 
Federal, State and Local Government and private industry many of the 
issues for waste management will remain. 
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.2.5 . Roles and responsibilities for 
waste management - Summary 

Lack of clearly defined roles and 
responsibilities, though the WARR Act 
and other policy mechanisms inhibits 
the ability of waste to be managed in 
the most efficient manner. This is 
particularly evident for the C&D' and 
C&I waste streams. 
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Local Government waste (residential and that generated from the Local Governments' own activities) is well 
regulated. However, the commercial and industrial (C&I) and the construction and demolition (C&O) sector 
has only limited regulation and no responsible authority assigned to it. These waste streams make up the 
majority of the waste stream, yet go virtually unregulated. Local Government may not be positioned to take 
responsibility for these waste streams, nor should it be assumed that they will. 

Key issue: Clear designation of roles & responsibility for al/ waste streams needed. 

Without designation of roles & responsibility, such policy instruments as Extended Producer Responsibility will 
also have only limited effect. 

Key issue: Clear designation of roles & responsibility for Extended Producer Responsibility scheme 
development implementation and review. 

Example: Used MotorOil- Federal Scheme 

tile Federal ProgramProductStewardship 19r Oil Progtam,lheWIILocal Government Association 
(through the Municipal Waste Advisory Council) administered a Program to improve collecti6n of use a oil in 
WA. The. result was 112 units of infrastructure were distributed to 62 Local .Governments .throughout 

Western Australia .. lnWA, thei the distributio,n~i.°lf,!i' ~1f,~1:rki~~iiu~se~:d~~ 
oil 1 
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2.6 Increasing complexity and volume of waste stream 

Local Governments providing a recycling service are faced with an 
increasing diversity of materials used, particularly in packaging, leading to 
the need for more complex recycling infrastructure and greater expense in 
order to separate the material. While there are policy responses in place 
to assist with this issue (National Packaging Covenant) the problem still 
remains and Local Government may struggle to keep pace with the 
diversity of materials and use of composite materials in packaging. 

Other materials of concern are also entering the waste stream. With 
increasing consumption of electronic goods, cheaper prices coupled with 
short life of products, more are ending up in the waste stream. 
Depending on the collection system in place, there is the potential to 
recover the product, however, substantial cost is incurred by Local 
Governments wishing to recycle these products. 

2.6 Increasing complexity and 
I volume 'of waste stream -
I ' Summary 

The waste stream is increasing in 
complexity (packaging and 
products) and 'volume (with 
development and 'increasing 
woduption)., T~is pre~ents new 
ch~lIenges to waste managers who 

, have' only limitedcontidl' on waste 
stream inputs. 

Key issue: Increasing complexity, diversity and quantity of some materials in the waste stream, 
consequent effects on technology and cost, lack of linkage between policy objectives. 

Exan1pl~:lncreasrl1gvollJl1)es .. ColJ1pac;tfl,l.I()reSc~nt(C,FL's)bul~s "" • , " , '""", 
"When, theprevio~s, Federal. Goyernment 'made.\he ann()uncementregardi~g, the.ban. on, incandescent light 
bulbs, t~e MunicipalvYaste,AdvisorxCouncil.wrotel0.the ~inist~r.indicati.ng that l'ihile,we~uppo~,thebiln, 
there are ,substantial, 'l'iaste',lT1anagement." impli9iltiohs 're9~@ng,'an i,nQreased,' volum,e", of, CF~'s ,being 
disp()sed of in the municipall'iaste.§trEl~m"MVJA,9.indicated that, it.con~iderst~at best'l1l~nagE)mentof 
CEt!S''\yould.~ea9,hi~v~!lJhrough.aprb~u~t,s\e;wa,rqs~ip,.artangement,incorporatingjndustryresponsiQility 
,f()r.~~ta~I,ishing"a~clrnaiot'liningadequil!e,C;FL,bu.I,b"cpllecti9n'1n9[epr9ces~ing.in~l<l~tryctqre., ~urth~r"that 
IlJesteyvardship 'sh9uldJnclue~.an ,in.dus,try.comrni!rne~tfor a.n '9P90in9 ,nati6naliPublic,edqcationcampaign 
tora,ise, comrr\unityunderSta~qingofwhya:ndhow to clisposflo1qFL bU,lbsgorrectly. ' ' 

Exampie:cost()f~~~Cling. E·Wast~ - CityofBun~ury" 
Number ofho.useholds:16;564 " 
Area (sqkm):61.2 , ' , '" " , "',' " ,,' " ", ", ,'.,. ,.' " " " ,,', , ' 
The City of Bunbury has idElnti~edcornrT1unity c9ncernand ,the' need't?" provide a service' for ,electronic 
waste recycling. The,City.is cur~entlycollectingappr()ximatelyonesea Q9ntainerfullofelectronic waste 
every Ihreeweeks (85tonnes ,per year); at a<cost oi$52,OQO per annum. Demand for .the service is, very 
high and persister!. ' ", ' " , 
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2.7 Recycling Issues (metropolitan, non-metropolitan, geographical 
constraints and markets) 

Waste management services provided by Local Government will 
vary. These services reflect the unique challenges which are faced 
by different Local Governments in WA. 

Distance of WA from markets for recyclables and lack of local 
reprocessing 
With the closure of the ACI glass reprocessing plant in 2004 and 

2.7 Recycling issues - Summary 
• Recycling in WA is frequently difficult 
due to distance; market and pricing 
issues. There is a need for alternative 
lecal markets for many products. 

.. . ... 

the AMCOR facility in 2005, WA effectively lest most of its local reprocessing of materials. 
recycled material is now transported internationally or interstate 

In order to be 

Markets and pricing 
As the recent market downturn in the price of recyclables has shown, consistent pricing is a huge issue for 
the viability of recycling industry. Without structures in place to ensure consistent pricing recycling services 
are at mercy of the market. 

Issues for non-metropolitan areas 
In the non-metropolitan area, waste management is likely to be more expensive due to low population 
density and volume and a greater distance to travel (most recyclable material is transported to Perth, then to 
market). Many non-metropolitan Local Governments have limited revenue raising capacity and currently 
waste management is not covered by the Federal Assistance Grants (FAG's). 

Alternative Markets 
Some Local Governments are actively seeking alternative markets for their products te increase the viability 
of services. Glass has frequently been mentioned as a difficult material to deal with. 

Key issue: Local solutions, appropriate pricing mechanism and funding needed to ensure recycling 
is viable for al/ of Western Australia. 

,::', ; " "" 

Exafuple:ShireofMurchison ICityofMandurah . ... . • 
TheShireofMurchiso~islocated 669.kmfromPerthwith an area of49,500kmsq and population ofll0. 
ThewastemanagelTlent .. iss~es experienced· by. the .Shi.re .0fMu[chison willvarydramaticanytoothern.on
metropelitanl.0cal.GovernrTlents.For.exampJe the .. City ofMandurah;lecated.72 kin from Perth,with a 
population.6f61 ,424 and an area of 173;Skmsq; . , - -- - - - ",- - - - - '-- ", - " - -,- - "-

Example: GiassBecyclillg .... .......• ... ...• .. .... .• ... ..... . . . ... . .. •. 
Currently tile majority of glass 90nected for recycli~ginWA is.transported ·toAdelaidefor .reprocessing. This 
can .. mean glass from the Shire .of ·Breome,being .transportei:!· 2,200km toPerth, •. thena .further ·2,700km.to 
A~elaide .. This ha~ been the case since. AClc.losedtheirgla~s recycling plant in WA in 2004 ... Various 
optionshavebeeninvesiigatea to findaltemajivemarRets and. erd uses. The wa~te Authprity 
commis~ionedarep6rton the· econ.()mic feasibility0faBo~tiqueBo~ling . Planf~theReport(oyndthatthe 
costweuld .lie prohibitiv.e($20million) and the plant would .only be able torecycl~ asmal.1 proportion ()fthe 
State's total collected glass (DEC, 2008): Another soluti.onwhich hasgainedtracti.on is theuseofrecycled 
glassinroad~.TheSouthern Metropolitan Regional Council receiyed a StrategiC Wa~telnitiative.Scheme 
(SWIS) grimttowork with Pioneer Roads topul crushed glass inteasphalt. The use Of glass in asphalt 
adds value to the end product because: . ... . 
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• "Glass asptialt seriices are m()rerefledive than conventional asphalt (improves nighttime road 
visibility); 

• The surfacfldriesfaster than traditional paving after rain because the glass particles do not ab~orb 
water(insreaseroad safety); and . . . •..... .... .. .. .. . .. ....• • 

... Dueto tnegl<l~scontenttheasphalt will hold heationger than conventional asphalt(easier,towork 
andcompact)."(Pioneer RoadServices, 2008) 

2.8 Strategic planning for waste management 

There has been limited strategic planning for waste management 
activities in Western Australia. As waste management has largely 
been seen as the purview of Local Government (even though as 
already noted material from households constitutes less than a 
quarter of waste to landfill) there has been limited planning at a 
state level and virtually no consideration of waste management 
infrastructure in planning schemes. 
Key issue: Need for statewide oversight of infrastructure to 
ensure adequate planning for waste management facilities. 

Example:landfill Planning ·Cityo(Cockburn 
Number of households: 29,628 .. 

~,8·· S!"~tegic .~Ian~ing for waste 
management ';'Summary 
Waste management is notincluded in 
planning schemes, consequently siting 
for waste facilities is ··increasingly 
difficult 

.. . . .. 

Area (sqkm):148 . . . •... ... ... ... 
The. Cityof Canning has a strategic plan to expand the operation atthe.Henderson Waste RecoveryPark 
. (HWRP)to accommodate and process commercial waste steams so as tb divert waste away fron) landfill. 
The project and vision is a holistic approach to waste management which seeks to address colledion as 
.'Nell asdi~po~aL UQfortunately .the project has been stymied for. almost.2. years due lo.a number of 
'unce(tainties surr<lynding the future planning .of ttlEl/areaaMan apparf)ntlackof under~tanilingacrossthe ' 
various departments ofGovernfl)ent on the waste management needsinto'the. future;.' HWRPis located in 
·thfHope Vall~yW~ttl~uRR.edElveloplT1ent .Area(cu!~ently knOWn as!atituge. ~2)lhat .is coritrol.ledbythe 
WAPC>andLandcorp:·· . 

Qf signific~nce. is the lack of. clear land-use planning direction over the site andtheconfention that waste 
managelT)ent· .• cannolcoexist •• in· this landform,. The · ... City would .. contendthat.H ,properly managed·. and 
. integrated waste management facility could. be. the. benchmark development forth is industrial precinct. . A 
waste. man~gement facility that caters for all waste ·streams. including .C&li.C&Dand whichincorporatEls .. a 
range of technologie~to separate, process and minimise waste is consi~tent'Nith the Govermnent'scurrent 
stated direction. Landcorp howeverhave developed a ,Planning$trategy with zones that significantly restrict 
the expiinsionoftheH'l\fRP .. Larldcorp have also proposed toestabl.ish an intermodalfacility.inclose 
proximity to HWRP.Some of the options that are currently open for public comment COmpletely cover the 
HWRP, h~'Neverthe preferred model quarantines. '1signifiGant pol'lionof land on the east of the Site .• Until 
this.lntermodlll Facility is finalised the City c~nnot proceed with an~confidenceto invest in technology. 

The HWRPlinl3dcelis are ideally Iodated. in disused limestone quarries. The practical expansion .. olour 
facility i~tot!lenorth t()ward~nothElr completed limestone quarry, however current zoning willnotpermitthe 
CockburnCementland{Generallndustry) to be used as. a Resource ReCOVery centre • .It is theCity'svision 
todeveloPRDF on our site that willcomplywith the DEC standards t9power industryandwind/solar 
(thermal or PV) farmS on the cappedl~ndfilL Gens to furtherenhance the renewable energy generated/rom 
the HWRP .. W~ believe thatour current and planned uses for this site blend.well with the existing andfutllre 
zoning of the area should our or additio~al adjacent land be rezoned to Resource Recovery. 
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2.9 Data management and Targets for the State Waste Strategy 

The matter of data management and consistency is of vital 
importance at the moment as the State Waste Strategy is being 
developed. Under the WARR Act, the Waste Authority is required to 
develop a State Waste Strategy; this Strategy must include "targets 
for waste reduction, resource recovery and the diversion of waste 
from landfill disposal." 

Data measurement 
Without accurate data measurement, there can be no certainty that 

2.9 Data management and Targets 
for the State Waste. Strategy -
Summary 
Inorderfor.!he State Waste Strategy 
to be effectively measured ,good .data 
management and appropriate Targets 
are essential. 

..... 

the Strategy is achieving its aims. Accurate data collection is necessary to determine what waste is being 
generated, recovered and recycled. Without comprehensive data collection and use there will be 
uncertainty about how the State is progressing with regard to resource recovery and waste generation. 

If the Strategy is to be measured effectively, consistent measurement (both overall and appropriate for each 
waste stream) and a clear program to measure will be needed. For any Strategy, the methods of measuring 
its achievement (and implications if these performance measures are not met) needs to be clear. An agreed 
baseline, of what is currently measurable, needs to be established. Then determine what needs to be 
measured and the best point for such measurement. 

Key issues: 
• Establish baseline, determine measures and best point for measurement; 
• Determine the best point for data measurement; and 
• Define a data collection method/process for the length of the Strategy (include ongoing data 

collection - funding if necessary). 

Measurement methodology between Local Governments varies, as it does between StatesfT erritories and 
internationally. While consistency of data collection may be a long term goal, in the shorter term 
understanding the variables within the data collected assists in identifying reasons for data variation and 
makes data more comparable. Cardno (2008) identifies clearly the assumptions regarding waste to landfill 
tonnages - all putrescibles landfills have weighbridges therefore direct measurement of tonnage is possible. 
Inert landfills generally do not have a weighbridges consequently generic conversion factors (from cubic 
metres to tonnes have been used). 

Key issue: Understand the meta data and clearly identify assumptions and confidence rating. 

Example: MuilicipaIRecyclingSchetne(MRS) IResourceReco~eryRebate Scl1eme(RRRS) 
TheResourceRecovery Rebate Scheme (RRRS),replaced Ibe.f)1unicipaIRecycling Schellle.in2001 and 
allo\'IedL~caIGovernments and Regional Councils 10 claim a reb;lte for materialthey can demonstrate has 
been reused, recovered or recycled. The RR~S was funded throughttie Landfill Levy and was 
administered by the Municipal Waste AdvispryCQuncil on beh~lfof the Waste. MflQag~m~ntBoard. Jhe 
outcome of the Scheme was robust, verified data.on theamourlt of material collected anH recovered by 
L()cal .G.overnment. . 
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. Example: .NationalPackaging Covenant- Data issues 

• Controversy anduncertainty·around the datafor theNatiol1alP~ckaging Coxenanthas shown the difficDlty 
in gaining <I cI.ear Biptureof material fl9w(into and outofthe country and to land~1I and recycling). The· 
Covenant has nowreached a point where there is some certainty around the accuracyof thedata and there 

.. have been several revisions Clfthe data. The Covenanf Council commissioned a report by an indep~ndent 
Report to look .at the data on recycling and recovery - this caused the initialbaseline recycling data to be 
revised from 48% to 40%· (NPC; 2008) . This illustrated the need to fully understand the data, in relation to 
content and areas of uncertainty: 

Targets 
Experience from other States and Federal Programs would indicate that targets focus the activity, therefore 
need to be carefully considered and quantified. If there is a mix of qualitative and quantitative targets 
frequently the qualitative will be neglected because they cannot be measured easily. Targets also need to 
be outcome focused, not prescriptive (what we want to achieve, not necessarily how). This will allow for 
innovation and different approaches to be used which best suit the local area. 

Key issue: Outcome rather than prescriptive targets. 

Key issue: Targets should focus on actions rather thanjust planning. 

For Targets to be effective measures of progress, they need to measure both absolute figures and sector 
specific information. The aim being to ensure the performance measure we put in place is accurate 
irrespective of economic growth/downturn. For example, for the measurement of increase/decrease of 
material to landfill (by Category) both the absolute tonnage and an appropriate sector specific measure are 
needed. This ensures that the measurement tool is buffered against economic fluctuation. Measure could 
be MSW tonnage to landfill per household or C&D plotted against number of planning approvals. 

Key issue: Quantitative targets (with overall and sector specific measures). 

The responsibility and accountability for achieving the different targets needs to be clearly identified. 
Section 34 of the WARR Act gives the CEO of the DEC power to: 

Power to request report on waste strategy compliance 
(1) The CEO may request any entity to provide a report on
(a) its compliance with the waste strategy; or 
(b) the reasons for any specilied non-compliance by that entity with the waste strategy. 

Key issue: Clear accountability for failure to meet targets. 

Example: National Packaging Covenant -: Action Plans asTllrgets 

An example of one kind of target, which has been less than effective, is the National Packaging Covenant 
action plans target.- the. measure is that a signatory. has an Action Plan. These is no measurement of 
whether the Plan. is being implemented or how effective it is. The mid term review of the NPC noted that 
"there is very little evidence of continuous improvement in the management of packaging because of the 
generally poor level of reporting in action plans and annual reports' (NPC, 2008). 
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3 Function, effectiveness and efficiency of current systems 

3.1 Local Government service delivery 

Local Government provides a range of services in the waste 
management area, the services can be broadly classified into 
collection, processing, disposal and education. In this 
Submission, each area of service is outlined, with a few 
examples given. In considering the different elements of the 
waste management service provided, it is important to 
understand the integration between the different types of service 
that a Local Government offers. Local Governments' own 
activities also generate significant material to be recycled, 
recovered, reused or disposed of. 

Key issue: Local Governments may have varying systems, 
but all provide an invaluable service to their residents. The 
services complement each other and cannot be considered 
in isolation. 

2;3. Local Government service 
delivery ... Summary 
Local Government provides a range of 
waste .and recycling service to their 
local communities. The services are 
adapted to suit the needs of the 
community.. and reflect affective 
service deliver for their particular 
C()ntext. Servicesoffered complem~nt 
each other and. cannot be consid~red 
in isolation; For example kerbside, 
works with vergeside and drop off 
options.· 

. ... .. . 

Key issue: Waste management services and considerations will vary between Local Governments 
due to different demographic, geographical and economic constraints and considerations. 

Collection 
Local Government provides various collection services and drop off points for material (for the purposes of 
this Submission termed 'collection'). The collection services sometimes vary between Local Governments 
reflecting the different priOrities and needs of that local community. In some Local Government areas the 
service is provided by a contractor, in others the Local Government, Regional Council or other Local 
Government undertakes the collection. All Local Governments in the Metropolitan area have a kerbside 
waste and recycling service. 

Examllle:· .• Waste~ndtecy~Hl"lgcollectl~n frorilkerbsitle" City of JoondallJP 
Nump~r of hou.seholds:5g,000 .. ... .. .. . ..... 
Area(sqkm): 99 . .. .. ... . . .. .. .•.... ..• ... .. 
Service: .Cityof Joondalup providesresigentsyyitha240L waste MGB (we\lkly service ). andrecenjly 
introduYE)aa 240L MGB for Recycling (fortnightlyser"i/ice).fheCityof Joonoalup contractsitsdpillestic 
wasle and recycling'cpllection .servicetotheCityofWanneroo.·· .The City()f~oondalup.is.alsopart ofthe 
MindarieRegionalCouncii and through it will Have access to an Alternative,Waste Treatm~nt facility. 

..... ...... . 

Example:. Verges ide collections - City of Stirling 
Number of households: 88,575 
Area (sq km): 100 
To .complement the one bin recycling .and resource recovery MGB service provided to residents and the 
Balcatta Transfer Station, the City of Stirling also provides vergesidecollection of material per year. This 
includes 2 household junk and 2 greenwaste collections. The City of Stirling requests that householders 
separate plastics and scrap metal so these materials can be collected and recycled. 

. 
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Example: Household Hazardous Waste collection point - Mindarie Regional Council. 
Member Councils: City ofWanneroo, City of Joondalup and City of Swan 
8egiopal populatiOn: 500;009 
. Area (sq km}:953.10 
At the Tamala Park Landfill site. a HHW collection point is located. T~is allows residents to drop off 
quantities of HouseholdHazardousWaste such as paint,pesticidesetc; 

Processing 
Local Government undertakes processing of some of the material it collects; processing in this context 
includes examples of both sorting and reprocessing. 

Example:Greenwaste - CityofJoondalup 

The City of Joondalupunderlakes greenwasteprocessipg. . Greenwastecollec)edfrom r~sidents is 
coll~ct~d,~hredd~d, [llulchedand made available for sale to the pubiicm usedon the City's parks and 
gardens. The greenwaste processing facility is open to the public and residents have 4 free entry vouchers 
to collect mulched gree~waste (City olJoondalup, undated). . 

Example: Municipal Solid Waste. Western Metropolitan Regional Council . . . . " 
Member .Councils: Town 01 c;laremont, Cottesloe,MosmanPark, ShireofPePPer[llint Grove and City of 
Subiaco. . ..... .... .. 
RegionaIPopulation:4~,697 .' 
iN;ea(sqk[l1}:21,~ ....< . .'. ........ . . < ". . .,> . .< 
VVMRChas formalised an agreement with AnaeCo to construct anrldemon~trate a 
commercial.scalesingle vessel DiCOM® Plant.at the. ~rockway Waste TransferStation;Thedemon~tration 
plahtwillinclude'awastesortingand preparation facilityand.a.singIEl DiC()M®bjological·processing.vessel, 
including associated.·ancillaryequipment. The •.. plant will.be.located. immedi~teiyadj~centto.thee](isting 
Transfer Station building. WMRC and. AnaeCo have entered intoanadditiolial~greeri1ent that enables, 
upon successful commissioning to pre-agreed perfprmance criteria, the expansion of the Stage 1 plant. . , ,;,> , ",," , " ' ,,<,,, , .. -: - -, -

TheStageJ Plant is designed soif~n beprogn9ssivelyrampedup to 55,OOOtpaprocessing Cllpacity 
through the construction. of two additional DiCOM®process vessels, andenhancefl)entof tne MSWsorting 
facility.Totalland area to be occupiedby the 55,000tpa plantiadjac~nt to the existing TransferStation 
building, is around 2000m2 .. Theproject.will oe a powerfuldernonstration olthe potentiaithatthe DiCOM® 
technology presents in ihe municipal waste processing sector as it win,for the first time in Australia, allow 
for the retrofitting of existing Transfer Stations with MSWprocessing technology. (WMRC, 2006). 
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Example: Matllrials RllcoveryFacmty CS()LllhernMetroPolitaCn~egional <>oul1cil ..... . •. . ' .• 
MemberC.ouncils: Cities .of Canning, C.ockburn, Town.o! East Fremantle, Fremantle, Kwinana, City .of 
Melvilleand.Rockingham .. 
Regionlll Population: 389,051 
Area (sqkm): 666 .. 2 . ........ ...... ... . 
Tbe~MRCqwns and operates. a stat"cof-th~,arj.·Material .. R~coveryfacility (MRf) ... This .facilitysorts. all 
plastics; glass, paper, cardb.oard,. aluminium'andsteel products, they are then. separated .and. baled. 
The fellture.sqfthispr.ocessa[e: 

o Co'mingledRecyciables .•.... .. ." . •... ...... ...... . .... . 
. Starting in. the bOrne, residents place .. all.recyelables.aQd.nqn. comp.ostablE1 maten.alin Jhe yenow:l.opp~dbin. 
These·material.s .. areknownas'cO-mingled'.reqyclabl~s'.i3nd i1reconepted.bythe .SMRC.'srnembercQunci.ls 
f.ordeliveryto .. the MRF.forprocessingi ,6.tthe MRF, tru.cks Jmloaq theco:mingle~. r.e~ycl.ables .ontothe 
tippipg floor, AJoade(tbeQ scoqps upthe~o-fl'1ingledrecyclable~angplaces. thern·.on· a 'lil.rge.slowmoVing 
conveyqr bel!, which.distributes themat~riillfor insp"ctloQ ands~pa\iltion. . .. 

o QualityCdntrol ..............• •.•... ., •.•... ' ......•..• . ....... '.. .. ...... ..... . .......... ' .. 
At. a numberofpointsinp[pcess,SMRC'.staff.exijmine·. the.co'mingled.·.recYelabl~st6remoVllan·· non 
recyclaplemateriai. Maintainingthequalil\'of the final product is vitalt.o the success oftheMRF. . 

o PilperS.ortandSeparation...... ...• ..... ... .. •. .... ... . '. ... . .... 
Through the combiilE~dworkof aut?mate~m~chines .amjSM~C .staff;anpaperpr.oducts IIrerempved· from 
the' Co-mingledrecyciatiles;Tne paPeri~.theQ further sorted into. oewspaper,cardboardand otdinarypaper. 
Thes.ortedpaperisstpredin large~urkers pri.or to beingsenttothebaler. . 

o Plastics, Metaland .GlassSo~ing . . . . ..' 
. One Clfthe final .. steps is 'fortheplastics; metal and glass .to.besep~rated, .using 'high'tech'opticalsOrters; the 
firstoftneir "kind .in Western Australia; ·fh~.electronic·computer's ·cootronedeyes· .. ·sca,n.a fast moving 
conveyor belt lookingJor type 2. plastics (white . .opaque plastic .used. in milk and. jUicebottles),;type;1 •• plastics 
(clear cool· drink bottles ) and aU .other . mixed.plasti~. Other machines are used t.oi:reateelectr.onii:. fields 
which repel aluminium and steelc.ontainers. Glass is crushed and primed for local use. . . 

o Balers... . 
Once s.orted and separated from the co;mingled recyclables, the paper, newspaper, cardb.oard, steel, 
aluminium and a variety .of plastics are transported along conveyor belts to be baled. These baled recycled 
materials are then used 10caUy, interstate and .overseas to make new productsic.onsequently saving energy, 
res.ources andgreenh.ouse gases. 
(SMRC, 2009) 
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EXlimple: Wo?d was~recyCling - Eal;tern MetrOIlOlilllnRegiomiI1::6~ncil. ... . ... . 
.Mernber Councils: TO'il'n ofBassendeiin,City ofBaysw~ter, City of Belmont, ShireS of Kalamunda, 
Mun,daring and City of Swan.· . . . 
Regional.Population:.300,OOO 
Area(sq krn):2;100.. • .......•.........•......... 
Service provided:Woodwaste recycling facility. .. . ..... . 
Op~rati?ns oQ the site curreritlyirivolvetne recycling of untreated s()ftwoods such as pallets, .into a range of 
products(as sought tiytl)ernar({et):·· . ... . . 

.. . 

• Wood chip for particleoQardmaflufacture; ... . . . ... <.. .•.....• . .. . 
• wood finesfdranirrialbeddirlg (particularly inJhe poultryilidustry); and 
• Coloured mulch for landscaping. 

The timber recycling concept developed from a pilot scale project con.ducted by the Laminex.Group together 
with a pre:feasibilitycondu9ted by the.Cityof Swan; and has been accompanied by strong support from our 
member Councils,theLarninex Group; and the poultry industry; . 

Since no member Council. generates significant quantities of wood waste, the target market forHazelmere is 
industry, and the purpose is to avoid the timber being disposed of to Red Hill landfill, and to reduce waste 
disposal~osts for industry. The facility has been successful in both Of the~e objectives, having. recovered 
3,300 tannesto mid December 2008, saving waste generators up to $35.00 per tonne of·timberreceived. 

Thebenefittoourrnember Councils is that ilenables them to supporttheir localindustriesi and the City of 
Swan has been particularly active in itssupportoftheJacility by providing wood waste collections through its 
inilustrial areas .. The.reducedqost of waste ·disposalimproves the financial·resilienceoflocal.ihdustries and 
local employment . . .. . 

fiazelmereisintheproc~ss Of.expandingfbalscireceiVe.hardwoods, with the hardwoods tdbe !J~edfor 
solid.fuelas'il'ellas. woodfines for animal bedding. In all ca.ses, it has. n,ot bropghton. newwoducts until 
market~ are av~ilable .. · This practice is relatively uncommopinthe waste inilustry, where new waste 
processing capacity is often developed before marketsfor the processed product are secured.· . 

A further activity being developed isa mattress recycling. plant, where springs, foam and fabric.are 
separated from mattresses fOfrecycling (where possible). In particular, foam is a valuable commodity with 
markets alreadysecured .. This programme is driven largely by the potential.to save on landfill; mattresses 
consume. substantial volume within the landfill. 

. . 
In the future,Hazelmere is. intended to become an integr~ted Resource Recovery Parl«~RP), with an initial 
concept plan developed f()rtheR~P. TheRRP will include the current timber.andmatttess recysling aswell 
additional resourcerecov~ry;This is currently envisaged to include a Materials. Recovery facility, transfer 
station·. for the public, reuSe shop, . glass beneficiation, ed.ucation centre and space. for commercial 
developments associated with.wi\ste processing; 

Disposal 
Despite the best efforts of Local Government, landfill is likely to remain a part of our waste management 
needs for a substantial time to come. There are a number of well managed, Local Government run landfills 
inWA. 
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Example: landfill- Shire of Yalgoo 
Number·of households: 129 
Area (sq k~): 33,257,9 .. .. .. ••..• .. . ... .... 
The Shire of Yalgoo has raised the issue that many remote areas,such asYalgoo, simply do not have the 
resource or opportunities of even agricultural Councils, to do many things. Forinstanc~, recycling activities, 
regional co'operation, regional lips etc, varybetween difficult to impossible .• The Shire. of Yalgoois125km 
from the next nearest town, with a population of.130,andwith over 33,000 sq: kmforlheother 130-140 
people in the .Shire, . landfill is likely to always· be. the quickest,cheapest, most accessible, form of refuse 
disposal. Any legisla!ive requirement under the WARR Act or anything else, needs toconsiderthat anything 
other than landfill is going to be expensive for small Locali3overnments. 

Example: landfill - Shire of Gingin 
Number of households: 3,628 
Area (sq km): 3,325 
The Shire of Gingin currently has 4 unstaffed landfill sites .. The Shire is intending to move t03 transfers 
stations (for use by the general public) and one landfill (not accessible by the general public). The Shire 
conducted a survey of people dropping off material at the current landfill sitesandfound thalsome were 
from the metropolitan area - avoiding paying the landfill levy (and general tipping fees) by dumping material 
in the Shires landfill. 

Example: Red Hill' Eastern MetropoHtanRegional Council. . ... . ... ... ...... ...•.. . .. ... ....... . ........... . 
Red Hill is situated.about30km fr9m,thePerth.C~D,ahdinciudes?neofPerth'slargestla~dfiliswith 
dedicated cells fdr putrescibiew<lst~and cdntarninat~d soU,a green waste. proCessing facilitY and a transfer 
station where recycl~biesareaggregateda'1d.sent on to material processors. .. Red Hill is W~.stern 
Australia's.sole Clas~ IV landfill. .. 

Red Hillis run as ac()mmerCialoperatiori, and cdmpetesstronglyin themaiketforcommerbialwaste.The 
EMRC has purchased land on the "open market" to ensure that the buffer areas cannot be developed and 
has the appropriate zoning and lic.ences tooperate for.several desages, if necess~ry,.al the current waste 
receival rates. ,. . ... . 

The landfill· isrun~sa Best Practice facilitY, with ,composite lined cells; leachate collection, gas collectiorif()r 
power generation and progressivesiterenabilj!ation. Th7 E~RCGontinuestoimproveits. operations, with 
irnprovem,ent beingdriv~ninternallya~d bycomrnunitYliaison meetings heldbi:monthly at Red Hill. . Some 
oflhe improvements that havebeehimplemented in the last two years are: . .. . .... .. 

• Relining of three leachate POrl<Js, replacing dllmagedplastic liners or clay liners with new plastic 
liners; . . . ......... .... ..•. ... ... . >. .... ..... ...... ........ ..... ... . .,. 

• Upgradeof truck wheel wash to further reducedirtdepositicln oQto Toodyay R~ad; ..... . 
• Intro.duction of more aggressive landfill gas collection systems to reduce odour in the surrounding 

areas; 
• Development of an ()dour monitoring proijramme; 
• Noise. baffles on the landfill gas power plant to reduce night time noise disturbance; 
• Ecological investigations into the management of high populations ofibisand kangaroos on site, 

withtheresulting develOPment of ibis and kangaroo management plans; and 
• Extensive investigations into groundwater .contamination . 
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None of these improvements were driven by regulatory requirements, but were instead implemented .as part 
olthe EMRC's long tenm view on siteoperations .. lndeed, Red Hill receives very few residential complaints. 
no·· non-compliance notices. from the. Department of .Environment and conservation (DEC); and. tak.es 
c9nsiderable trouble to reportany environmental aspects to the DEC asJhey occur (including landfill fires, 
groundwater contamination and non"compliant loads). 

TheEMRC has developed arigo(ous procedure for the acceptance of Class III and Class IV waste, a 
procedure far in excess of that demanded by the DEC,. This, is again to mitigate risks to theEMRC from 
non-compliant loads, although it does place the· EMRC ala substantial commercial disadvantage against 
operators that have less robust procedures and a general disinterest in the long term fate of potential 
contarninationfrom their site, 

Education 
The WA Local Government Association has developed a Policy Statement on Waste Management 
Education. The Policy Statement provides clear identification of the roles and responsibilities of Local, State 
and Federal Governments with regard to Waste Education, and clarifies what other roles Local Government 
has in terms of Waste Management Education (Appendix 8). 

All stakeholders have a role in education with regard to waste management, the Policy Statement defines 
the roles of Local, State and Federal Governments as: 
Local Government - 'behavioural change' including infonming the community about waste and recycling 
services available; the appropriate types of waste that can/cannot be recycled; leading by example with an 
active role in recycling and Waste Management Education programs; and facilitating active community 
participation and support, achieves waste diversion from landfill. 

State/Federal Government - 'altitudinal change' including improving the perception of the overall 
environmental benefits associated with waste avoidance and recycling; leading by example with active roles 
in Waste Management Education programs; providing assistance, through funding for Waste Management 
Education programs; creating Waste Management Education and recycling programs that can be utilised 
cooperatively between Local and State Govemments; promoting community awareness of the 
environmental impacts of waste; and providing appropriate strategies for the community, to minimise their 
waste impacts. 

Key issue: there needs to be clear defining roles and responsibilities of Local, State and Federal 
Govemments with regard to Waste Education. 

Example:E~rth Carers.-WesteJ"l1 Metropolitan.Regional ¢ouncHandMindarie RegionalC()uncil . 
TheWestern Metropolitan and Mindarie RegionalyouncHs both have a public involvement program called 
E~rth C~rers.· EartQ· Carerseducate.·~nd. support.the.comm~nity to. adoptmore environmentally sustainable 
behaviours by reducing. waste and conserving resources, Aiming to reduce the amount of waste going to 
landfill by providing free information and training ona range ofJopicsincluding recycling, composting, worm 
farming, energy efficiency and water saving. (WMRC,2006) 

The Program encourages members of the community to become involved in the Program and then further 
educate other members of the community. 

Waste Education at a state level has been severely lacking. Local Government has been providing 
comprehensive education on waste management. To ensure complementary messages are put forward by 
both State and Local Government, a cooperative approach is necessary. To that end an informal group of 
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waste educators from State and Local Government have discussed State Government messaging. Some of 
the points identified were, the need to provide examples of how material was recycled, to build public 
confidence that the material they recycled was recycled and to highlight that there are many ways to recycle 
throughout the state. 

Key issue: State Govemment funding for Statewide waste education program needed. 

Local Government activities 
Local Government shows leadership through its own activities. As both a service provider and purchaser, 
sustainable practices are necessary. 

Example: Material into Road Construction - City of Canning 
Number of households: 30,1 j 0 . 
Area (sq'km): 65A. 
The City of Canning undertook a demonstration project to show. thai recycled construction & demolition 
waste could be usecl in road constl1Jction. On parts ofWelshpool~oad,theCity incorporated: 

• 250mmcommingled recycled sub-base with 150mm new roadbase; 
• 400mm commingled recycled base; 
• 250mm 50mm commingled recycled sub-base with 150mm r~cycled concrete only base; 
• 400mm recycled concrete only base .' . 

, " , 

Theyfoyndthat, ther~~er!lenvifonrnent~lllndeconomicbenefits. 10 the useofthis,~aleriaLBenefits 
included: . 

• En~ir()nlT1~ntal (r~duceddrain on new resources, reduced habitatdestl1Jctioni energy savings in 
,processing,reclu990 landfin~rea,reduced fuel'osage 9y.ba9k .. loading); and 

.... • .. ECCl,nomic(savingsinm\lteriill CoslsisavingsinJuei.C()sts andv~hiclecostsired~~edroadwear) 
Tbe.··.cof1c1usiorwasthatrecyCl~d··.rriaterials .. can "be, successfully .. used·.in. road'construction, .. thereare 
consicierableenvironlT1~ntal.an9·~C:onbmic .. lienefitsjnusingrecycled.materials, .. r~cycled.,materials.can 'be 
~sedwith.Gonf[dence .. ,asa .·oase,infightlraffic.roacls and sutrbasein .heavy.traffic.Joads and recycled 
materials are likely to be suilableas~ base in heavy trafficked roads. (Leek, 2008) . 

Exarilple:WALGAPun:hasing&Tel1d~rGuidelines , '. . .' ... ' ..... ' ..... ..' .... , 
The Association is . currently deyelqping .as~t .. of' guidelines., to· as~i~tLocarGovernment •. in. cr~atingand 
impl~rneniing.·appropriatE!sustajnable . Procurement .• · policies ,and' .. processes, Tile. guidelines will '. be 
embedd~d· .. in theLocaIGoVernmEmtPurch~sing.and"T~nder<3uide. The purpose' oft~eguid~linesis to 
a~sistl:ocaIGovernrnents.toimplel1lerits~stainable procurementthrough~lIfa99tsof .L.ocalGovernrnents 
busin~~sandto .. enCouragea considerlltionof.theJong term be.nefitsof"life cycle costing"fdfproductg and 
services; Thissuppoitsthe Towards~eroWasteFrame\\fork.\ > .'. '.' .•• '" ....•. . ' •. , '.' 

The adoptionofslistainable procuremel1twill result in significantDenefitstoLocal Government, including: 

• .Savingmoiley through improvernents in resource efficiency (Le. reduced energy, water andwasie 

• 
• 

disposaicosts); . . . 

Helping meet Triple BClt!om Line targets and objectivestl1usincr~asingcornmunityconfidence; , 

Reducing environmental' impacts generated by the public sector, . including 

> Reducing ~ns~mpti()~ ofscarctlOrval.uedresourges·(\IIater,~nergy);· 
>- RedlJCing waSte to landfill; 
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~. Reducinghumall and environmental pollution; 

'. Showingstro~genvironmentalleaderShip to industry anpcommunity; 

• Encouraging industry adoption of cleaner technologies and improved corporate soCial responsibility 
through unified sustainability standards requirements; 

• 
• 

Enhancing market development for sustainable technologies through stimulated demand; 

Stimulating an environment. of investment confidence in further research and development for 
sustainable technologies; and . 

• Stimulating local production. 

Local Governments have a variety of service providers, with a range of different technology; the outcome is 
different levels of efficiency between systems. These arrangements involve long term contracts with service 
providers (in order to justify the significant investment) waste management technologies may have changed 
since the initial contract was signed. 

Key issue: Efficiencies will vary between Local Governments. 

3.2 Measuring efficiency 

Currently there are limited measures of effectiveness and 
efficiency for the systems in place. Recovery rate is one 
measure of the efficiency of a system, however ~ should not be 
taken in isolation. For kerbside recycling systems, the DEC in 
conjunction with WALGA, has been developing a Kerbside 
Decision Making Tool which identifies environmental, social and 
economic measures to assist Local Government with assessing 
current systems. Efficiency of Local Government service needs 
to be measured across all services provided. 

3.2 Measuring Efficiency -
Summary 
Measuring efficiency needs to be 
done .. across all service types, as 
the various services offered by 
Local Governmentcolllplement 
each.othenather than acting in 
isolation. 

Key issue: Efficiency of service should be measured across all systems and include social, 
environmental and economic considerations. 

Example: Kerbside.Decision Makil1!1Tool 
ThEl.Department of Environment and Con~ervation (DEC), .inconsultationwithWALGA, developed adralt 
Kerbside Colle.ctionDecisionMaking Tool for discussion. ThePaperincludedthree areas,identification of 
Loca,l Government decision making process, outcomes for • .kerbside systems(environrnental, social.and 
economic} andV8riOUS kerbsidecollectionservice mo~el options. The. Toot is designed to assist. deci.sion 
makers in understanding what is being achieved at the best practice .Ievei. in kerbside systems using 
environmental, social and economic outcomes: 

Discussions between. the QEG and the Association established a preferencethat the Kerbside Collection 
Systems Decision MakingTool be outcome-based guidance rather than aprescriptiveapproacn. That is, 
the adoption of a particular kerbside collection system will not be mandated instead, desired outcomes for 
kerbside collection systems will be identified. 

The Tool identifies appropriate kerbside collection outcomes for Local Governm~nt to work toward as well 
as examples of differenlkerbside collection systems to assist in achieving the outcol11es. The purpose of 
havin outcomes to work toward rather than mandatin a articular s stem is to rovide Local Governments 
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with independence and flexibility when determining which eptien is mest sOited te.theircircumstances. 

A numb~r efclifferentf~ct9rs are' acting as drives fer Local andStateGevemmentsi~ theidentificatien ef 
bestpracticetargets fer kerbside collectians, these include: < .• '..> ...•... . i. ... . 

o Current·systemsachieving.inconsistent~nd.qelow eptimal performa~ce.eutcemes; 
• Slate andLecal Gdv~mrl1ent commitmenttatheNatioryal pack~ging Cevenant; 
o Req~irements efWaste Aveidanc~ andRes9urceRecov~ry(WARR)Act2007; .arid 
0 .. Identifying State fundingprieritiesferStrategicWaste Managementpregrams. 

~ , " ' , , " 

The Kerbside Callectien Systems DecisienMakingTealidentifies eutcemesfer Environmental, Sacial and 
Ecenellliccatega[ies.These· incluqe. both.easily measurable. eutcomes .suchas yieldandcast,and.less 
readilymeasurablelargets such a~greenheusegas.redu6tien. . 

. . 

The %0.1 also. fdentifiesb€lnchmarksferMetrepoliian, .Regienal Centres and Small Rural/Remete Lecal 
Gevernments .. The benchmarks represent eutcomes that are. being .achievedby LecalGevernments 
()perating.sYfterns at a.highl.eyel.efefficiency (respective ·ef their regienal. circulllstances). WALGA 
underteek asurvey.ofLpcaLGavernments to. identify. views en o.utcerries based and prescriptive based 
kerbside collectien systerris,asvvellas ebtain infermatienJegarding recycling services currently previded by 
Lacal Gevernment. ... . 

The sUrvey provided sOfllepesitiveresults that. benchrnarkswereachievable .andthatmany>aclvanced 
targets acressthe.three areas of en vir en menial, social and ecenOlnicfactars were achievable in 310. 5 
years. 

51. LecillG()vemments respended to. the survey ,2~Metrapalitan,8Regi9nal. Centres and 21 Rur~IIRemote 
. Lec<ll· •. Gev~rnmellts,!Of these, n.l % .. inclic~te,d •.. !heY!"8ul.d·· ~uppqrtaneut~.9mes·. ~ased.·. app[e~ch .te 
. assessing Re,rb.siderecyclillg systems:. ifer those who selected .• outcemesbasedapproachitl1eyw:ere. 
ask~cl· •. te ·.nqmirat~.! .. w:hat~d.ditiQha.lfeelswa.uld.be iuSef~!!(if .anY),to i.achieve .()~\qem~~, •.. resBondents.·w.ere 
ablirtQselectmere;thi3neneopti8n.> ..../ . . ..•• ···.Fi ......•..•. 

Respan~esincluded:!i>'ii •..• . ....>. •. .... ........ . .. !.................. i" 

..• ~ ·78,4%jn(jicate~thatex~rnples~fhigI1P€lrfermance·~e.rbside.systemsyvittigecYrT1ented case···· 
.' ·studieswauldbeus,eful·.. . .....•..••..•. .....•.•.... .•...••• ..•.. .......... •..•..... .•..•..........•.. ..•..••..• ...•... ..... ..,; . 

. ~".. 75.7% ~dic:ilt~dthat.s~~gestionsfer kerbside.systernterriplates would.beuseful; 
o 67;6%indicated\NALGA/DECassistanceiw:ouldbeuseful;and .. .. . ....•••.. 
o .. 43 .. 2% indicated additienallnternal capacity (including.addi!ional staffing).weuldbeusefu!. 

1 qO% ·.(jfrespehden,t~i~gre~with >theJriPlebotiomlin~appr6achof environ~~n~;s8cia!andeconamiC 
measures .. Many Lecal Gavernments .indicatedthatc:h~aperrecyclingse[Vic:es weuld5e.clependant upon 
ceqtracter price~,mgnihaYeexisting leng'\ermcontracts fer. recyclable c~llectia~s whicl1~~~et be altered~ 
The. m?jerity.efLecaIGevernmentsin(jicated .. theysuppqrted. and~euld·achieve.the bel1chmarks.s~t within 
.thetaol,>hew6ver, there appears to. be neconsistentmethedelegy used fer assessing the 'cos!·afawaste 
servic~'. Semeefthe mainfactersinhibiting perfarm~nceincluded: . . . 

)> Envirenment 
. ~ the needtointred~ce recycling and infrastructure to. remeteareas; 

o lack ofeducationtepromate/increase recycling; . 
o lack ef markets;.and .. 
o better access to. recycling facilities needed 

}> Social 
o MGB's enly previded to. tawn sites and special rural properties; 
o Needs a targetededucatian/marketing program; and 
o Lack ef educatien re ardin what can/cannet be rec cled 
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» Economic 
• lacreasing costs for fuel, labourandinirastructVrekeepingcoliection fees high; 
• Lacko! constantmethodologyfor asse~sing cost ()f waste serviqes; .. 

. • Long-term fixed recyclingc<>ntractswith set prices per bincollectibn; and 
• Market price fluctuations control commodities price~; 

, ' ", ' 

Local Governments identified s?medifficulty in measurementof the various outcomes. There was very 
strong support for a life cycle aQalysistool to measure the Carbon Footprint of a service, as the majority of 
Local Governments indicate.d they would not be able to measure this currently. The development and use 
of. a.simpleliie cycle analysis toolwouldehableLocal Government to measure. the carbon footprint of 
differentcollections systems; . 

4 Role of Regional Council 

4.1 Regional Councils in WA 

Most of the Regional Councils (Regional Local Governments) 
in WA were formed around providing a regional waste 
management service. However, the benefits of regional 
service delivery mean that frequently Regional Councils have 
expanded their activities to other areas. 

4.1 Regional Councils in WA
Summary 
Most Regional Councils were founded 
to undertake waste management 
activities. however, their scope . has. 
broademid. . . 

Example: Metropolitan - Ea.stern Metropolitan Regional Council 

When EMRC was c6r1stituled inNov~mberI9B3,Durdriginalfunction' ~asfo .. prollide. ~~stemanagement 
lind disp'osal services. . .' . . 

SincethenEM~i:: has grown significantly and' now, .in pari~ership with the. memberColl~cils, provides a 
varied yet interrelated range of s~rvices designed. to enhance the region, maximise .its numerous natural 
features,and provide the I)ighest possible quality DiBfe for the people who livejn or visitjt. 

The Council works alongside a worl<forceof approXimately 70 skilled and dedicated employees who Viork 
aCro~s three divisions, delivering a number of service.s: 

• WasteManagerI)ent;' . 
• EnvironmentalSeivices; 
• . RegionalDeveloPlllent; 
• Risk Management; 
• Resource Recovery; and . 
• Corporate Services/Governance. 

(EMRC, undated) 
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Example: Non-Metropolitan -Pilbara Regional Council 
Memper CounCils: Shires of Ash burton, East Pilbara andRoebourne and Town of Port Hedland 
Regional Population: more than 41 ,000 
Area (sq km): 511,220 . 

The Pilbara Regional Council (PRe) was formally established under the Western Australian Local 
Government Act1995,in May 2000, to assist Councils in thecoordinationofresource.sh<iring and common 
issues and to:; 

• . assess the possibilitiesandmethodologyof facilitating, and to identify funding opportunities for, a 
r(inge of services on a Pilbara regionalbasis; 

.• undertake,managean~facilitate·services identified.from above; 
• influence and liaise with Local,Stateand Federal Governments in theoevelopmentof policies and 

legislation which are of benefit to the Pilbara. region; and 
• provide administrative services to the Participant Couneilsin connection with their membership of 

the .Western Australia Local Government Associatioil(WALGA); 
(Pilbara Regional CoUncil, undated) . 

4.2 Systemic Sustainability Study 

The beginnings of these processes can be dated from 2004 
when, as part of the lead-up to the 2005 State Election both 
major political parties made statements heralding the future 
reform of the Local Government Sector. This resulted in a 
2004 AGM motion requesting the WA Local Government 
Association (WALGA) to conduct a Structural Reform forum. 
The consequent forum, held in November 2005, featured 
former Victorian Premier Jeff Kennett sharing his 
amalgamation experience and Professor Brian Dollery of 

4.2 Systemic Sustainability Study -
Sumrnary 

The SSS provides an approach to 
improve the viability . of Local 
Governments in WA through focusing 
on a governance model that integrates 
effective . service.. . delivery· with 
appropriate political representation. 

New England University, who presented a number of versions of 'cooperative regionalism' which were 
positively received by the audience. 

The Northern Country Zone of WALGA held its AGM/Conference in March 2005 on the theme 'Amalgamate, 
Cooperate or Disintegrate'. The 2005 WALGA AGM passed a resolution for WALGA to lead the 
development of a framework that would assist individual Councils to review, debate and consider the future 
sustainability of Local Government and to ensure the framework encompassed the assessment of economic 
and social capabilities and capacities of individual communities and regions. In late 2005 WALGA appointed 
a three-member panel chaired by Professor Greg Craven, then of Curtin University of Technology, to 
research and investigate the sustainability of Local Government in Western Australia. 

This Systemic Sustainability Study Panel (the SSS Panel) commissioned a report by Access Economics, 
Local Government Finances in Western Australia (June 2006). Based on this analysis and from its extensive 
consultation with Local Government representatives from throughout WA, the Panel framed 41 
Recommendations for further action. The Association formed a Taskforce of its State Council to oversee the 
process. This Taskforce resolved to carry forward the SSS Panel recommendations. In Your Hands the SSS 
Panel Report) was released in December 2006 and referred to an industry forum, held in April 2007 for 
further input. The WALGA Taskforce then convened five Working Parties made up of Councillors and senior 
Local Government managers from across the State. 
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These Working Parties addressed the following themes from the SSS Panel Report: 
• leadership for change; 
• finance; 
• revenue; 
• services; and 
• capability. 

The working parties concluded their investigations and reported to the WALGA Taskforce in December 2007 
and January 2008. This Final Paper The Journey: Sustainability into the Future (the Plan) is constructed 
around the outputs of these working parties, with Sections dealing with each of the identified themes. It 
arises in a particular context. In all other States of Australia (and in New Zealand) there has been externally 
imposed reform of Local Government. In Australia, this reform has been driven by State Governments. The 
common characteristic in all cases has been amalgamation of Local Governments to generate greater 
efficiency through the creation of economies of scale. 

The five working parties of the Taskforce achieved high levels of agreement around the direction for reform 
in Local Government. In July 2007 a workshop consisting of the WALGA Executive Team and working party 
members was convened to establish a level of alignment between the frameworks emerging in their 
respective areas. The result of the discussion was a Vision Statement to guide the continuing efforts of the 
working parties: 

"Local Government will implement and maintain a governance model that integrates effective service 
delivery with appropriate political representation •• 

The Vision was based on the outcome of consultations to that point which had been reported in the SSS 
Panel Report, confirmed at the April 2007 Forum, and repeatedly expressed in the course of the working 
parties' efforts. The firmly held view, based on this combined effort, was that the core strength of Local 
Government lies in its representational base for the aspirations and expectations of local communities. 

While for numerous and pressing reasons reform was absolutely necessary, measures which sacrificed this 
strength should not be advocated. This conviction, based as it is on a combination of evidence and opinion, 
has led to the proposal for a major shift in the functional arrangements for delivery of services by Local 
Government. 

Overview of Key Issues 
Each of the Sections of this Plan explores the implications of failing to undertake decisive reform built 
around a combination of local, regional and state-wide service platforms. A key driver for this shift is the 
recognition of the increasing difficulties faced by Local Governments in securing the numerous skills sets, 
many of them required as a prerequisite for delivery of services and functions stipulated by law as the 
responsibility of Local Government as a sector. This dynamic and the internal and external pressures of an 
increasingly competitive labour market in WA were matters focused upon by the SSS Panel in its report. 
The Capability Section addresses these drivers for change. 

Associated with the capability issues confronting the sector are the mounting pressures surrounding service 
expectations in the communities to which Local Governments owe primary loyalty. Arising from a variety of 
sources, Local Governments are under increasing pressure to improve the quality of existing services and to 
assume responsibility for an increasing range of services into the future. These pressures are evidenced by 
the extraordinary efforts of individual Local Governments to respond to their communities' needs for 
services as diverse as primary health care to telecommunications, none of which lie within the traditional 
range of services delegated to Local Government. 
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Of central importance to the cepacity of Local Government to meet its obligations for delivery of a wide 
range of services of high quality is the all important matter of resourcing. At the core of this discussion is the 
revenue raising capacity of the sector. These include: 

• enhanced capacity for Local Governments to create trading entities to generate income from 
service delivery; 

• adoption of best practice models for rate setting and the fixing of fees and charges; 
• new best practice for the setting of development charges; and 
• increased use of prudentially managed debt as a means to address appropriate issues such as 

replacement and renewal of community infrastructure. 

These recommendations are closely linked with a range of measures discussed in the Finance Section, for 
example: 

• sector wide adoption of long term financial plans; and 
• markedly improved standards of infrastructure and asset management. 

The achievement of change will entail significant ongoing leadership highlighted in the Leadership Section 
of the Plan. The Plan documents Local Governmenfs preferred way forward and the proposals should be 
taken as clear statements of intent. 

Achievement of reform will only occur with genuine commitment by Local Governments to properly support 
and strategically engage with the changes. Many of the recommendations in this paper entail amendment to 
the Local Government Act 1995 and Regulations. To assist Local Governments in confronting the 
challenges posed in the Plan a Sustainability Checklist has been developed. 

A hidden feature of external intervention by State Governments to force structural change, usually through 
amalgamations of Local Governments, is its distraction value. The focus is upon Local Governmen1 but 
rarely upon the deficiencies in planning and funding of services by the State and Commonwealth 
Governments and the private sector. Repeatedly in this paper the fiscal imbalance impacting upon Local 
Government and associated increasing cost transfers and service demands are raised as key issues 
requiring debate and resolution. 

Local Government needs a greater share of national taxation revenue in order to fulfil its infrastructure and 
service delivery obligations into the future. This need arises as a result of: 

• the historical cost shifting of the other spheres of government to Local Government (documented 
by the Hawker Inquiry and assessed at up to $1 billion) ; 

• the relative decline in the value of Financial Assistance Grants as a proportion of national taxation 
revenue net of GST (from 1.01% in 1995/96 to 0.71% at present, as revealed in the ALGA Federal 
Budget submission 2008-09); and 

• the magnitude of the national infrastructure renewal task, (currently estimated at over $1.4 billion 
annually by the ALGA). 

While awareness of the dollar magnitude of these challenges is relatively recent information, Local 
Governments have been aware of the situation in a general sense for many years, and the State Local 
Government Associations and the Australian Local Government Association (ALGA) have been pressing the 
case for more funding from State and Commonwealth governments, virtually from the time that Financial 
Assistance Grants (FAGs) were first introduced. Why then have FAGs gone backwards? The answer is 
never as simple as the problem, but there are three main observations that can be made and they both 
relate to the political will of Commonwealth Governments to invest in Local Government. 

Firstly, they are subject to random indexing decisions by the Commonwealth and are not based on a 
particular methodology. This leaves the grants system subject to the budgeting and political nuances of the 
government of the day. 
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Secondly, in the strategic game of Commonwealth-State relations, Local Government is not an official 
player. The Australian Constitution is the means by which the Commonwealth is created and it is the tool by 
which the sovereign States give powers to the Commonwealth Government to exercise in the national 
interest. There is no acknowledged role for Local Government in the Constitution, and the Commonwealth 
Government has only been able to influence Local Government through its 'grants' powers. This often 
creates angst with the States and reduces Local Government to a bit player on the national stage and 
something of 'the meat in the sandwich' in the complex interplay between State and Commonwealth 
governments for control over policy outcomes. 

Thirdly, there is a reluctance by Commonwealth (and State) Governments to invest generally in Local 
Government in terms of access to a greater share of general financial appropriations, largely out of an 
apparent desire for more managed political outcomes and a persisting concern about the efficiency of the 
sector. 

Certainly, Commonwealth funding is changing. New funding is coming to the sector in the form of programs 
like Roads to Recovery and the proposed Community Infrastructure Fund - not through expanded FAGs 
allocations. Whilst additional funding is always welcomed by the sector, tied funding links financial 
assistance to Federal policy objectives and removes the capacity for Local Governments to utilise those 
funds for their discretionary expenditure. 

What does this mean for Local Government? 
Two things: 

• it underlines the importance of the push for Constitutional recognition, to give legitimacy to Local 
Government in the federal operating context; and 

• it demands that Local Governments improve their operations to 'best practice' levels to encourage 
the other spheres of government to see Local Government as a desirable investment vehicle and 
partner in strategic decisions. 

So the development of The Journey is not just a defence mechanism against State imposed reform and 
forced amalgamations. It is very much an optimistic and positive approach to creating a Local Government 
operating environment which: 

• sees Local Government playing a valid and important role in the federation; 
• makes Local Government an attractive investment vehicle for the State and Commonwealth 

Governments, so that the appropriate proportion of the national tax take flows to Local 
Government; and 

• ultimately gives the communities served by Local Government the best outcome. 

Forced amalgamation processes become useful distractions for those interested in avoiding the underlying 
chronic funding deficiencies which lie at the heart of the existing sustainability issues for Local Government. 
The Plan is crafted to require those issues to be addressed by: 

• increasing the legitimacy and recognition of the role of Local Government; 
• improving the capability of Local Government to playa more effective role; and 
• maintaining focus on the core issues. 

Local Government must take the initiative of reform in order to bring the other spheres of government to the 
realisation that they are miSSing opportunities by not embracing the sector more fully within the federation. 
The interstate experience of other Local Government jurisdictions should be enough motivation for WA 
Local Governments to pursue the voluntary path. There is no shortage of examples of State Governments 
acting to reform their Local Government sectors in the absence of timely, sector led change. 
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Regional Service Delivery Options 
The Regional concept needs to be viewed as a process and not a structure. The intent of the Regional 
Model was to point the way to voluntary co-operation by a group of like-minded Councils. The participants in 
a regional group are self selecting, and the range of activity of the region is determined by whatever the 
parties can agree to. 

The range of options for implementation of the Regional concept around shared services platforms, 
including but not limited to: 

• Voluntary Regional Councils 
• Formal Regional Councils 
• Local Government trading entities 
• Single Local Government as the regional service provider 
• Private sector providerlcontractor 
• State-wide managed preferred supplier or service. 

In some instances, cooperation will be formalised through the creation of Regional Organisations constituted 
under the Local Government Act 1995. In others, it will be the subject of voluntary arrangements between 
Local Governments with lesser levels of formality. Elsewhere in the Plan, new mechanisms for cooperation 
are raised and explored (e.g. commercial trading entities). 

The intention of the Plan is to encourage the exploration of more regionally defined processes and platforms 
for the planning, delivery and funding of the functions and services offered by participating Local 
Governments. The accountability of those Local Governments to their constituents may remain unchanged. 
The specifics of the arrangements and the methods for their delivery are not pre-empted. In large part the 
Plan seeks to make available greater levels of flexibility and an increased range of options by which these 
outcomes can be achieved. The purpose is not to limit but rather to enable Local Government to address 
sustainability issues in their local context. 

5 Role of Waste Authority in Municipal Waste Management 

This section speaks both to the WALGA Policy Position regarding suitable waste management governance 
and to the current situation. Sections 5.1 highlights the need for a separate waste agency and provide a 
framework for operation and the need to separate regulatory and policy function. The further sections 
discuss current needs regarding governance arrangements and include some of the successful programs 
put in place by the current Waste Authority. 

5.1 Separate Waste Agency 

In the WALGA Policy Statement on Waste Management 
Legislation (Appendix 3) the need for an independent Waste 
Agency is clearly identified. The role of the independent 
Waste Agency is to: 

perform a number of roles of a collaborative, facilitative 
and/or strategic nature. The key roles of the Agency will 
be to develop, administer, monitor and review the State 

5.1. Separate. Waste Agency 
Summary 

The WALGA Policy Statement on 
Waste Managernent Legislation 
outlines the need for a separate Waste 
Agency .. 

. 

Waste Strategy and the Priority Waste List and to develop and implement an annual Business Plan. 

The Policy Statement further identifies that: 
Local Government research suggests that a waste agency which is properly resourced but suitably 
independent from the regulatory machinery of government wi/! be a cornerstone of a new structure 
for governmental engagement with waste issues. It is apparent to Local Government that 
collaborative and regulatory functions are poorly married with the one bureaucracy and that these 
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functions must be separately vested. This will be important both in order to ensure the transparent 
management offunds and to attract private engagement with a collaborative agency. Furthermore, 
if there is to be a coordinated strategic waste planning framework it would be beneficial to have this 
drawn up by an agency which is independent from all the stakeholders - including other 
components of the machinery of government. 

The WAste 2020 Strategy also identified the need to separate the policy and regulatory function for waste 
management. It should be noted that an independent Waste Agency is very different to the current 
operating conditions of the Waste Authority. 

Key issue: Need for an independent Waste Agency. 

Local Government contemplates that a wide range of non-regulatory or strategic functions would be carried out 
by the Independent Agency. At a minimum, Waste Management Legislation must require the Agency to 
discharge the following functions: 

• Develop the State Waste Strategy 
• Develop the Priority Waste List 
• Develop an annual Business Plan which sets out, with costings, how the Independent Agency 

proposes to support the State Waste Strategy in a given year 

In addition, Waste Management Legislation should enable the Independent Agency to perform the following 
functions: 

• Provide, through the Business Plan, funding or in-kind support to assist stakeholders to achieve 
objectives of the State Waste Strategy; 

• Provide facilitation, coordination andlor funding for industry self-regulation programs; 
• Enter into partnership agreements with key stakeholders; 
• Collaborate with producers on projects to promote cleaner production practices; 
• Conduct research to advance waste management practices in line with the legislative and 

strategic objectives; 
• Provide advice to the Minister including recommendations for new regulation or legislation 

(including regulation which may require collaboration with other government departments); and 
• Audit the compliance of various government departments with the State Waste Strategy. 

Key issue: Need for separation of regulatory and policy function. 

Local Government has determined that there is a need and role for a coordinated Strategic Waste Planning 
framework. This would provide a strategic planning framework to facilitate mutually reinforcing actions 
across disparate sectors. The concept is illustrated below in Figure 5.1. 

I State Waste Strategy I 

.. J. J. ~ 
Department Plans Local Government Waste Agency Industry Plans and 

and Activities Plans and Activities Plans and Activities Activities 

Figure 5.1: Conceptual diagram showing the relationship between the State Waste Strategy and the 
planning activities of key stakeholders 
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5.2 Expectations of current Waste Authority 

The relationship between the current Waste Authority and the 
Department of Environment and Conservation is not clear in an 
operational context. The Service Level Agreement between DEC and 
the Waste Authority needs to be finalised and made public. 

Key issue: clarify relationship between Waste Authority and DEC. 

Accountability is also not firmly established. The Waste Authority is 
responsible for the development and implementation of the State Waste 
Strategy, but how accountability for this responsibility will function is not 

5.2 Expectations of currellt Waste 
Authority - Summary 

There Meds.to be' clarity of 
relationshipbetw.een DEC and the 
Waste Authority. Stakeholders have 
an expectation of accountability and 
transparency mechanisms for the 
Waste Authority. . 

clear. Stakeholders have a clear expectation of transparency and accountability regarding the Waste 
Authority. 

Key issue: identify accountability mechanisms for Waste Authority. 

5.3 Examples of currently successful Waste Authority Programs 

The current Waste Authority (and Waste Management Board before it) 
has put in place several effective Programs to address the waste being 
generated in the Municipal area. 

5.3 Examples of . 
successful' Waste 
Programs-Summary 

currently 
Authority 

Considerable funds currently sit in the Waste Avoidance and Resource 
Recovery Account; these funds need to be expended on activities 
identified. The Financial Position, as of June 30 2009, will sit at $26.9 
Million available for projects (ZeroWaste, 2008). 

The.Waste .. AuthOrity (and Waste 
Management Board) put in place 
some vary .. successful .Programs to 

I • ensure effective wast~management in 
W/J,., .•.. These Programs deserve 
acknciwledgement and ongoing 
support. 

One Program which requires additional support, given in the Example 
below, is the Household Hazardous Waste Program. 

Key issue: Currently, inadequate funding is available to ensure the 
(.. . .•....... 

Program honours aI/ components outlined in the original Program Agreement between the 
Department of Environment and Conservation and the Western Australian Local Government 
Association. 

. . 
Example:<HousehO,I(iHazard6usWastePr6gralll .cc"> ..• ' ... ' 

TheH~useholdHazardouswasteiHHWl Program w~sann9uriGedbytheMiQisterfortheEnvironment, the 
Hon David Templei])an; in Augus!2007.:TheProgral)1,furidedlhrough Ihe·WastEJAVoidance·.~ndResource· 
RecoveiyLevY,willassistinthe~pture and safe disposalofHHW. ThePrbgramisfLinded.f()r three years, 
with upto$1inillion available annually. . . 

The HHW p~Ogra~inCIUtlesfOUrrT1ainCOmponenfs:' •.... .... .., '., ...... ' > •... .' .' 

• . Funding for temporary collection daysJoriheCcJmmunity to dispose ofHHW, with $3000 allocated 
to the promotion o!eachday;c. . .. ' (... ..... .. ' ." ....c. 

• Fuh.dirigfordisposalofmaterial frofll permanent HHWdrop offsit~s;( 
• Funding upgrades and nelV infrastructure for permanentHHW drop off sites; and 
• Training forstaffand software for permanent drop off sites. 
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all components of the.program, niore lundsare required. Funds to date have been aUocated forethe 
collection of materials from a select few permanent facil.ities throughout the metropolitan region as well as 
three pilot collection days. Overthe first sevenmonths of theprograni, this has equated to $600,000; With 
ten90lIectiondaysscheduledfor the last two quarters of the first year, it is evident thattheprogramwill fall 
into a deficit with no consideration given to the establishment or upgrade of facilities,software ortraining of 
operators. 

Curre~trese~rch into Alternative Waste Treatment Technology (AWT) inWestern Australiais a direclresult 
ofthe need to redefine the. way municipalsolid waste is treated inWA ... Two Regional Councils in tHe state 
have.established AWTfacilities,bothusingthe biological.conversion technologies to convert the organic 
component 9f MSWinto compost Furthermore,three other Region~1 Councils inthernetropolitan region 
have progressed through the planning phase toestablishbiqlogicall\WJ, Itl theref?reestimated .that 
within.lhenextfive years, al.1 metropplitan Regional Councils will be.actively cdn~erting organiC MSW iDto a 
product for land application. This is another Ilriyer toensure.acomprehen.siveand weUutiliS,edHHW 
f'rogram,which~ot only provide~ the community \'lith .the. mea~s to safely.disp?se 9fHHW,J)ut to also 
comrminicate the dangers ofH~Ws~ould it.not tJestoredand dispo~edofcorrectlYi~s well as ,altern~tives 
inth~ niarket place,The WALGA Policy StatementoQHousehold Haza,dous Waste is included as 
Appendix4.. . . . 

Example: Strategic Partnership Funding 
The Waste A~thority (andWaste Management Board) identified the n.eed to ensure that stakeholders had 
nofonlytheChanc,e, but cilpacity,to .provideinput intotl'le moving JpI:W<irdofjhe,industry" To this end,the' 
Strategic·f'aitnership FundingarrilQgement was put·in place.,Thisis where.~eystakeholdersare·proYided 
wilh.funds.to.develop.positions .. and provideinputintogovernmenlpolicymakirig arid regulation. 
Stakenol.dersincludeWALGA and the Conservation.Council. . . '. . . 

Example: . Strategi~WasteMan(lgement Plans (SWfvlP) 
,'-_:_~_\:--------::~-<>_-_<----~;:-___ --:<--- _<f;-:.>.:-;'''"'" ---:>"::-:",',:\:-'- _ _ --i>-' "' _ <\- ," .','>-'. ___ ,:'-:', -< __ " _ <_ '. ,'ou:':_",',; 

Following the cessation oftheResource Recovery Rebate Scheme iiI JUrie2006;the WasteManagell1~nt 
Board sought ,to develop new schemes to support local governments with their efforts in' ni9vingTowards 
Zero lc'Vaste. The Zero Waste Plan DevelopmemlScheme (Scheme) was one ofanulllber of new schemes 
that·aims.todothis. 

- - " 

Thetwo-~hase Scheme has been designed toeqllitably. distribute Waste Management and Recycling 
AcCount fuhdsto aliJocal governments in Western Australia to assist with: 

. THeeompleli&11 ofanO~lineslJrv~y:Phas~1. . 
The developnient of strategic waste management plans: Phase 2. 

The Plans reflect the different demographic;geqgraphical,social constitution and the cUrrentievel of waste 
management service prdviaedby eilch Local Government involV~dintneformulatioh of the Plan .. 

The outcome of this Pr()gram, was that the majority of Local Governments are developing SWMf', and 
working together ingrou~ings ofCoimcils or as Regional Councils, 
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6 Resource Recovery Technologies 

This section covers both the technology currently operating in WA and the range of technologies available. 
For each technology there are a range of considerations, social, environmental and economic as to whether 
it is appropriate for the West Australian context. 

6.1 Resource Recovery Technologies in WA 

Resource recovery technologies and alternative waste treatment directly 
affects Local Government, as it provides the means to assist in moving 
Towards Zero Waste. To assist Local Government, MWAC are preparing a 
research paper on alternative waste treatment technology. The reality of 
climate change and global warming is creating a shift in the business, 
industrial and commercial sectors leading to development and 
implementation of more sustainable practices. The waste sector is not 
outside of this shift and when coupled with the increasing pressure on land 
availability, alternatives to landfill are sought. Some Regional Councils 
have installed AWT technology for the treatment of municipal solid waste 
(MSW) for their region, however, with more regions investigating options, it 

6 .. 1. Resource Recovery 
Technologie~ inWA - Summary 

OrganiclNaste •... makes up 
approximately .70% of the municipal 
wastes stream and WAhas several 
Alternative Waste TrElatment (AWT) 
plahtswhich are. successfully diverting 
this material from landfill. 

has become apparent that there is a need for a state wide collective plan to accompany this planning. 
Decisions made on AWT today will have long term impacts and hence there is a need for a collaborative 
approach from industry, Local Government and State Govemment to relating to decisions and plans for 
AWT. 

The WALGA Background Paper Policy Statement on Standards For Recycled Organics Applied to Land, 
December 2007 highlights the 2004 State Government Sustainability Strategy, which set a strategic 
direction for the staged reduction of waste being disposed to landfill and the Towards Zero Waste 2020 
vision. The Background Paper clearly outlines one of the principle issues that must be resolved if the 
State's Toward Zero Waste Vision is to be achieved, is the diversion of organics from landfill. The 
Background Paper further identifies that AWT can assist the waste sector achieve socially, commercially 
and environmentally sustainable options and ultimately reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

The organic component of the waste stream accounts for approximately 70 percent of municipal solid waste 
(MSW) collected through kerbside services in Western Australia. This equates to approximately 490,000 
tonnes of waste annually; an amount which is increasing exponentially with the State's population growth. 
The vast majority of this waste has traditionally been disposed of in landfill; with only a small number of 
Local and Regional Governmenfs currently undertaking diversion programs to recover the organic fraction 
of MSW. 

Another significant source of organic waste collected by Local Governments is the source separated green
waste derived from verge-side collections and drop-off points at council facilities. In the 6-months from 1 
July to 31 December 2005, approximately 40,000 tonnes of green-waste was recovered and diverted from 
landfill by councils. This figure is estimated to be increasing at an annual rate of close to 20 percent. 
However, it should be noted that the real figure for green-waste managed by Local Government is actually 
much higher, as the above figure only accounts for materials claimed by Local Governments under the 
Resource Recovery Rebate Scheme (RRRS). 

It is clear that no single AWT process presents a solution to all of the waste problems and challenges 
currently experienced. Local Governments have varying waste management systems in place and must 
consider various environmental, social and economic conditions, and hence will have different criteria and 
parameters to assess when considering AWT. Therefore what is appropriate technology for one area may 
not be useful in others. The objective for AWT should be to achieve socially, commercially and 
environmentally sustainable options for managing MSW today and into the future. 
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6.2 Overview of Technologies 

AWT technologies addressed through the research paper include the 
biological and thermal conversion of MSW 

Biological Conversion 
Types of Biological Conversion technologies include 
Decomposition, Anaerobic Digestion and Vermicomposting. 

Aerobic Digestion 

Aerobic 

Aerobic decomposition involves the decomposition of organic materials 
by microbial activity under aerobic conditions. The end product is 
dependant on waste systems and process configurations, achieving 
waste stabilisation, fuel production or stable organic compost containing 

6.2 Overview of Technologies • 
Summary 

There. are a varietY of AWT 
. technologies. including biological 
cOnversion (Aerobic Decomposition, 
Anaerobic Digestion and 
VermicompQsting) '. and thermal 
treatment (incineration, pyrolsis and. 
gasification). 

'" 

plant nutrients. The quality of material is determined by the quality of feedstock and adequate control in the 
form of aeration, moisture and temperature. 

Anaerobic Digestion 
Anaerobic digestion occurs in the absence of oxygen to produce methane gas and organic compost. 
Methane is captured and used for energy production and the compost used for soil conditioning. This 
process is carried out in a controlled environment with pH and temperature monitored. This is usually a 
three stage process, including mechanical processing, one or two anaerobic decomposition phases and 
aerobic stabilising process. There are two main types of biological treatment, 'mechanical biological 
treatment' and 'fermentation'. 

Vermicomposting 
Vermicomposting is a biological process that uses worms to consume food waste, biosolids, animal wastes 
and organic material to produce a high quality soil conditioner. Vermicomposting aims to achieve the 
following outcomes: 

• earthworm biomass for worm farming purposes 
• produce vermicast for agricultural and environmental management 
• reduce organic waste volumes through vermistabilisation. 

Vermicomposting as a form of waste management is still a relatively new technology. Differing feedstock, 
the species of worms as well as the management practices adopted, results in varying quality and 
performance of Vermicomposting products on the market. The majority of vermiculture operations currently 
adopted are midscale on site units manufactured and adapted to the domestic market. There are mid and 
large scale units treating commercial and industrial waste streams, however there is little available data on 
the process rates of different waste streams that these are capable of. 

Thermal Technologies 
Thermal technologies are processes that use heat to decompose waste to produce stable residue for 
disposal. MSW has a calorific value of approximately 11 mega joules (MJ) per tonne (Maunsell, 2003). The 
three thermal technologies assessed in this paper are Incineration, Pyrolysis and Gasification. 

Incineration 
Incinerating MSW reduces the volume of the waste by approximately 95% of its original, whilst sterilising the 
hazardous components. The two types of incineration addressed in this paper are mass burn incineration 
and fluidised bed incineration. 

The organic component of the material is oxidised into carbon dioxide and water and the remaining 
incombustible waste is removed as ash or slag. Magnets are used to recover any ferrous material from the 
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ash or slag and the remaining material is generally landfilled. Gases from the combustion process contain 
water, particulates and dust, oxides of nitrogen, acid gases and dioxins, furans, polyaromatic hydrocarbons 
and heavy metals (Maunsell, 2003). 

Additional technology required to control the emissions for incineration adds a significant financial costs to 
the process and the potential toxicity of emissions a significant social cost. Furthermore the heterogeneous 
nature of MSW and high moisture content, conventional incineration equipment needs to be specialised for 
the use with MSW, adding to the cost of incineration for the treatment of MSW. 

Pyrolysis 
Pyrolysis involves the heating of carbon rich material, resulting in thermal degradation, at temperatures 
between 3500C and BOOoC. The process is conducted in the absence of oxygen, resulting in a reduction of 
energy and greenhouse gasses produced. The process produces a hydrocarbon rich gas mixture leaving 
an inert residue containing carbon, ash, glass and non-oxidised metals. If the gas is allowed to cool, a 
hydrocarbon rich liquid will form. This liquid can be used as a synthetic fuel oil with further processing. 

Pyrolysis is a relatively costly technology, which requires a back up fuel during the initial set up phase. The 
waste needs to be shredded before entering the unit and the resulting product requires further treatment to 
extract the toxins and carcinogenic compounds it contains. Pyrolysis does have many advantages however, 
including the retention of heavy metals in the char rather than the ash from the combustion process. 
Although there is a need for fuel to be added to the initial stages of the process, there is a neutral net energy 
requirement for the process as a whole. The process produces less toxic gasses requiring further treatment 
and produces less dioxins and furans than the mass burn incineration (Municipal Engineering Foundation 
Victoria, 2004). 

Gasification 
The gasification process converts organic material into combustible gases through partial oxidation under 
extreme heat (around 1000°C). Pre-treatment of waste is necessary to remove contaminants and waste 
shredded prior to being loaded into a reactor. The majority of carbon is converted into a gas resulting in an 
inert residue and a combustible gas. The combustible gas consists of carbon monoxide, hydrogen and 
methane which can be used as a fuel in boilers, internal combustion engines or gas turbines as well as used 
to produce methanol or hydrogen (Maunsell, 2003). 

Gasification, when integrated with electricity production, proves to be economically and environmentally 
attractive. It produces less toxic gas than all other processes with the inert slag able to be used in the 
construction industry. The process has the potential to generate 500 - 600 kWh per tonne of waste with a 
lower cost than mass burn incineration. 

6.3 Evaluation of Considerations and Risks 

For AWT, 'One size does not fit all' no single AWT presents 
solutions to all of the waste problems and varying environmental, 
social and economic considerations will affect the choice of 
technology. Each technology varies in terms of performance, 
environmental and social impacts and end markets. Western 
Australia can learn from the experiences of other regions and 

6.3 Evaluation of Considerations 
and Risks - Summary 

Varying environmental, 
economic considerations 
technology choice. 

social and 
will affect 

nations who have implemented AWT; however must find the technologies that best fit the Western 
Australian context. 

The main factors that will contribute to the preferred technology employed to treat MSW include 
geographical location, cost, demographics and community expectations. Before a decision and investment 
is made, it must be asked whether the AWT is in accordance with the sustainability principles; as defined in 
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the WA State Sustainability Strategy "meeting the needs of current and future generations though 
simultaneous environmental, social and economic improvement" (WA Department of Premier and Cabinet, 
2004). Furthermore, uncertainty of end markets for products is the result from a lack of strategic policy 
direction, coordination and vision by all spheres of government, suggesting the need for improved and 
uniform regulation. Leaders in the waste industry must come together to provide leadership and assistance 
in formulating a strategy and a vision for government and industry. In turn, State Government must 
implement policy to support this vision. 

Under the Local Government Act 1995, Local Government is directed that "In carrying out its functions a 
local government is to use its best endeavours to meet the needs of current and future generations through 
integration of environmental protection, social advancement and economic prosperity". As such, any 
decisions regarding AWT are made within this framework. 

In order to assist in the decision making process the following considerations are suggested. The 
considerations are the starting point when considering the various technologies - they outline broad issues 
(not specific to a site or waste stream). 

Environmental considerations 
• Environmental costsibeneflts - what are the environmental benefits and costs? Could small 

increases in cost decrease environmental impact? Conversely, would it be possible to significantly 
decrease costs with only small detriment to the environment? 

Economic considerations 
• Feasibility of Technology - is the technology feasible given the financial, and human resources 

available? 
• Financial- Is the AWT the most cost effective option 

Social considerations 
• Administration Feasibility - is the practice administratively feasible? 
• Practical- how practical is the technology conSidering the social and cultural environment 
• Effects on other sectors - how would other sectors be affected by the technology, and do these 

effects promote or conflict with overall social goals of the community. 

Further considerations for choosing different AWT technologies relate to specific parameters for the area; 
such as the environmental constraints, waste characteristics, economic constraints and social conditions. 

Environmental 

• Environmental conditions 
o physical- topography, proximity to surface water bodies, depth to groundwater, soil 

characteristics 
o climate - temperature, propensity of thermal inversions and winds, rainfall 
o specific environmental sensitivities 

• Waste characteristics - density, moisture, recyclability, combustibility, hazardous materials 
Economic 

• Cost of technology (variable factor for each location, Local Government and technology) 
• Type of contract entered into to operate AWT. 

Social 

• City Characteristics - population denSity, infrastructure development, planned development, size of 
city 

• Social and Political- degree of and importance assigned to community involvement, political 
constraints and the nature of these constraints, social and cultural practices 

• Existing AWT in the State 
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The planning process should incorporate input from public and private entities with expertise in MSW, 
management, public health, environmental protection, finance, urban infrastructure and social issues. 
Following the sustainability principle, the economic, environmental and social considerations of AWT are 
evaluated in greater detail in the following Sections. 

6.4 Environmental, Economic and Social Considerations 

Consideration must be made when addressing environmental factors in 
the decision making process for AWT. An Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) will be necessary for the development of any 
alternative treatment facility. There will also be statutory licensing 
requirements that fonm part of the planning approvals and licensing 
process. As part of an EIA, an ecological evaluation will need to be 
undertaken to ensure that there is no potential for the proposed 
development to impact on protected matter. Such protected matter could 
include; world heritage property, a national heritage place, internationally 

.6.4 EnvironlTlental, Economic and 
Social Considerations ,Summary 

. There a.. range .of potential 
considerations for each of the 
technologies including environmental, 

I economic andspcial illlpact. 

important wetlands (RAMSAR Wetlands), nationally listed threatened species and ecological communities 
and any nationally listed migratory species. Should there be potential for harm or impact, Australian 
Government approvals will be required under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 1999. Furthenmore, land use and future development will have to be considered, as development 
surrounding a site may pose issues with both boundaries, buffer zones and odour as residential 
development encroaches on the AWT site. Table 6.1 identifies a range of considerations for each 
technology type. 

TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL ECONOMIC 
ADVANTAGES CONCERNS CONSIDERATIONS CONSIDERATIONS 

Biological Good soil Can produce Odours may pose a End product 
decomposition - conditioner odours. social issue. markets. 
aerobic digestion produced. Nutrient runoff. Currently industry Relatively 

Increased soil If not properly relatively inexpensive. 
fertility increased managed can unregulated with no 
Water retention produced methane mandatory 
High resource gas. standards, which 
recovery Risk of may affect public 

contamination. confidence in end 
Limited types of product. 
waste can be 
processed. 
Quality of output 
varies with the 
quality if feedstock 
and processing. 

Biological - Good soil Can produce Odours may pose a End product 
anaerobic conditioner odours. social issue. markets. 
digestion produced. Nutrient runoff. Currently industry Relatively 

Methane gas can Risk of relatively inexpensive. 
be captured and contamination. unregulated with no 
tapped for fuel. Can not degrade mandatory 
Excellent resource woody waste. standards, which 
recovery. Product needs may affect public 
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Faster processing further processing confidence in end 
time compared to prior to use as soil product. 
other biological conditioner. 
processes 

Biological" End product good Treats limited types Well accepted by Inexpensive. 
Vermicomposting soil conditioner. of waste. society. Easily scaled up or 

High resource down. 
recovery. 
Increased soil 
fertility. 
Increased 
Water retention 
High resource 
recovery 

Thermal" 95% decrease of Little energy Negative perception High cost for 
Incineration material volume to capture for by society. process. 

landfill. conversion to Added high costfor 
Can deal with large electricity. environmental 
volume of mixed Low resource pollution controls. 
waste in small conservation. 
area. 
Energy from waste 
rather than from 
follies fuels. 

Thermal- High energy Poor resource Relatively unknown High cost. 
Pyrolysis production heavy recovery. to the community. 

metals retained in Toxicity of 
char rather than emissions. 
the ash. 
Neutral net energy 
requirement. 

Thermal- Highest energy Poor resource Relatively unknown High cost. 
Gasification production than recovery. to the community. 

other thermal Toxicity of 
technologies. emissions. 
Inert slag can be 
used in the 
construction 
industry. 

Table 6.1: EnVIronmental, SOCial and economic conSiderations of AWT technologies. 

From an environmental perspective the emissions and ash produced in Thermal AWl is the principal 
environmental concern. Emissions from Thermal processes usually contain a variety of materials, of 
particular concerns are lead, mercury, cadmium, dioxins and furans, sulphur dioxide and hydrogen chloride, 
particulate matter such as dust and grit, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide. Exposure to emissions can 
come in the form of inhalation, ingestion and dermal contact with contaminated soil and dust. Research has 
shown that ingestion and skin contact pose more significant risks than inhalation of emissions. Risks are 
also associated with ingesting food that has been contaminated with these substances. Effects of exposure 
to emissions will depend on concentration of contaminants in the emissions and the environmental controls 
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employed, as well as the height of the emissions stack, the geology, the location of the facility and the 
prevailing winds 

The residual ash from the incineration process contains concentrations of heavy metals, namely lead, 
cadmium, mercury, arsenic, copper and zinc. The heavy metals originate from plastics, coloured printing 
inks, batteries, certain rubber products and hazardous waste. The ash may also contain organic 
compounds such as dioxins and furans. The principle environmental concern is with the disposal of this ash 
to landfill. Toxic materials can leach and migrate to groundwater or nearby surface water bodies, increasing 
the risk of water contamination. There are also health risks associated with the ash through direct inhalation 
or ingestion of airborne or settled ash. 

It should be highlighted that the actual magnitude of these risks, both from emission and ash exposure has 
been debated. There has been much research over the actual environmental risks posed by the ash and 
the concentrations of contaminants in emissions after modern pollution controls have been put in place. 
Research has shown that when good pollution controls are installed equipment can remove up to 99% of 
the dioxins and furans, 99% of heavy metals, 99%particulate matter and 99% of hydrogen chloride, more 
than 90% sulphur dioxide and up to 65% nitrogen oxides (UNEP, 2008). Furthermore, field tests performed 
on leachate from actual ash fills in the USA indicated that metal concentrations at most sites were below US 
hazardous waste classification and in many cases below US drinking Water guidelines (UNEP, 2008). 

6.5 Final Technology Selection 

Social concern regarding thermal technologies coupled with the poor buffering capacity of WA soils, has 
driven AWT in WA toward biological conversion technologies. Furthermore, the organic component of MSW 
in Western Australia is approximately 70 percent, and biological AWT can convert this organic waste into a 
mineral rich soil enhancer which assists to replenish nutrients into the nutrient, buffer poor soil in Western 
Australia. Applying recycled organics to land increases the water holding capacity of the soil, assisting in 
carbon sequestration and reduces the need for fertiliser and pesticide application. The greatest concern 
regarding WA's preferred AWT technology is limited availability of end product markets. With the possibility 
of five AWT facilities in operation within the next five years, it is vital that end product markets are 
established and secure. The WALGA Policy Statement on Standards for Recycled Organics Applied to 
Land (Background Paper) identifies: 

A major driver behind the need for equitable, mandatory standards for recycled organics to land is to 
enable waste managers to evaluate the genuine potential of these markets with far greater certainty 
and to develop diversion programmes accordingly. 

Decisions made by Local Government and Regional Councils on the management of MSW today, will have 
long term impacts on the community. Decision making bodies must be well informed and act with caution to 
ensure that the technology selected is effective and does not leave a burden for future generations. Rather 
than there be a focus on absolute avoidance of risk to health or the environment, policy makers need to 
acknowledge the potential impacts of the various technologies and direct resources where they will yield 
greatest return to society. 
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7 Other Relevant Matters 

There are a number of areas which have bearing on Local Governments' ability to provide services to the 
community. Local Government has only limited control over the waste stream and there are numerous 
challenges to managing the whole waste stream in WA. 

7.1 Extended Producer Responsibility 

With the passing of the Waste Avoidance and Resource 
Recovery {WARR} Act and the Waste Avoidance Resource and 
Recovery Levy {WARRL} Act in December 2007. and the 
appointment of a new Waste Authority in May 2008. the State 
gained new powers to put in place Extended Producer 
Responsibility Schemes. 

The WALGA Policy Statement defines Extended Producer 
Responsibility (Appendix 5) as a process that "engages 

7.1 Extended Producer 
Responsi.bil.ity-Sumrrlary .. 

EPR .. offer~tne.oPllortJnityto>~learly 
negotiateandassignJesp(Jn~ibility 
and provides·· in~ntiv~s Jor. producers 
to minimise waste and ensure their 
products are recycled. 

producers in financing or carrying out the collecting. processing. recycling or disposal of post-consumer 
waste. and may also be directed at changing manufacturing practices". 

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) Schemes require policy makers and stakeholders to negotiate the 
assignment of responsibility; instead of defaulting to the status quo. They engage producers in financing or 
carrying out the collecting. processing, recycling or disposal of post-consumer waste, and may also be 
directed at changing manufacturing practices. EPR can provide effective tools to advance key outcomes 
required in achieving sustainable, economic, social and environmental principles. 

Determining which waste product has a higher priority over another requires a rigorous process. Increasing 
demand for new products puts extensive strain on raw materials and resources, appropriate product design 
and recycling can assist to alleviate this issue. There is also substantial work involved in developing an EPR 
Scheme, therefore, prioritising products is necessary. 

The WA Local Government Association undertook a Problematic Waste Survey in June 2008. All Local 
Governments were asked to participate in the survey to ascertain what wastes were problematic. why these 
wastes were of concern and what mechanisms could be identified to address them. 

The survey asked respondents to identify the most prominent problematic wastes in their Local Government 
area. The main responses are shown in Table 1. 

Table l' Materials Identified as Problematic Wastes 
Probtematic Wastes Identified 

Waste Identified ResDonse% 
E-Waste 72% 
Household chemicals (paint etc) 72% 
HouseholciOoods (furniture etc) 65% 
Glass containers 64% 
Drink containers 63% 

The two major reasons Local Government identified these wastes as problematic were because the wastes 
were littered or illegally dumped. Survey respondents also indicated that small items such as cans, bottles, 
glass and plastic were the largest source of littering. Other wastes that rated Significant mention as problem 
items were asbestos, tyres, used motor oil, commercial plastics, inert rubble and mattresses. 
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The survey also asked Local Government to identify what mechanisms would assist in dealing with the 
wastes identified. Responses included: 

• Need for implementation of EPR Schemes; 
• Funding for waste management infrastructure; 
• Strategic planning for infrastructure at State level; and 
• Funding for transport costs of recycled materials. 

Example: Bjteback ... Vieloria 
Byte~a9k iS~cofl1putertake-baqkprografl1 that hasbeensuccesslullyoperatingin I/ictoriafor thtl pa~t 18 
rno:nths: ..• ltis~fre.eservise av.ailable tohgus~h9lders and sm~.lltomediumenterpri~es (SME's).Theaim of 
~ytebackistofacilitatErpublic and,SME's.dispqs.i\I.,otunwanted computere9uipment ina safe and 

· envirohinentallyresponsible manner, and for this materialtobe. effectively recycled for reuse, .. 

B~eback H~sbeen<establiSheiJ through a public-private partnership ,betwe~n$tate.GoYernment 
(SustainabilityVicioria) and JheAustrali.an Information In?ustry, Association. (AIIA)W.ith . foumjingpartners 
Apple, Canon, Delli Epson, Fujitsu, FUji-Xerox; HP"IBM,Lenovo.aQd Lexmark. 

Byt~bqck representatives. visited WA. in NoveTllber 2008, and met wiih representatives from MWAC, 
Departmental Environmentand Conservation and Regional Council: The aim of the visit was to discuss the 

· potential of starting the Byteback·PrograminWA. Furtherworkshops havebeenscheduledior2009; 

~X~rnl!le:[)rurr1MUST:ER.an~Che!l1C1~r, .>< • ...... •.•.. .... .....< ...•.•. 
DIJfITlMUS..,.f.R.is.an.·enyirorlmenWindustrystewarcjs.hip.initiativedeveloped.·in.partnership .. bythe ~ational 

.·Farrners' Fed~iation(NFF);CropUfe.Auslr~lla.EtdiAnimaIHealth Allia~ce(,A,us(raliarLirniteq;,theyeteririary 
Manufacturers'and ·pistributors ,.Associatiori (VMDAtogether .• with .·the .. ·· Australian local ,Government 
Ass6ciation(ALGA). . .. 

· (JrumMus'TERiS, the National program for the. col.lactionarrdrecyclingof eligiblenon,retornable crop 
pro?uction and animal hElalthproductchemicalcontainers from manufacturers participating in. the Industry 

· Waste R.eduction. Scheme (IWRS) .. Theprograrn was developed to take chemical containersoutof the 
waste stream and reuse the plastic and. steeL It provides a solOtiontothe problem Of disposing of empty 
chemical containers, as. well asremovingcontainersirom landfill; Since. the/programs inception. in May 
1999, Drum MUSTER has collected over 12 million drums from over 700 sites Australiawide. 

C~bplif~Australia, (the R~akind~stry bodyrepresentii)g'theplantscience industry),. AnimaIHe~lth. Alliance 
(Australia),Lim.ited,(repre~enting·theinterests of registrants, rnaQuf(jcturersand·formulatorsof.anirnal health 
products), Veterinary Manufactur~rs and Distributors Association (VMDA),and the National Farmers' 
Federation(NFF)togetherwithAgsafe have implemented the ChemClear program for the sale '. .. 
collection and disposal of unwanted rural chemicals. . . . 

The ChemClear program was piloted in 2003 and then officiallyl~unchedin 2004. ChemClear is an 
ongoing national program collecting unwanted rural agriculture & vet chemicals utilising a website and free 
call booking system. 
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Example: PaintBack 
In.June2005;Duluxincpilaboration with Bunnings implemented a pilot recyclingllaint scheme, known as 
the l'airitbackScheme,'The program aimed to discover the most cost effective model·for recycling 
unwante<lpaint and paint cans. ' 

ThePaintbackScheme ranfotaperiod of two years: Unfortunately the Scheme was discontinued due to 
the inability of Dulux to process the materials. The Scheme is still operational in Victoria through the 
Sustainability Victoriil"Detox your Home". Program. In 2006, a further one year trial was conducted by 
Bunnings.ln WAPaint is currently only being recycled through the Household Hazardous Waste program. 

Example: CDLin South Australia 
CDL has been operating in. South Australia sinqe 1.977. Theairns of lhe .13cheme were. essentially threefold; 
to reduce solid waste;' to reduce litter' and .to . conserve '. resources. These' aims were' achieved. by 
encou[agirg the useef refillable bottles. and influencing consumerbehavipurthrough providing an incentive 
to recycle beverage containers. . . 

In 2005, some 28 years on, South Australia was ranked among thewortd leaders. in beverage container 
recovEjry .. South Australia recovers at le~st one thirdmoreialuminiumca.nsthanoth~rStates .. South 
AustraliarElcovers85!'jo of non rEjfiliable glass soft drink bottles, :COrnp~redVl'ith36% nationally, 

Frdm'·1september:2008, ... the .~epositonbevEjrageCQntainers· Willbe'increasedtrom 5 cents to 1 o cents. 
The State Governl1)ent has increilsed the deposit amounton beveragecont~inerstoencollrage m(JreSouth 
f\ustralians}orecycle: ' . . ! 

The WALGA Policy Statement on EPR clearly supports this mechanism. As a form of EPR, the Association 
also supports Container Deposit Systems (the WALGA Policy Statement on Container Deposit System 
Policy Statement is included as Appendix 6). 

Key issues: The introduction of EPR Schemes would: 
• Provide clear, sensible and effective designations of responsibility for the management of 

lifecycle impacts of products, and would be appropriate to the product or waste stream in 
question; 

• Improve valuation, pricing and incentives mechanisms, and designate clear roles to each 
participant in the product chain; and 

• Provide greater investment in infrastructure, research & development and afford greater 
transparency and accountability. 
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7.2 Commercial & Industrial (C&I) and Construction and Demolition (C&D) 
waste streams 

Municipal waste management has had considerable attention 
focused on it, the structure and function of Local Government 7.2 G&I,mdC&D-Surnmary 
also assists with coordinated approaches to waste management 
(for example through Regional Councils, economies of scale and 
regional service delivery can be aChieved). However, the C&D 
and C&I waste stream do not have the same structures or focus. 
Therefore there is a need for the State Government to focus on 
these waste streams and assist in market development for the 
C&D sector. The WAste 2020 reports included actions for C&I 
and C&D material. These waste streams have largely been 

The C&r and Q&D waste streams 
m~keup.the vastmajority.ofmaterial 

· tolandfillihowever onlyre9Ejive very 
limited focus ·from the .. State 

· Government. 

ignored, with limited coordination at a state level. Local Governments have developed Strategic Waste 
Management Plans for their areas - unfairly contrasted with other sectors, which are not required to do so 
and have no incentives to cooperate. 

Key issue: Need for coordinated waste plans and incentives for C&D and C&I sectors. 

Key issue: State Government through the State Supply, need to ensure that recycled content 
material is used in its own activities. 

EXarT1ple:Recy(;ledm~teriannt()~o~dS ~~je~J .... •.... . . i. ..... . . ... . ....... ..... .. 
The Waste Authority Pfovidedfunding througJi the SWIS processfortheWALocal Government Association 
19undertake a project l.ooki~g .atrecycjed matenill.intoroads.This. includes .. maferialsf(()m Con§truction· &. 
· Demolition activities.. .. . . . 

Thtl· wi~t~rnAu~lrali~n. Local··~overpment Associatien ~ALGAfhas commissiOned.~RRBt8J~dert~~e 
research intotheusEl of recycled products in' readcenstructien .. The project was te include)weparts as 
.q~tailed.belew: ..•.•........ . •...• ....• ............... •... ...• ...•. .•.... ... . .•• 
· P,l\~Tl :T~dev~I.QP~~o~1 (3eyernmeQt P91i~Yf'esiti9nthatwill: .•.•..... ;.. . ...•..•.......•... 

• Minimi~eWastet6Iandfill; in particular identified"preblem"products; anci . . . .. . 
• Facilitate the use .of recycledcentent, by Local Gevernment, in censtructien and maintenance of 

feotpaths, cycle paths, local roads and. ?therappropriate infrastructure... ... . .. 
The P(jlicyResitien .needs.to becognisantelLeC:al.Gevernment's requiremeht to deliver and.maintilin a safe 
<ln~ (;()sre~ectiye read.and path hetw0rk. .. ... . 

· . 
PART 2. An .Impl~ment~tion/~qtien .Plan. with ... recommendatiens· forGovernrnentpelicY.d~velepment I 
· changeandaprioritisation .of actions te.oe undertakeri.lo s.upporttheFr~rnework's implementatien; 
In order to develop.~ pel icy pesition anelte facilitate th~use .of recycledpreciuctsltwas necess~ry tqfirst: 

. • Iclimtifythe drivers for LecalGovernmenf te use recycled materials inroads, paths and ether 
apprepriate infrastructure, such as the. WA StateG()vernmentTewards.Zere Waste Vision and 
Local Government StrategiC Waste Management Plans; and . . 

• Identify the inhibitors te using recycled products in road and path activities by WA Local 
Governments at the Government (Federal and State Government and Lecal) and Industry level. 

• Be infermed by State, national and international practices . 
• Identify existing examples of the use .of recycled products 
• Identify realisticeppertunities to recycle material from the current waste stream into mainstream 

Local Gevernment works and services 
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7.3 Litter 

Litter is an ongoing issue of concern for Local Government as it 
represents not only a cost for clean up but the potential for severe 
environmental harm. Illegal dumping, particularly in rural and peri
urban settings, is also a huge concern and cost. Local 
Government supports increased penalties for illegal dumping and 
littering offenses. Due the size of the state, enforcement can be 
difficult, therefore Container Deposit Systems and Programs like 
the Litter Reporters Scheme (run by Keep Australia Beautiful 
CounCil) offer assistance. 

7.3 Liner· Summary 
, litter is a key issue for .Local 
'Government and there is support for 
raising penalties for littering' related 
offences; 

7.4 Landfill Levy (Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy) 

It is Local Government's expectation that any funds raised through 
the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy will be 
hypothecated to waste management activities (as is currently the 
case). The WALGA Policy Statement on the Waste Levy and 
Strategic Funding (appendix 7) identifies several key areas that 
Local Government consider vital to support for the Levy. 

Clear Rationale for Levy 

7.4 landfilllevy~Summary 

Condilional,supportforthelim?fililevy, 
as long as a clearrationale for the levy 
is presented and the funds are 
hypothecated. 

Firstly, a clear rationale for the Levy is essential for asseSSing the appropriateness of all policy decisions 
which relate to the Levy, such as how it is charged, the rate applied and where the money is spent. 

• Primarily for raising strategic funds: The primary rationale for the Levy is that it provides a means of 
generating secure funding for strategic activities in waste management. For the purposes of the 
Levy, appropriate strategic activities must be identified by a current State Waste Strategy. 

• Alternative rationale/s: Where State Government identifies an alternative rationale for the Levy, 
Local Government will only support the alternative rationale to the extent it agrees that the 
alternative rationale is valid. 

• State Government rationale/s to be clarified and supported: State Government must clearly state, 
explain and publicly communicate the rationale/s for applying the Levy. 

Local Government Claim on Funds 
It is also an expectation that Local Government has a claim on a proportion of the funds raised through the 
Levy. The Policy Statement recommends that a fixed proportion of monies collected from Local 
Government should be made available to Local Government on a first call basis in the form of project money 
to support the objectives of the State Waste Strategy. 

Basis for Setting Levy Rates 
Consistent with its views regarding the appropriate rationale for the Waste Levy, Local Government 
considers that the rate of the Waste Levy should be set by reference to a well defined set of criteria. The 
criteria which Local Government would support are: 

• Capacity to fund the State Waste Strategy: It is necessary that the Levy rate(s) is/are set such 
that the annual objectives identified under the State Waste Strategy can be funded. Local 
Government recognises that total annual expenditures may sometimes exceed and at other times 
fall below the total revenues raised by the Levy. It is also appropriate that funds from Consolidated 
Revenue be used to achieve State Government objectives. 

• Capacity to achieve stated objectives: The State Government may indicate that it will use the 
Levy to achieve objectives other than the generation of funds for strategic activities. If so, then the 
State Government must give valid reasons to show how a change in the Levy will support those 
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objectives before Local Government would support the use of Levy funds. For instance, State 
Government may consider that at a higher rate, the Levy will discourage landfilling of some waste 
types, but this belief should be supported with something more than anecdotal evidence and also 
demonstrate that there would not be other financial imposts on Local Government such as an 
increase in illegal dumping that would need to be cleaned up. 

• Capacity to pay the Levy: The State Government must take into account the capacity of Local 
Governments and their communities to pay the Levy. This capacity is affected by both economic 
and political constraints. 

Application of Levy to Non-Metropolitan Areas 
The Waste Authority, at its May 2008 meeting, made the decision to consult on the potential for 
incorporation (and under what conditions) of major Regional Centres into the Levy determinations. The 
Waste Authority indicated that the Regional Centres of Albany, Bunbury, Geraldton/Greenough, Kalgoorlie 
and Port Hedland, would be canvassed to ascertain views of stakeholders on the application of the Levy to 
their areas. 

Within the metropolitan area, Local Governments accept and recycle all manner of materials in a different 
fashion to those in the non-metropolitan area. Local Governments in non-metropolitan areas are currently 
unequipped to apply and administer the Levy. To apply the levy Regional Councils would need: 

• Infrastructure upgrades (Le.: weighbridges); 
• Increased administrative capacity; and 
• Appropriate data retrieval software. 

The WA Local Government Association (through the Systemic Sustainability Strategy) and State and Local 
Government through the Zero Waste Plan Development Scheme have been focusing on regional service 
delivery. Introduction of the Levy to the non-metropolitan area could become a disincentive for Local 
Governments to form working partnerships. 

Regional Centres, such as Geraldton, operate a landfill site which is used by the surrounding Local 
Governments. This has facilitated the move away from numerous small unmanned landfill sites. In many 
areas, Local Governments are exploring the use of transfer stations to move waste back into larger centres. 
Cost increases could potentially lead to the reversal of this process, where it is cheaper for Local 
Governments to have small local landfill sites for refuse disposal. 

The Authority resolved at its August 2008 meeting to postpone holding discussions and discussion forums 
on the issue of extending the landfill levy beyond the metropolitan area due to current incapacity to deliver. 
It is anticipated that Non-Metropolitan forums on this issue will occur at a future time. 

Key issues: 
• without clear rationale, Local Government does not support the extension of the Levy to 

non-metropolitan areas; 
• The application of a Levy to non-metropolitan areas could prove a disincentive to 

regionalisation; and 
• The high cost of implementation of the Levy would provide limited return. 

Category 63 Differential Levy: 
The Waste Authority also decided to review the management and levy rates for Category 63 landfills. The 
levy at Category 63 sites was expected to rise to $5 per cubic metre in 2008/9, $7 in 2009/10 and $9 in 
2010/11 (based on the Landfill Levy Regulations). The Waste Authority has instead frozen the levy at $3 
per cubic metre pending the outcome of discussions with stakeholders. 
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Construction and Demolition (C&D) recycling is a growing industry with many recyclers eqUipping 
themselves further to ensure more of this material is diverted from landfill. C&D recycling is potentially 
easier than putrescible or hazardous waste recycling, due to the inert nature of the material and consequent 
limited on site and/or direct health or environmental concerns. 

Local Government as innovators and market leaders have been using inert material diverted from landfill in 
their activities (such as road construction) and are potentially a major market for this material. In order to 
continue and guarantee the use of this material, viable and stable markets are needed. In order for these 
industries to continue to develop and expand, market participants need some regulatory stability, such as a 
consistent approach regarding the Levy. It is likely that regulatory instability or inconsistency will affect not 
just the C&D recycling industry, but the recycling industry generally. 

The potential introduction of a differential levy for Category 63 Landfill Materials is likely to decrease the 
viability of the current C&D Recycling industry, which will directly impact on Local Governments who either 
purchase/reprocess C&D or make use of the services of the industry. Regulatory instability and uncertainty 
affect investment in recycling generally. Without clear and consistent direction from the Waste Authority I 
State Government, industry is likely to be reluctant to invest in recycling infrastructure. 

The Waste Authority determined that amendments to the existing WARR Levy Regulations 2008 would 
occur by the end of 2008. 

Key issues: 
• There was a lack of justification provided for the proposed Category 63 Differentiation Levy; 
• The introduction of a Differential Levy would potentially undermine the C&D recycling 

market and industry by creating a lack of viable and stable markets; and 
• An increase in the Levy would potentially encourage resource recovery and re-use by 

industry. 

7.5 Landfill Licensing 

Many Local Governments have raised concerns regarding landfill 
licensing and groundwater sampling. WALGA has initiated a working 
group (with members from DEC, Waste Management Association of 
Australia and Local Government) to look at reviewing current landfill 
licences to move from overly prescriptive and ineffective licences to a 
risk based approach. 

7.5ta.nllfill Licensing- Summary 

A more risk~aseclapproac;h is needed 
to landfill licensing and Local 
Gdvernment is committed to working 
with State Government to achieve 
more effective regulationf~rlandfills. 

Key issue: Landfill Licences be risk based rather than overly prescriptive. 
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7.6 Emergency and risk management 

Emergency and risk management is an area where only 
limited state-wide coordination exists currently. Under the 
West Plans for example, after initial State Govemment 
involvement Local Government is responsible for any clean up 
and disposal. 

Shifting weather patterns as a result of climate change may 
mean storm events outside usual areas (or more severe storm 
events in them). Land-use planning which takes into account 

7.6 Emergency and 
. management.;. Summary 

risk 

further state wide coordination is 
nee.ded to ensure risk and emergency 
management planning consid.ers 
disposal... . .... • ...... .. 

general climate change impacts and the increased incidences of severe storm, flooding and heat impacts 
will need to be applied rigorously by both Local Governments and State Planning agencies to ensure that 
Local Government landfill sites are both prepared for, and protected from any undue climate related 
stressors. Although impacts on landfills are as yet uncertain, it is advisable that Local Governments and 
State Planning agencies apply appropriate risk management strategies to landfills, as they would to other 
planning decisions, to ensure legal liability for any impacts are considered. 

8 Conclusion 

8.1 Recognition of waste management as an essential service 

Waste Management is an essential service. An essential service can be defined as one where a 'failure to 
adequately provide this service would have serious implications for the physical and economic well being of 
all residents with similar impact on the local environment' (Geelong, 2006). For waste management, given 
the climate change implications, this can be widened to include the global environment. 

Internationally there is a greater recognition of waste as an essential service. For example at the World 
Cities Summit in 2008, former president of the International Solid Waste Association (ISWA) and Solid 
Waste Association of North America (SWANA), N.v. Vasuki identified that Solid Waste Management was an 
essential service as ''water supply, sewerage, power supply and telephone'. Other sources, such as the 
National Solid Wastes Management Association (undated) identify waste management as an essential 
service in their report Residential Trash Collection: An Essential Service at a Bargain Price. 

At a national level, the inclusion of waste management in the CPRS is another signal of the significance of 
the industry. WALGA has been advocating that waste management should be included in the Federal 
Assistance Grants (FAG's) for Local Government - as there is a clear expectation of service provision and 
an imbalance in the financial ability to provide these services. In some non-metropolitan areas, to provide 
an equivalent service to the metropolitan areas, the charge would be too high on a per capita basis due to 
large distances, low population density and distance to market. 

The provision of municipal waste services has the following outcomes: 
• Protects community health by the prevention of disease through the collection, treatment and 

disposal of putrescible and hazardous waste; 
• Protects the natural environment through the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions as a result of 

controlled disposal and treatment of waste and recycling; 
• Provides landfill, Resource Recovery and alternative waste treatment capacity required for waste 

resulting from pandemics, natural or other disasters; and 
• Supports sustainability principles through collecting materials for recycling. 
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Given the significance of waste management, the Association calls for the establishment of a Centre of 
Excellence for Waste Management in WA. Through the Federal Government, funding is available for 
establishment of Cooperative Research Centres (CRC) (providing funding is matched by cash and/or in kind 
contributions from CRC participants). This is an additional source of funds which could provide for a Centre 
of Excellence in Waste Management in WA. Such a centre would provide a central academic database of 
waste management knowledge. Areas of research include the potential to move to a 'cradle to cradle' 
society and approach to waste management (including legal and engineering considerations). Such a 
centre would offer both policy and practical solutions for waste management and an avenue for cooperation 
between all stakeholders. 

8.2 Local Government focus 

Frequently State Government efforts regarding waste management focus predominantly on Local 
Government (for example the Terms of Reference of this Inquiry and the WARR Act). As noted, Local 
Government waste makes up around 20-25% of the waste disposed of to landfill; and it is the only waste 
stream where waste to landfill has actually decreased. The Local Government structure may make it easier 
for State Government to engage and regulate this waste stream, however this should not mean that the 
other waste streams are ignored. Therefore it is suggested that in the State Waste Strategy and future 
waste inquiries, similar weight be given to all waste streams. 

8.3 Focus upstream - Waste Avoidance and Extended Producer 
Responsibility 

For Local Government, within only limited capacity to influence or control the waste stream, Extended 
Producer Responsibility is one policy option which provides a mechanism for reassigning responsibility. 
WALGA has identified that EPR would: 

• Provide clear, sensible and effective designations of responsibility for the management of lifecycle 
impacts of products, and would be appropriate to the product or waste stream in question; 

• Improve valuation, pricing and incentives mechanisms, and designate clear roles to each 
participant in the product chain; and 

• Provide greater investment in infrastructure, research & development and afford greater 
transparency and accountability. 
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EPR assists with waste avoidance as it is focused at the production rather than recycling/disposal stage. As 
stated in the WARR Act, when considering resource management waste avoidance should be the first 
priority. 

8.4 Waste Authority 

This Submission has identified the need for an independent waste agency to separate policy and regulatory 
functions. However, speaking to the existing mechanism of the Waste Authority there is a clear need to 
ensure independence, transparency and accountability. 

8.5 Roles & Responsibilities 

Much of the concern expressed by Local Government regarding waste management relates to the lack of 
clear roles and responsibilities for the sector. Under the WARR Act, Local Governments' role is specified. 
However, the roles of State Government and other stakeholders (e.g. waste generators, community and 
industry) are still unclear. To more forward in a consolidated and constructive manner, all stakeholder 
responsibilities within the system must be established. Some suggested areas of responsibility are outlined 
below. This is a starting point for discussion only, as it should be noted that these roles and responsibilities 
should be negotiated and assigned according to capacity to influence. Clear assignment of roles and 
responsibilities is also necessary for the State Waste Strategy to be effective. If it is not clear who is 
accountable, or a clear process in place for establishing accountability, much time and effort may be wasted 
in the implementation of projects and whenever a new issue arises. There are a variety of key stakeholders 
in the area, including Federal, State and Local Government, the waste industry, waste generators (such as 
manufacturing and producers), industry associations and special interest groups and the community. 

State Government 

• Strategic oversight of waste generation as a whole (e.g. prediction increase in generation/ major 
projects etc), strategic planning, risk management, contingency planning). 

• Education, on waste minimisation and key state level communications (for example why you 
should recycle); 

• Market development where priority identified; 
• National representation (for example on EPR); 
• Prioritisation of materials for EPR at a State level; 
• Coordination for Product Stewardship / Regulation for EPR; 
• Communication/consultation with Stakeholders; 
• Funding mechanisms; 
• Programme delivery; 
• Leadership (leading by example); 
• Cooperation; and 
• Responsibility for its own waste / State Supply Commission. 
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Local Government 

• Service delivery appropriate to its community; 
• Responsive to community need; 
• Education regarding the 'how' of recycling and waste management; 
• Local level investigation of markets; 
• Communication; 
• Programme delivery; 
• Leadership (leading by example); 
• Innovation; 
• Expertise; and 
• Responsibility for its own waste / purchasing policy. 

Waste generators - Households / Businesses 

• To be informed; 
• Consume responsibly; and 
• Consider disposal at point of purchase. 

Waste generators - Producers I Manufacturers 

• Responsibility to design products for minimum environmental impact/ease of recycling; 
• Responsibility to communicate with State Government; and 
• Planning for disposal/ reuse of own waste. 

Waste industry 

• Innovation; 
• Cooperation; 
• Service provision; and 
• Expertise. 

Industry associations and interest groups (e.g. WALGA, WMAA, Conservation CounciO 

• Programme/Policy delivery for stakeholders; 
• Representation/consolidation of views; and 
• Coordination. 

Shared contributions across all categories 

• Research & Development - cooperative research centre / centre of excellence; 
• Communication; and 
• Partnerships. 
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8.6 Holistic approach 

The WARR Act, in the objects of the Act, enshrines the need to contribute to sustainability, and the 
protection of human health and the environment in Western Australia and the move towards a waste-free 
society by-
(a) promoting the most efficient use of resources, including resource recovery and waste avoidance; and 
(b) reducing environmental harm, including pollution through waste; and 
(c) the consideration of resource management options against the following hierarchy

(i) avoidance of unnecessary resource consumption; 
(ii) resource recovery (including reuse, reprocessing, recycling and energy recovery); 
(iii) disposal. 

The use of resource efficiency as a one of the measure means that an holistic approach to waste 
management is needed. Other considerations to include is the potential for the move to a 'cradle to cradle' 
view of waste management - where all products are considered not in terms of a waste (at the end of their 
first life) but as a potential resource. 

8.7 Leadership by State and Local Government 

WALGA are working on green procurement guidelines as part of a new Purchasing and Tender Guide for all 
Local Governments. WALGA will be considering further sustainable procurement requirements in all its 
preferred supplier arrangements from July this year. A similar commitment from State Government is 
necessary, through State Supply. 

8.8 Outcomes based regulation 

Local Government has identified that much prescriptive waste management regulation does not necessarily 
achieve its desired outcome of protecting the environment and human health. Regulation which prescribes 
how something is to occur circumvents any opportunity for innovation and may not be appropriate for the 
circumstance, it is also resource intensive to administer and regulate. 
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Western Australian Local Government Association Submission to the Department 
of Climate Change on the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme Green Paper July 
2008. 

Executive Summary 

There is no doubt that Western Australian Local Governments have expressed concern 
about climate change impacts and have shown considerable leadership regarding 
mitigation and adaptation strategies, however it is also true that the imminent Carbon 
Pollution Reduction Scheme presents myriad difficulties, both in its direct and indirect 
effects on Local Government. 

The Federal Government, through the Department of Climate Change has expressed 
the view that climate change management is going to present some costs to the 
Australian economy. WALGA acknowledges this as a necessity of the Scheme, but 
asserts that the Federal Government must also realise that there will be some sectors of 
the business and government community that will struggle to meet obligations under the 
conditions outlined in the recently released Green Paper. Exposed low income 
households and some businesses have been addressed in the paper; however Local 
Governments, the most under-resourced sphere of Government, have not been 
specifically captured by the 'profit-share' mechanisms that the Federal Government has 
outlined in the Climate Change Action Fund (CCAF) to assist with implementation and 
cost implications of the forthcoming Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. 

To put this need in comparative perspective, the Australian Bureau of Statistics 5506.0 
identifies 2006/07 Federal Tax Revenue as $261,988 million, States $48,911 million and 
Local Government $9,388 million out of $319,776 million. Local Governments receive 
2.94% of Australian Tax Revenue but only through their own taxing efforts (i.e. property 
rates). Through Financial Assistance Grants (FAGs), Local Governments receive from 
the Commonwealth funding that equates to only 0.67% of Federal Government 
Revenue. Adding funding for local roads, Local Governments receive from the 
Commonwealth funding equivalent to a total of 0.75% of Federal Government Revenue. 

While Local Government is not reticent in adopting strict climate change measures or 
making considerable changes to 'business as usual', many Western Australian Local 
Governments (over 50%) are not well enough resourced currently to meet their 
immediate responsibilities in relation to asset and infrastructure management, let alone 
to comply with the future costs and legislative requirements that a Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme will present (The Journey - Sustainability into the Future, 2008). So 
whether or not they wish to commit to deep cuts and significant abatement and 
adaptation strategies, they may simply not have the resources to do so. The rising costs 
of energy and water, along with lesser acknowledged impacts such as rising 
infrastructure management and construction costs for Local Government will further 
exacerbate the issue of inadequate Local Government resourcing and may lead to a 
situation prohibitive of necessary climate change action. 

Previous indications from the Federal Government, including the Garnaut Climate 
Change Review Interim Report, indicated to the sector a Government preference for the 
waste sector to remain outside the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme until such time 
that the accuracy of emissions estimation improves. However page 107 of the Green 
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Paper (section 2.8 under 'Preferred position") states that, "Emissions from the waste 
sector would be covered from scheme commencement, with the precise scope of 
coverage, thresholds and their detailed design issues to be determined." Very limited 
time has been provided in the consultation phase of this Green Paper for the waste 
sector to examine the potential impacts of a significant change in approach. It is critical 
that the government maintain a genuine dialogue with the waste sector through the 
development of the White Paper and any subsequent legislation to ensure that a 
workable regulatory environment and the desired outcomes in terms of carbon pollution 
reduction by the sector are achieved. 

There has also been a measure of confusion for Local Governments surrounding the 
development and implementation of the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting 
System (NGERS) and its subsequent legislation and reporting requirements. This has 
predominantly arisen from the lack of clear information available from the Federal 
Government on what types of entity are 'liable' to report to the scheme. This has been 
very deliberately addressed in the Green Paper to ensure that Local Governments, 
irrespective of their current incorporation status, are required to report if they own or 
control a facility that breaches the 25 kilo tonne CO2 e threshold and will be captured by 
the regulations surrounding scheme implementation. In fact it appears that the National 
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 will be amended to ensure that the Local 
Government sector is clearly captured by these regulations. 

This is outlined on page 196 of the Green Paper where it states, "Unincorporated entities 
with operational control over a covered facility would also have obligations under the 
scheme. This could include partnerships, trusts, government and non-government 
organisations (for example, where waste landfill sites are operated by unincorporated 
local government councils), or individuals (who are involved in large facilities). The 
National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 would be amended to oblige such 
unincorporated entities to report their emissions to the Government." 

Additionally it appears that that threshold may be further reduced at the commencement 
of the scheme to 10 kilo tonne CO2", which would capture many, if not most, Western 
Australian landfill facilities, most of which are run by Local Governments, either through 
a Regional Council (an organisation of Local Governments formed into an incorporated 
body largely for the purposes of Waste Management) or by individual Local 
Governments. 

Prior to the release of this paper it was not clear what the reporting system for 
monitoring and reporting under the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme would be and 
despite discussions with the Federal Government on this matter WALGA was not able to 
glean this information until the Green Paper was released. In point of fact, initial 
discussions with experts from the Federal Government on the NGERS development 
advised WALGA that it was unlikely that Local Government would be captured or 
affected by the scheme. It is now clear that the Federal Government intends to use the 
amended NGERS framework for reporting and to strengthen elements of the system to 
support the scheme. Therefore WALGA advises that it would be considered opportune 
for any Local Governments likely to be directly affected by the Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme to take early action on familiarisation with the NGERS and to begin 
estimating and reporting their emissions into this system regardless of their current 
obligation (or lack thereof) to do so. 
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Given that Local Government has been deliberately obliged to participate in the Carbon 
Pollution Reduction Scheme WALGA asserts that it is incumbent on the Federal 
Government to ensure that the sector is adequately resourced to undertake actions 
necessary to ensure compliance with the Scheme. Resourcing needs for the Local 
Government sector in relation to the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme are likely to 
include administrative and reporting expertise, assistance in developing and delivering 
emissions estimation methodologies for landfills and general training on the OSCAR 
system. The Inter-Governmental Agreement Establishing Principles Guiding Inter
Governmental Relations on Local Government Matters (April 2006) establishes that "any 
consequential financial impacts are to be considered within the context of the 
capacity of Local Government". 

It is important to note that while Local Governments are not reluctant to act on climate 
change management strategies, many are unlikely at this stage to have the human 
resources and internal expertise to deliver on the regulatory obligations imposed by the 
scheme. Additionally, resourcing adequate to meet rising energy and water costs will be 
necessary to ensure National targets are met and exceeded. 

While the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme is likely to capture Local Government 
directly through landfill facilities (and in fact has been designed to do so), there are a 
wide range of indirect impacts which will affect Local Governments in Western Australia 
which may not have an immediately calculable impact, however will be no less costly or 
pressing. 

While WALGA accepts that the Federal Government rnay not have anticipated Local 
Governments being affected to the extent that they have been by the scheme, it would 
be of value for the implications for Local Government to be more specifically explored 
and addressed than they have been within the scope of this paper. 

Recommendation: The Association requests and recommends a comprehensive 
analysis of the impacts of the CPRS on Local Government to be prepared in 
consultation with Local Governments and prior to the release of the White Paper. 
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Recommendations 

Recommendation 1: The Association supports the inclusion of the waste sector as a 
covered sector from Scheme commencement, but with a series of qualifications, without 
which the sector cannot support the inclusion of waste in the Carbon Pollution Reduction 
Scheme. These qualifications are outlined below. 

Recommendation 2: That Federal Governrnent provide an adequate consultation 
period for the CPRS and ensure that Local Governments are deliberately considered 
with respect to the cost implications and impacts on both the Local Governments 
themselves and their ratepayers. 

Recommendation 3: The Association sees the 25 kilo tonne CO2" threshold as a 
manageable option for Local Governments but does not support a lower threshold for 
landfills. 

Recommendation 4: The Association recommends that the Federal Government 
reconsider the opportunities in offsets and carbon 'credit' sales for a wider range of 
abatement projects, particularly those with large capital costs (as opposed to the very 
limited reafforestation 'opt-in' option). The Association also recommends the removal of 
AWT facilities from scheme coverage. 

Recommendation 5: The Association recommends that legacy landfill sites are not 
included in the scheme coverage of the waste sector and that the Federal Government 
ensure that estimation methods take into account historical waste equitably. 

Recommendation 6: That operators of landfills exceeding the threshold size be 
required to acquit permits based on the quantity and type of waste received in the 
previous year. The number of permits to be acquitted would be estimated using the 
models accepted by the NGERS during that year. 

That landfill gas captured and burnt be eligible to generate offsets within the compliance 
market. The permits received could be used to offset the requirement to acquire permits 
or sold in the compliance market alongside offsets from forestry. 

Recommendation 7: That the Federal Government clarify the status of Renewable 
Energy Certificates into the future and in relation to the Carbon Pollution Reduction 
Scheme to assure REC generators that their investments are secure under this process. 

Recommendation 8: The Association asserts that offsets/permit (generation) should be 
allowed for industries investing in projects with significant 'additional' abatement 
outcomes. While the Association believes that these offsets should be available for sale 
into the compliance market, should this option not be considered, it is imperative that 
these industries are able to make use of the voluntary market to compensate some of 
the costs of the projects. 

Recommendation 9: That the Federal Government acknowledge that the current 
proposed estimation methodologies for waste/landfill emissions are not stringent enough 
to ensure reporting accuracy (or even accurate margin for error) and allow for flexibility 
within the Scheme to enable improvement in this area. 
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Recommendation 10: The Association recommends that the Federal Government 
reconsider waste as a 'strongly affected' industry on the grounds that many waste 
facilities (most larger sites) have invested significantly into gas capture and methane 
flaring infrastructure. Pass through of costs is also constrained to a degree by the 
capacity of the community to cover rate, levy and gate fee increases. 

Recommendation 11: WALGA recommends that each State be provided adequate 
local resources (i.e. dedicated officers seated within each state Environment 
Department), to mentor those sectors or individual entities struggling with reporting 
requirements through the process. 

Recommendation 12: That the significant costs inherent in the Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme be equitably assessed and that all costs to ratepayers/community 
members be taken into account when allocating funds, both to 'strongly affected 
industries' (in which waste should be included by virtue of its inability to pass on costs) 
and to householders. 

Recommendation 13: That international consistency and equity be ensured and 
maintained in the development of the Scheme and that interaction with international 
trading schemes be assured and supported by the Federal Government. 
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Introduction 

The Western Australian Local Government Association 

The Western Australian Local Government Association (WALGA) is the united voice of 
Local Government in Western Australia. WALGA is an independent, membership-based 
group representing and supporting the work and interests of all 139 Local Governments 
in Western Australia. 

WALGA provides an essential voice for almost 1,400 elected members and over 12,000 
employees of the 139 Local Governments in Western Australia. WALGA also provides 
professional advice and offers services that provide financial benefits to the Local 
Governments and the communities they serve. 

WALGA is a member of the Australian Local Government Association (ALGA), and 
actively contributes to the development of policy at a national level. Through the 
national Association, WALGA is well placed to contribute to debate and decision-making 
at the Council of Australian Governments (COAG). The President of ALGA is a member 
ofCOAG. 

WALGA works closely with both State and Australian Government Ministers and 
Departmental Officers to ensure Local Government has a strong voice across the 
pOlitical community, develops robust policy and policy projects and provides an 
advocacy role where necessary. The influence of WALGA within the Local Government 
sector and on its behalf is significant and WALGA has recently signed a Climate Change 
and Sustainability Partnership Agreement with the Western Australian State Government 
ensuring that both Local and State bodies are working towards complementary 
objectives. This will be achieved through the construct of the State I Local Government 
Climate Change and Sustainability Council, comprising relevant State Ministers, the 
President of WALGA and officers of State and Local Government, as required. 

The Municipal Waste Advisorv Council 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council (MWAC) is a standing committee of the WA 
Local Government Association, with delegated authority to represent the Association in 
all matters relating to solid waste management. MWAC's membership includes the 
major Regional Councils (waste management). The Regional Councils members of 
MWAC include the Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council, Mindarie Regional Council, 
Southern Metropolitan Regional Council, South East Metropolitan Regional Council, 
Western Metropolitan Regional Council and the City of Geraldton-Greenough. This 
makes MWAC a unique forum through which all the major Local Government waste 
management organisations cooperate. This Submission therefore represents the 
consolidated view of Western Australia Local Government on waste issues in the 
Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. However, individual Local Governments and 
Regional Councils may have views that differ from the positions taken here. 

This submission has not yet been endorsed by MWAC, however, it will be put before the 
Council at the earliest opportunity (Wednesday 15 October 2008) and any changes to 
this Submission following consideration by the MuniCipal Waste Advisory Council will be 
passed on. 
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Context 

Local Governments in Western Australia manage putrescibles and other waste using the 
powers and responsibilities established under the Waste Avoidance and Resource 
Recovery Act (2007). There are over 300 licensed landfills in Western Australia, the 
vast majority being small scale operations controlled by Local Government authorities. 
Rural and remote Local Governments may operate more than one landfill site, due to the 
vast distances between towns and communities. 

Municipal waste generation in the Perth region is steady at just over 0.5 tonnes per 
capita (State of the Environment Report, 2007). The average household size is 
estimated at 2.4 persons (ABS Cat No 3101.0), indicating that the average household 
generates approximately 1.2 tonnes of Municipal Waste per year. Based on the 
estimate that each tonne of municipal waste generates 1.4t C02e, the average 
household generates 1.7 tonnes C02e. In the absence of any investment to reduce or 
eliminate this, at an assumed permit cost of $30 per tonne C02e, waste disposal will 
add approximately $50 per year or 25% to a typical household waste disposal budget. 
This however does not aggregate the myriad additional costs that Local Governments 
will need to absorb and pass through to ratepayers as a result of the CPRS, it merely 
presents a basic outline of waste associated cost increases to householders. 

Focus of this Submission 

While the Association is aware that the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme will have 
widespread indirect impacts across Local Government, the direct impacts for Local 
Governments and Regional Councils are likely to fall in the waste sector. To this end the 
Association has worked with the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and a team of 
experts across the Local Government waste industry to identify the emerging issues for 
the waste industry specifically. This submission is waste specific. A further paper 
exploring the wider issues for Local Government policy and operations has also been 
submitted by the Association. 
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1. Local Government and Waste Management in Western Australia 

1.1 Inclusion of the Waste Sector in the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme 

The direct issues for Local Governments, as well as regional organisations of Councils, 
in relation to the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme are, in the main, related to waste 
sector emissions. Western Australian Local Governments have specific statutory 
responsibility for landfill services, and it is this operational function which will be most 
affected by the implementation of the Scheme. 

Many of the issues that arose for Local Government in relation to the NGERS apply also 
to the commencement of the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. As outlined above, 
Western Australian Local Governments will be predominantly affected by this scheme in 
relation to their waste management obligations. Other functions of Local Government 
are unlikely to, as discrete facilities, breach the 25 kilo tonne CO2" threshold for 
emissions production or energy usage. 

It is clear that the Federal Government has developed this paper in order to prompt 
discussion on the Scheme design, however it is also clear that little consideration has 
been given to direct Local Government waste sector impacts. Additionally it appears that 
the Federal Government does not expect to capture a large proportion of Local 
Government waste facilities, however in Western Australia this is not the case, 
particularly if the Federal Government chooses to implement a reduced threshold for 
landfill facilities. A table of landfill sites in Western Australia likely to be covered by the 
scheme is attached to this submission (Appendix 1: provided by the Department of 
Environment and Conservation WA). 

The waste management sector has long recognised the direct and indirect opportunities 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and difficulties in doing this in an economically 
sustainable way. 

The sector believes that a well designed a CPRS applied to the waste sector will 
contribute to setting price signals to encourage economically and environmentally 
efficient solutions in waste reduction, recycling, waste diversion and resource recovery. 

However, the sector is concerned about potentially undesirable consequences arising 
from implementation of the CPRS. These issues are set out below, along with some 
suggestions to mitigate the undesirable outcomes. 

Recommendation: The Association supports the inclusion of the waste sector as 
a covered sector from Scheme commencement, but with a series of qualifications, 
without which the sector cannot support the inclusion of waste in the Carbon 
Pollution Reduction Scheme. These qualifications are outlined below. 

1.2 Consultation process and Intergovernmental Agreement 

The Association wishes to raise the point that, despite the Federal Governments' tight 
timeframes, which are understood; there are processes and procedures that Local 
Government need to undertake in order to ensure adequate consultation with 
stakeholders takes place. The consultation process for Local Government is longer than 
the consultation process afforded by the Green Paper has allowed in this case, and as a 
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result, an incomplete representation of Local Government needs and issues is likely to 
be captured here. While consultation with a small, expert stakeholder reference group 
has taken place in lieu of wider and more formal consultation, it is advised that the 
Federal Government take note of stakeholder communication requirements in the future 
if they seek adequate and representative feedback. 

In Western Australia a State / Local Government Partnership Agreement on 
Communication and Consultation exists to ensure that Local Government adopts a fair 
and equitable Code of Practice on consultation, and allows a suitable length of time to 
deal with issues arising. A paper of the magnitude of the Green Paper (at 516 pages in 
length) which has significant impacts on the Local Government sector needs to be 
afforded a considerable consultation period (in excess of the expected period of 12 
weeks) and be presented as specifically as possible for each directly affected 
sector/industry. This paper is structured so that Local Government has to search for, 
amongst the very complex information, issues that will directly and indirectly affect them, 
and then analyse them for their specific area. 

Additionally the Inter-Governmental Agreement Establishing Principles Guiding Inter
Governmental Relations on Local Government Matters (April 2006) establishes that "any 
consequential financial impacts are to be considered within the context of the capacity of 
Local Government". This implies that any policy or legislation handed down from Federal 
or State Government to Local Government for implementation must be properly 
considered and consulted and all cost implications taken into account. This is a binding 
Agreement between Federal State and Local Government. 

Recommendation: That Federal Government provide an adequate consultation 
period for the CPRS and ensure that Local Governments are deliberately 
considered with respect to the cost implications and impacts on both the Local 
Governments themselves and their ratepayers. 

2. Coverage of the Waste Sector 

2.1 Thresholds for Coverage 

While a 25 kilo tonne CO2" threshold for the waste sector will capture approximately 15 
Western Australian landfill sites, it is indicated that at least 25 Western Australian landfill 
sites would be directly impacted should the threshold be reduced to, 10 kilo tonne CO2"' 

with many more feeling the indirect impacts as landfill facility operators struggle with 
their liabilities and consider diverting waste to smaller sites in order to avoid them. This 
represents a significant proportion of the Western Australian waste industry. 

The thresholds in the case of landfill facilities are of utmost importance and create a set 
of implications, both in the encouragement of abatement and in creating disincentives 
that will have significant cost impacts on Local Governments, who will then need to pass 
through these costs, via gate fees or rates and charges, to ratepayers. The magnitude of 
these increased costs to householders is explored later in the paper. 

The Association sees the 25 kilo tonne CO2" threshold as a manageable option for Local 
Governments as those landfill sites which 'trip' the threshold will generally be larger, 
aggregated landfills (Le. those attached to Regional Councils or collecting waste from a 
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larger regional area) and will have a better developed capacity to cope with the 
additional administrative, monitoring and compliance costs that the Scheme will present. 

The Association does not support a 10 kilo tonne CO! reduced threshold for landfills on 
the grounds of a number of key issues. While the Association acknowledges that a 
reduced threshold may prevent some larger landfills from diverting waste to other sites in 
order to avoid responsibilities, it does not believe that the smaller landfills captured by 
the Scheme will have the capacity to bear the financial burden of the Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme. In effect, this would prevent smaller landfills accepting waste from 
larger ones without the need to capture them in the Scheme as smaller landfills are 
unlikely to want to increase their own liability by accepting external waste. 

Additionally, the Association considers a 10 kilo tonne CO2" threshold a direct 
disincentive to regionalisation of landfill facilities, which is a supported position of the 
Association and of relevant State Agencies. This is of particular relevance to the 
Association's recent work on systemic sustainability for the sector, and the State funded 
Zero Waste Plan Program, both of which support a program of regionalised services, 
which increase efficiencies and subsequent viability of waste avoidance projects. In 
applying a 10 kilo tonne CO2" threshold to the waste sector the Federal Government will 
be effectively negating positive core environmental outcomes by imposing a disincentive 
to regionalisation and therefore imposing a new cost liability on smaller landfills, which is 
likely to make abatement projects less feasible when weighed against increased 
reporting, monitoring and compliance costs. 

Arguably the proposed arrangements create a perverse incentive for Local Governments 
not to participate in Regional scale, high tech, efficient waste and resource recovery 
facilities I programs, but rather operate at a local level (small scale landfill) and remain 
small enough to remain outside of the scope of the CPRS. This is clearly not consistent 
with achieving real reductions in CO2", only in measured CO2". This is particularly the 
case if the criteria are site based, rather than organisation based. 

The lower threshold is also likely to encourage dishonest dealings as smaller landfills 
attempt to escape liability by diverting their own waste, either to smaller landfills again, 
or to illegal dumping of waste, which is already an issue in some smaller Local 
Governments. 

There is also a direct inequity in having a lower target imposed on the waste sector than 
on industry. Additionally there would appear to be a coverage inequity. There will be 
approximately 200 landfills out of 1200 Scheme participants (16.67%) in the CPRS for a 
sector that contributes only 2.9% (Barry Ster/and 2008) of National emissions. This 
equate to an over-representation of approximately 6 times. 

Additionally the capacity of smaller landfills to recoup increased costs through rates and 
gate fees is limited by the constrained rate base in some of these areas, and rate 
increases are likely to be unwelcome and unpopular, particularly in resource poor rural 
areas. 

Recommendation: The Association sees the 25 kilo tonne C02
e threshold as a 

manageable option for Local Governments but does not support a lower threshold 
for landfills. 
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2.2 Alternative Waste Treatment 

The Association does not support the aggregation of all waste management related 
operations and believes that Alternative Waste Treatment (AWT) should remain outside 
the scope and coverage of the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. 

Alternative Waste Treatment (AWT) does not view the waste it treats as a waste 
product, rather as a resource, which effectively makes it a manufacturing and/or 
resource recovery process, rather than a waste management option. As few other 
manufacturing entities are directly captured by the scheme, it is arguable that to capture 
AWT, by virtue of its linkages and often co-location with waste management facilities, is 
to create competitive disadvantage with other similar industries. For example, a Local 
Government which collects and composts organic waste and reduces organics to landfill 
should be treated no differently to a business which produces commercial compost 
through a manufacturing plant. This point is further illustrated by the matter of 
Resourceco Ply Ltd v SA EPA which states that "A material becomes a waste at the 
point of discard/abandonment, or the point at which a decision is made that the material 
is unwanted or surplus. It ceases to be a waste when its character changes, either 
through being sold or by being recycled to become useful ... " (WME Magazine, May 
2008: 78). 

Further to this qualification - AWT is a separate ANZSIC Class to operating landfills and 
should be treated differently: 

Class 2921 Waste Treatment and Disposal Services - This class consists of units mainly 
engaged in the treatment or disposal of solid, liquid and other waste types (including 
hazardous). Also, included are units mainly engaged in operating landfills, combustors, 
incinerators, compost dumps and other treatment facilities (except sewage treatment 
facilities), including waste transfer stations. 

Class 2922 Waste Remediation and Materials Recovery Services - This class consists 
of units mainly engaged in the remediation and clean up of contaminated buildings and 
mine sites, mine reclamation activities, removal of hazardous material such as asbestos 
and lead paint and other toxic material abatement. This class also includes units mainly 
engaged in providing materials recovery and sorting services. 

Effectively this provides legal precedent and reasoning for AWT to be considered 
outside of the scope and coverage of the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. This is of 
particular concern for the Association as some Western Australian facilities have already 
undertaken significant greenhouse gas reduction measures through AWT infrastructure 
and the Scheme design would appear to penalise, and make unviable others 
considering this early and 'beyond business as usual' action. 

While few facilities have undertaken on-ground AWT projects at this stage, the 
Association encourages the further development of waste avoidance and resource 
recovery facilities by Local Government waste management operators, as an investment 
into best practice environmental outcomes. Considering AWT under waste sector 
coverage may deter waste facilities from developing AWT processes in order to divert 
waste from landfill. If the cost of developing the infrastructure to participate in waste 
avoidance processes is higher than the cost of compliance with the scheme, then the 
less likely it is that resource poor Local Governments will invest in innovative solutions. 
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A re-badging of AWT to a resource recovery or manufacturing industry construct might 
avoid penal ising forward thinking waste management facilities and encourage further 
innovative development in this area. 

Additionally the Association considers the limited offsets opportunities afforded under the 
scheme a penalty of sorts to those waste avoidance projects who have deliberately 
offset the significant capital costs of abatement projects against the Greenhouse 
FriendlyTM process, by which they have generated carbon 'credits' for sale into the 
voluntary market, which will presumably be negated by the scheme. This is further 
exacerbated by the fact that the Federal Government does not consider waste a 
'strongly affected' industry and as a result offers no compensation to facilities that will 
effectively lose their income and their capacity to recoup capital cost expenditure. This 
will leave some Western Australian facilities with large infrastructure liabilities and no 
way to offset the capital or maintenance costs. This is particularly the case with AWT, 
which invests significantly in the 'public good'. 

Recommendation: The Association recommends that the Federal Government 
reconsider the opportunities in offsets and carbon 'credit' sales for a wider range 
of abatement projects, particularly those with large capital costs (as opposed to 
the very limited reafforestation 'opt-in' option). The Association also recommends 
the removal of AWT facilities from scheme coverage. 

2.3 Legacy Sites & Historical Emissions Estimation 

Legacy sites are also a concern for Local Governments in terms of reporting liabilities, 
which are not clearly defined or captured by the Green Paper. The 'First Order Decay' 
methodology for calculating emissions from landfill sites cannot ensure that all sites are 
equitably covered as legacy sites provide no direct 'cash-flow' to offset the costs of 
monitoring and reporting or the installation of gas capture infrastructure to reduce 
liability. There also exists very limited capacity to estimate emissions or waste 
composition of legacy sites. To clarify, in the context of this paper, legacy 'sites' refers 
to completely decommissioned landfill sites which are no longer receiving (organic) 
waste. 

There exists no possible opportunity for legacy sites to participate in a 'lowest cost 
abatement process' as there is no capacity for pass through of costs in this instance. 
This situation might be alleviated should offsets for 'methane capture to energy' projects 
be available in a cost offset capacity but effectively, without an offsets mechanism, 
legacy sites create only costs to Local Governments (or private owners) in whom they 
are vested, without any opportunity for reducing liability. In the current scheme design 
the limited offsets capacity disadvantages those Local Governments who have legacy 
sites vested in their control and would create still more additional costs to the ratepayer 
in the long term as Local Governments push up their costs in all areas to cover liabilities. 

The Garnaut Review proposed three central tenets for the design of an Emissions 
Trading Scheme for Australia which were; simplicity, lowest cost abatement options and 
the capacity for behaviour change. The basic scheme design for the waste sector 
outlined in the Green Paper generally does not reflect those tenets, but is particularly 
juxtaposed in the case of legacy landfill sites as measurement is complex and costly, 
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there are no low cost abatement opportunities and there exists no capacity for the 
change of community, business or Government behaviour in this instance. 

Additionally there are some significant equity issues surrounding historical waste 
emissions from landfill sites. To clarify, in the context of this paper, historical waste 
refers to waste that has been received into a landfill prior to Scheme commencement. As 
often waste has been deposited in the same landfill site for a number of years, there is 
little way of knowing whether emissions are from recent or historical waste within the 
terms of the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. This positions modern waste facilities 
that have only been emitting for a short period of time against those which have existed 
for a longer period, particularly with respect to direct emissions measurement practices. 

Recommendation: The Association recommends that legacy landfill sites are not 
included in the scheme coverage of the waste sector and that the Federal 
Government ensure that estimation methods take into account historical waste 
equitably. 

2.4 Timinq of Permit Acquittal 

Unlike most other key industries to be covered under the CPRS, there is a significant 
(multi-year) time lag between the revenue generating activities of a landfill operator 
(receiving waste) and the potential or actual emission of CO2" to the atmosphere .. 
Consequently the CPRS must be designed to both signal the CO2" cost of waste to 
current waste generators, and provide appropriate economic signals to waste managers 
to take cost effective steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions both now, and into the 
future as new technologies emerge and priCing signals change. 

In order ensure that operators of landfills are not only passing through costs but also 
abating emissions it is practical to mandate that all landfill operators, exceeding the 
threshold size of 25 kilo tonne CO2", be required to acquit permits based on the quantity 
and type of waste received in the previous year. 

That landfill gas captured and burnt be eligible to generate offsets within the compliance 
market. The permits received could be used to offset the requirement to acquire permits 
or sold in the compliance market alongside offsets from forestry. 

This approach is considered to offer the strongest greenhouse gas abatement signals to 
the sector by: 
i. encouraging pre-treatment of waste prior to landfill to reduce the quantity of 

organic matter in the waste stream, including composting, with the potential 
landfill of composted waste (this however does not take into account the fact 
that under the present scheme there is little incentive for landfill operators to 
move towards diversion of waste if they are passing costs on to 
customers/ratepayers and recouping their costs in this manner); 

ii. encouraging improved gas capture technology; and 
iii. supporting improved technology for the direct measurement of gas emissions 

from landfills. 

The proposed approach reduces the risk of landfills being abandoned without funds to 
meet future permit liabilities. 
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The Green Paper contemplates the generation of offsets only from forestry activities due 
to difficulties in measurement. However, the generation of offsets from capture and 
burning of landfill gases is readily measurable and verifiable and would simply represent 
a transfer through time of a proportion of the permits acquitted at the time waste was 
consigned to landfill. 

Recommendations: That operators of landfills exceeding the threshold size be 
required to acquit permits based on the quantity and type of waste received in the 
previous year. The number of permits to be acquitted would be estimated using 
the models accepted by the NGERS during that year. 

That landfill gas captured and burnt be eligible to generate offsets within the 
compliance market. The permits received could be used to offset the requirement 
to acquire permits or sold in the compliance market alongside offsets from 
forestry. 

3. Offsets 

3.1 Renewable Energy Certificates 

The status of Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) in relation to the Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme mechanism is not clearly outlined for Local Governments. There are 
several Local Governments in Western Australia engaged in 'landfill gas to energy' 
projects which generate RECs and these projects, should RECs be affected or negated 
by this Scheme, are liable to lose a significant portion of their income from these 
projects. While the operators of these facilities would still be able to generate energy 
from their landfill sites, the limited offsets may disallow the sale of the related RECs. 

Approximately half of all RECs are derived from landfill gas. From this perspective 
RECs are critical to the achievement of the Government's renewable energy targets and 
the CPRS must allow these to continue to be generated. In light of the fact that the 
Federal Government looks to be expanding the Mandatory Renewable Energy Target 
(MRET), it makes clear sense in both a political and environmental respect to allow 
energy generated by landfills (in landfill to energy projects) to generate and on-sell 
RECs. Again, the sector has invested heavily in these innovative technologies and 
needs to be assured that their innovation will be rewarded and not penalised by the 
Scheme process. 

Recommendation: That the Federal Government clarify the status of Renewable 
Energy Certificates into the future and in relation to the Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme to assure REC generators that their investments are secure 
under this process. 

3.2 Emissions Trading & the Voluntarv Market 

The Association does not support the position of the Green Paper on very limited offsets 
as effectively it reduces the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme to a regulatory 
measure, rather than utilising its significant capacity to support the development of 
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innovative technology. Put very simply, permitting carbon credits to reduce permit liability 
would further drive investment into abatement technologies and reduce emissions. 

The CPRS Green Paper argues that an Emissions Trading Scheme is preferable to a tax 
because Governments cannot possibly know who can effectively reduce emissions at 
what cost - the Association concurs. However, the CPRS is specifically targeting gross 
emissions to the atmosphere. The environmental objective is net C02 levels in the 
atmosphere. By ignoring offsets part of the opportunity is being overlooked. The Paper 
states "Offsets also do not increase national abatement as the provision of credits into 
an emissions trading system allows additional emissions in the covered sector.":19 yet 
draws on a position that "if abatement costs are lower overseas, it would be more cost 
effective to purchase the abatement abroad rather than reduce emissions at home 
(Reference) This latter statement fails to acknowledge that purchasing abatement from 
abroad also allows additional emissions in the covered sector 

The Association agrees that there are difficulties in determining baselines and business 
as usual. However it argues that there are mechanisms available that have been proven 
in this area; the Federal Government's own Greenhouse FriendlyTM scheme has been in 
operation for a number of years and has considerable experience, expertise and 
credibility in this field. 

The Association acknowledges the purpose of the scheme in ensuring compliance, but 
feels that the incentives measures in this case (the ability to create carbon credits to sell 
into the compliance market) in the case of encouraging abatement, are likely to be as 
valuable to the newly created carbon market as the penalty measures (the ability of the 
Government to regulate emissions through the scheme). This is because it encourages 
those industries not covered by the scheme to develop innovative low carbon projects 
and products, which those industries captured by the scheme might procure in order to 
reduce their liabilities, effectively supporting and developing the 'supply' side of the 
market. 

It is the position of the Association that access to the compliance market should be 
allowed for those projects which have demonstrated verified additionality under the 
Greenhouse FriendlyTM model. Effectively the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme has 
largely dismissed the stringent 'additionality' test by rejecting offsets, which again 
disadvantages those early movers who have invested significant capital and ongoing 
costs in abatement technologies. The Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme has ruled out 
this option at this stage. 

If the preceding remains true for the sector the Voluntary Emissions Trading Market may 
be the only opportunity that remains open to those waste industry leaders who have 
opted for early action on emissions abatement projects, particularly Alternative Waste 
Treatment facilities. If this is to be the case the Federal Government must make clear 
the opportunities for covered sectors in this respect. If a waste facility has invested in 
alternative technology, significantly abating greenhouse emissions at a 'beyond business 
as usual level' and has generated verified carbon offsets from that process through the 
Greenhouse FriendlyTM construct (which mirrors the Kyoto Protocol construct) it should 
certainly be allowed to sell those offsets into the voluntary market. The voluntary market 
at least provides some incentive to ensure abatement and environmental outcomes at 
lowest cost. While the Voluntary Market has no direct impact on Federal Government 
financial concerns, the Association asserts that it must clarify the shape of the market 
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and the verification/stringency tests that will be applied to voluntary projects into the 
future. 

Recommendation: The Association asserts that offsets/permit (generation) should 
be allowed for industries investing in projects with significant 'additional' 
abatement outcomes. While the Association believes that these offsets should be 
available for sale into the compliance market, should this option not be 
considered, it is imperative that these industries are able to make use of the 
voluntary market to compensate some of the costs of the projects. 

4. Costs, Risks and Support 

4.1 Measurement and Reporting 

The Association does not consider the estimation methodologies proposed within the 
Scheme Green Paper to be stringent enough to ensure accurate reporting. This is both a 
liability and responsibility that the Federal Government will have to absorb should the 
proposed methodologies be found to be flawed. If the onus for estimation and reporting 
is to fall to Local Governments in this instance, Local Government will take no 
responsibility for the accuracy of the data supplied through a flawed collection system. 
Although Local Governments will take all care to ensure that reporting is consistent with 
the approved approach, should that approach not be adequate this should not be a 
liability that Local Government should have to carry. 

Additionally it needs to be made clear that landfill operators will have no additional 
liability if the estimation process approved under NGERS and used to estimate liability 
for CPRS certificates is subsequently found to underestimate CO2 e emissions. The 
landfill provider has no recourse to the depOSitor of historical waste in this instance, so 
should have no liability to acquit additional certificates. 

While direct measurement technologies are not adequately developed at this stage to 
apply to the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme reporting mechanism (i.e. the 
NGERS/OSCAR system) the finalisation of the Scheme may prompt development in this 
area. The Association asserts that the measurement system used for reporting into the 
Scheme should be both rigorous and adequately tested to ensure accuracy. The 
Association also asserts that the best technology/estimation method available at the time 
of Scheme commencement should be used and that the Scheme should be made 
flexible enough to enable use of appropriate technologies as they are developed (prior to 
Scheme commencement). It should also remain flexible enough post design to ensure 
that improved methodologies/technologies can be incorporated over time, both to 
reassure the waste industry and to enable accuracy of emissions profile calculation. 

Recommendation: That the Federal Government acknowledge that the current 
proposed estimation methodologies for waste/landfill emissions are not stringent 
enough to ensure reporting accuracy (or even accurate margin for error) and allow 
for flexibility within the Scheme to enable improvement in this area. 

4.2 Strongly Affected Industrv Ruling 
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The Green Paper has indicated that the Government does not presently consider that 
the waste industry demonstrates the characteristics of a strongly affected industry. This 
does not take into account the many major landfill operations which have made 
multimillion dollar investments in early abatement, in particular landfill gas capture for 
renewable energy generation and reduced organics to landfill projects, and may suffer 
disproportionate loss in comparison to late movers. This could particularly affect some 
Western Australian Local Governments, who create and sell carbon credits from their 
composting project (AWT), which reduces organics to landfill, thereby reducing methane 
emissions. This is aside from the significant investment into methane capture, now 
considered 'business as usual' by virtue of state legislation. 

Importantly, both the AGO Report (Australian Greenhouse Office Waste Sector 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Projections 2006, December 2006) and the Warnken 
Report (Warnken ISE, Potential for Greenhouse Gas Abatement from Waste 
Management and Resource Recovery in Australia, September 2007) note the significant 
contribution that the waste sector has already made to methane capture and 
management and the additional cost burden that these projects have created for the 
waste sector. 

Recommendation: The Association recommends that the Federal Government 
reconsider waste as a 'strongly affected' industry on the grounds that many waste 
facilities (most larger sites) have invested significantly into gas capture and 
methane flaring infrastructure. Pass through of costs is also constrained to a 
degree by the capacity of the community to absorb rate, levy and gate fee 
increases. 

4.3 Compliance Costs 

While WALGA appreciates the difficulty inherent in ensuring that each sector is aware of 
and understands its specific requirements under the Carbon Pollution Reduction 
Scheme, there is a need for those entities providing essential community services, but 
which operate on a cost recovery basis only (Local Government fees and charges can 
theoretically be set only on a cost recovery with no profit), to be well informed and 
'mentored' where possible through this process so that responsibilities do not become so 
onerous as to prevent reporting. The Technical Guidelines and the additional National 
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 and Methodology for Estimation of 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks are complex and specific, and may prove too 
onerous an administrative task for untrained Local Government officers to undertake, 
and as non-compliance with the reporting scheme implies large penalties and even gaol 
time for Chief Executive Officers, Local Governments are understandably concerned 
about this possibility. Estimates will be made in good faith, in cooperation with 
Government agencies and other experts and should be sufficient to meet CEO 
obligations as there is no profit incentive to mislead, however further clarification from 
the Federal Government in regard to reporting procedures ensuring CEOs are clearly 
apprised of their legal liabilities would be of value to the sector. 

Given that Local Governments are unlikely to have internal resources capable of or 
trained to deliver reporting and regulatory outcomes, the expectation is that Local 
Government will externally resource the expertise for the emissions estimations and 
profiles and the reporting of said profiles for waste sector facilities. This may be feasible 
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for larger Local Governments or Regional Councils within their internal budgets 
(however this does not take into account the nature or extent of rising general costs to 
Local Governments from scheme implementation), but is unlikely to be feasible for the 
smaller Local Governments captured should the 10 kilo tonne CO2• threshold be 
enforced. It is also unknown as to whether or not there actually exists the resources in 
the market to fulfil this need for Local Government and if there are, how much these 
services are likely to cost Local Government to procure. 

There is an additional measure of uncertainty around the scheme scope and how Local 
Governments will be captured within it. As many of the larger Western Australian landfills 
are owned and overseen by groups of Local Governments (Regional Councils) acting as 
one entity, a clarification on how emissions will be 'shared' would be of value. This is of 
particular relevance as equity issues may arise in terms of those Local Governments 
who have sole responsibility for landfill facilities, as opposed to those Local 
Governments who can share responsibility (and therefore reporting costs) through a 
Regional Council construct. 

The Federal Government needs to assure the sector that a Local Government does not 
become liable for acquitting certificates for all of its carbon generating activities (street 
lighting, recreation facilities, transport etc) by virtue of its own land fill operation 
triggering the threshold. If this were to occur it would be an inequitable allocation of the 
CPRS burden between communities. 

Unlike most other key industries to be covered under the CPRS, there is a significant 
(multi-year) time lag between the revenue generating activities of a landfill operator 
(receiving waste) and the potential or actual emission of CO2• to the atmosphere. 
Consequently the CPRS must be designed to both signal the CO? cost of waste to 
current waste generators, and provide appropriate economic signals to waste managers 
to take cost effective steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions both now, and into the 
future as new technologies emerge and pricing signals change. 

Recommendation: WALGA recommends that each State be provided adequate 
local resources (i.e. dedicated officers seated within each state Environment 
Department), to mentor those sectors or individual entities struggling with 
reporting requirements through the process. 

4.4 Household Costs and Compensation 

On consultation with various waste industry professionals the consensus is that most 
waste facilities are likely to/would prefer to charge 'up-front' to cover the costs of the 
Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme impacts. Essentially this means that the only way 
for landfill facilities to cover their costs is to pass these directly on to ratepayers through 
various mechanisms, the most popular being the significant raising of 'gate fees'. The 
facilities would purchase permits as waste comes 'through the gate' (Le. over the 
weighbridge) and pass these on directly to the waste producer. These would then be 
acquitted as the methane is emitted from the site based on either emissions estimation 
frameworks or direct measurement. This creates a mechanism for immediate 'pass on' 
of costs and effectively charges ratepayers for the lifetime of the emission that their 
waste creates. 
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This assumes that Local Governments also pass these increased costs on to ratepayers 
through rates, fees or charges. Any increase of charges through the Local Government 
is likely to be unpopular, and would need to be assessed in light of the fact that Local 
Government has restricted capacity to pass on the additional costs arising from the 
CPRS in the form of rates (Productivity Commission confirmed very limited capacity for 
additional income from rates) and Fees and Charges (except those not set by State 
Legislation). As a result, when providing compensation to households and business for 
the costs resulting from the introduction of CPRS the Government must consider those 
additional costs that Local Government must pass on through increased rates, fees and 
charges and make it clear that it has done so (facilitating the process for Local 
Governments to recover the costs). 

This would have significant impacts on ratepayers through increased costs however it is 
likely to drive abatement both by creating an incentive for individual and householder 
behaviour change and is also likely to encourage abatement technologies by operators. 

In particular this is likely to make source separation of organics (for example - three bin 
system etc) more viable as householders impacted by rising costs are more likely to 
engage in reduction strategies in return for a reduction in waste recovery fees through 
the Local Government (in whatever way the Local G9vernments elects to disperse these 
costs). For landfill operators abatement technologies might become more appealing if 
they significantly reduce liability. It may also prompt the development of waste treatment 
options less commonly used in this country, such as incineration. This has particular 
relevance to the 'zero rating' of biomass. However if a Local Government already has a 
permit liability for a landfill site, it would be unlikely to close the landfill in favour of 
alternative options owing to the fact that it would still carry the permit liability for the site 
post closure for some 20 years. It's unlikely that Local Governments could afford to 
absorb permitlCPRS costs and invest in alternative technologies. It may however 
consider diverting some of its waste streams to privately operated incineration facilities. 

There is a possibility that the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme, by virtue of its 
influence on energy costs etc, might increase the cost of recycling processes and 
subsequently the cost of recycled products, further diminishing a constrained but 
environmentally valuable market. 

Recommendation: That the significant costs inherent in the Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme be equitably assessed and that all costs to 
ratepayers/community members be taken into account when allocating funds, 
both to 'strongly affected industries' (in which waste should be included by virtue 
of its inability to pass on costs) and to householders. 

4.5 International Competitive Disadvantage 

Competitive disadvantage in an international context arises from the fact that while the 
waste sector in Australia is set to become a covered sector, it is not covered in 
corresponding international markets (i.e. under the EU ETS). While 'credits' in some 
form can be generated by waste avoidance/AWT projects overseas under a variety of 
legislative and market mechanisms (COM, JI etc), Australian waste industry proponents 
will have limited opportunity to take advantage of this option to reduce their liability and 
therefore limited ability to compete in this international trading opportunity. 
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From this perspective it is important to make clear the applicable linkages with the 
international market and to ensure that, if importing of Kyoto compliant units is to be 
allowed subject to project types, then Australian CPRS units are also afforded the same 
privileges (Le. exporting of corresponding units be allowed). With this in mind is follows 
that setting a price cap on Australian permits makes it unlikely that exporting and trading 
in the international market will occur, at least in the short term. It is clear that the 
Australian CPRS cannot directly link to the EU ETS by virtue of its price cap and if this is 
to remain the case the Federal Government needs to make clear how the international 
markets are to complement each other and who can buy in, at what level. 

Further reducing the waste industry's already constrained opportunities by making 
impossible any trading into the international market seerns to further limit the capacity of 
this sector to respond effectively to the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme 
implementation. 

Recommendation: That international consistency and equity be ensured and 
maintained in the development of the Scheme and that interaction with 
international trading schemes be assured and supported by the Federal 
Government. 

In Conclusion 

WALGA has some general concerns that the roles and responsibilities of Local 
Government are not clearly defined within the scheme design and asserts that these 
need to be better addressed in subsequent papers/legislationiregulations, as Local 
Governments exist to serve a community function and are not a profit rnaking entity, yet 
legal liability will fall to the Chief Executive Officer of the Local Government should they 
be unable to comply with the requirements under the Act. 

The Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme operates as a penalty mechanism, legally 
forcing some industries to comply with mandatory requirements. In this case however, 
there is not necessarily a need to mandate innovations, as the waste sector is currently 
implementing a range of best practice carbon pollution reduction options and both the 
State and Local Government is encouraging these practices. In the case of the waste 
sector, the Association raises the issue that making those innovations unviable through 
the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme and ensuring that the only reason for 
abatement is reduction of liability seems counterintuitive in terms of producing carbon 
abatement and servicing broader environmental outcomes. 

Many of the larger Regional Councils, who operate across several Local Governments, 
have been developing and implementing gas capture, alternative waste treatment and 
efficiency measures for some years and have been very successful in their pursuit of 
reduced emissions (see Southern Metropolitan Regional Council Submission). It is 
significant that the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme process may actually reduce 
some of those good works to unviable operations, creating a direct disincentive to 
abatement strategies 

The Green Paper document does not imply any kind of specific resourcing for Local 
Government in relation to the development or implementation of the Carbon Pollution 
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Reduction Scheme, despite the significant impacts it is likely to have on the sector. The 
costs can largely be diverted to the community through Local Governments, however it 
is important to note that these costs will be significant when aggregated (increased costs 
of energy/street lighting, waste & landfill collection and gate fees, increased construction 
and maintenance costs) and are likely to be both unpopular and attributed to Local 
Government (rather than attributed to the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme). 

The Paper is also largely dismissive of core environmental outcomes, focussing instead 
on the market mechanisms by which greenhouse gases might be reduced. While the 
Association considers this a worthy goal, if greenhouse emissions reductions outcomes 
come at the risk of negatively impacting on the environment (as is evidenced by the 
limited offsets rulings and some waste disincentives), then one form of damage is merely 
replaced with another, creating an untenable and environmentally inequitable situation, 
presumably contravening the basic tenets of the Scheme. 

It must be recognised at this juncture that Local Government fulfils a number of essential 
community services and that many of these are statutory requirements of Local 
Government. Waste Management and street lighting are two of the fundamental services 
that Local Government provides that are considered essential and statutory; therefore 
Local Government has the responsibility and liability for the provision of these services. 
Significantly, these are the two services most likely to be affected by coverage under the 
Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. 

It needs to be acknowledged that while this paper focuses directly on waste sector 
impacts, households / business and waste managers have complementary opportunities 
and responsibilities in reducing greenhouse gas emissions from waste. It is likely that 
the direct pricing signals to households (to reduce, recycle etc) will be poor tools to effect 
behaviour change as it is unlikely to be cost effective to weigh and classify waste from 
each property in the foreseeable future. Consequently education and behaviour change 
based on environmental values remains important and worthy of funding consideration 
into the future. Additionally, some household responses may be counter-productive and 
lead to other undesirable consequences such as anaerobic decomposition of domestic 
compost heaps etc and relevant educative processes will need to be employed to 
ensure that household response to cost impositions does not increase emissions rather 
than reducing them. 

To conclude WALGA recommends that in the White Paper impacts of the scheme on 
Local Governments be given a specific section in the document (rather than being 
scattered throughout) and explored further than has currently been afforded to the 
sector. It is also recommended that the report indicate what resourcing will be provided 
to Local Governments and via what mechanism, to assist with the implementation of the 
Scheme. It is further recommended that the consultation timeline and process for such 
an important document be amended and extended to meet the needs of the Local 
Government sector and other similarly affected bodies, particularly if those bodies 
provide key community support functions which might be affected by this scheme. 
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Appendix 1: Landfills Impacted by 10kT and 25kT Carbon Pollution Reduction 
Scheme Thresholds for Waste Sector. 

Albany 
(Bakers 
Junction) 

Margaret 
River 

Collie 
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5,000 Population 33,000 

12,000 Yes 

13,000 Yes 

Slated to close and amalgamate with larger Albany Refuse' 
Site. 10kt threshold may stall these plans. 

Reduce organics to landfill to reduce chances of tripping a 
10kt threshold. If likely to trip threshold, could consider' 
merging landfill in Shire of Busselton. 

i 

i. ~. ·ill··~~t ~;f~~;)~~~I~~«}~~\~~~f:~J~~'rt! H";'!!:;};"".:; ,";7 

1 Okt threshold oould encourage closure and participation in' 
regional landfill despite having no current plans to do so. 
Low level landfill. Transfer station operating well. . . 
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Karratha 14,312 No. 
Population 15,000 

Likely to trip 10k! threshold. 
Could encourage organics diversion and/or possible gas 
capture to keep below 10kt threshold. 
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Northam 

Albany 

22,000 Yes Likely to trip 10kt threshold without active management. 
Could encourage organics diversion and/or possible gas 
capture to keep below threshold 
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25,000 Population 33,000 Could choose to keep two landfills operating to stay below 

either 10k! or 25kt thresholds. ' 
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Geraldton 

Dardanup 

Busselton 

35,000 Population 35,000 Could possibly stay below 25kt threshold if they keep their 
multiple landfills operational. Unlikely to get below 10kt 
threshold, but should encourage organics diversion and/or 
possible gas capture to minimise carbon permit liability. 
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50,000 Yes Likely to trip 25kt threshold. Additional costs of gas 
management could provide additional stimulus for similar 
sized landfills at Busselton, Australind, and Harvey and 
smaller landfills at Margaret River and Collie to consolidate. 
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50,800 Yes Likely to trip 25kt threshold. Additional costs of gas 

management could provide additional stimulus for similar 
sized landfills at Bunbury, Australind, and Dardanup and 
smaller landfills at Margaret River, Harvey and Collie to 
consolidate. 
Risk of council diverting waste to smaller landfills if threshold 
is 25kl. Could be averted if threshold is 10k!. 
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Australind 80,000 Yes Likely to trip 25kt threshold. Additional costs of gas 
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Henderson 200,000 Yes 
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':'R66RiWg~~~~:. 
Tamala Park 

:Re.d8ili 
350,000 Yes 

,400;01)0; > 

management could provide additional stimulus for similar 
sized landfills at Busselton, Australind and Dardanup and 
smaller landfills at Margaret River, Harvey and Collie to 
consolidate. 
Risk of council diverting waste to smaller landfills if threshold 
is 25k!. Could be averted if threshold is 10kl. 

Would trip thresholds 

Would trip thresholds 
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Status of this Policy Statement 

This Policy Statement has been prepared by the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and adopted by the Western Australian Local 
Government Association. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a standing committee of the WA Local Govemment 
Association with delegated authority to represent the Association in all matters relating to solid waste management. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council has been formed through collaboration with Regional Councils who are not ordinary 
members of the WA Local Government Association. The resulting body effectively represents the views of all Local Government 
bodies responsible for waste management in Western Australia. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association represent a consolidated viewpoint from local government 
and may differ from the positions adopted by individual member organisations. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council and the 
WA Local Government Association will strive to promote this Policy Statement and to act consistently with its contents. Individual 
Local Governments and Regional Councils are encouraged to support them in this but are not bound by the document. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Govemment Association are reviewed and new Policy Statements are developed 
regularly. The latest WA Local Government Association Policy Statements can be obtained from the website: 
www.wastenet.net.au 

In-line with standard MWAC policy, this policy statement will be reviewed 6-months after its endorsement by the State Council. It 
will be reviewed again at least every 2-years subsequent to this; with any significant developments acting to instigate an earlier 
review. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council's member organisations are: 
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WA Local Government Association 
Policy Statement on Standards for Recycled Organics Applied to Land- December 2007 

Policy Statement on 
STANDARDS FOR RECYCLED ORGANICS APPLIED TO LAND 

Title: WA local Government Association Policy Statement on Standards for Recycled Organics Applied 
to land (December 2007) 

Scope of the This policy statement is intended to enunciate Local Government position on the key principles essential 
Policy to guide the development of standards for recycled organics applied to land. 

It is not intended that this policy statement should -
0 Compare application of recycled organics to land with other potential end-uses for the organic 

content of waste or promote land application in preference to other uses; 
0 Compare application of recycled organics to land with the application of inorganic fertilizers; or 
0 Apply to un-pasteurised mulch that is applied to land in-situ. 

Purpose of It is intended that this statement, and standards developed according to the principles contained here-in, 
Policy should help to ensure that where recycled organics are applied to land: 

o The application poses minimal risk to human health and the environment; 
o All recycled organics compete for markets on an equitable basis; 
o The standards imposed are based on sound scientific principles and enhanced by ongoing research 

specific to Westem Australian soils and agricultural and horticultural systems; 
o The scientific, economic and environmental benefits inherent in applying quality recycled organics to 

soil are effectively communicated to target markets; 
o Sustainable, cost effective markets for quality recycled organic products are developed and enhanced; 

and 
o An education awareness program is developed and implemented to increase public understanding of 

the issues and uses of recycled organics. 

Background A detailed background paper has been developed as a companion document to be read in conjunction 
of Policy with this policy statement. This paper is available online at httQ:llwww.wastenet.net.au/. 

Statement of 1. Support for diversion of organics from landfill for application to land 
Policy 

Local Government recognises that land applications have the potential to represent a significant end-
market for organic materials diverted from landfill. Further, it is recognised that significant potential 
benefits can be associated with the application of quality recycled organics to land and that, as such, 
this end-use is clearty in accordance with the sustainability principle. Therefore, in recognition of 
general community and government support for waste to be managed according to the sustainability 
principle, Local Government endorses the application of quality recycled organics1 to land as an 
optimal end-use for waste organic materials. 

Notwithstanding this endorsement, it is recognised that Local Governments or other waste managers 
may in some instances identify alternative end-uses and markets for recycled organics as having 
preferred economic, social and/or environmental outcomes. In such cases, it is recognised that these 
alternative end-uses may be endorsed as the preferred option. 

1 As defined in the Definitions section of this paper. 
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2. Equitable mandatory minimum standards based on robust science 

Mandatory minimum standards are required to minimise the potential risks to human health and the 
environment associated with the application of recycled organics to land. To ensure all risks are 
controlled, mandatory standards are required for-
,. Biological parameters; 
,. Chemical parameters; and 
,. Physical parameters. 

2.1. Standards must apply equitably to all recycled organics, regardless of source 
It is recognised that a key principle for minimising the risks associated with the application of 
recycled organics to land must be the introduction of mandatory, equitable standards for all 
recycled organics. Logically, if a recycled organic product meets the standards, the source of that 
product is immaterial and it must be considered acceptable for land application. It is also 
acknowledged that if a product does not meet the standard, regardless of its source, it should not 
be applied to land due to the risks associated with that application. 

2.2. Standards must be differentiated to enable risk-based assessments for restricted use 

2.2.1. Mandatory minimum standards for unrestricted use' 
Where a product is identified as being appropriate for unrestricted use, it should be suitable 
to be applied in an unrestricted manner to alilands3, including residential. This 
incorporates product that is identified as being appropriate for unrestricted use as a result 
of conditioning or blending. 

Reflecting this unrestricted use, the prescribed concentration limits should be derived to 
provide protection for human health and the environment in a worst case scenario'. That 
is, the limitations should be set so that application of the product is highly unlikely to be the 
cause of the receiving land exceeding prescribed concentration limits in a significant 
manner. 

2.2.2. Mandatory minimum standards for restricted useS 
Where a product is (or as a result of blending or conditioning is) identified as being 
appropriate for restricted use, it should be suitable to be applied in a restricted manner". 
Maximum contaminant concentration levels for restricted use are required for situations 
where product exceeds the standards for unrestricted use, but may still be used safely in 
restricted conditions. That is, where risk-based application of the product can be managed 
to ensure the risks to human health and the environment are appropriately controlled. 

2 Derived from Biosolids Management - Guidelines for Sewerage Systems, National Water Quality Management Strategy 
(November, 2007). 
31t is not intended that this include any land deemed sensitive to the artificial addition of organic product e.g. native ecosystems, 
surface water catchments or ground water systems. 
4 "Worst case scenario" derived from the Contaminated Sites Act 2003; which sets guideline values for analyte concentrations in 
soil based on the 'worst case scenario' of the potential impact to a child under three consuming contaminated soil. 
, Derived from Biosolids Management - Guidelines for Sewerage Systems, National Water Quality Management Strategy 
(November, 2007). 
6 It is not intended that this include any land deemed sensitive to the artificial addition of organic product e.g. native ecosystems, 
surface water catchments or ground water systems. 
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Control steps may include blending or conditioning the product, the selection of an 
appropriate post-application land-use; appropriate soil testing to demonstrate relevant 
contaminant concentrations in soil after applicetion are highly unlikely to be exceeded; 
establishing run-off controls and buffers; and instituting measures to safe guard public 
health or livestock access to the site. 

2.3.Continuing research to be undertaken to improve the scientific basis of standards 
Local Government recognises the pressing need for mandatory minimum standards to be 
introduced without delay; and therefore accepts the need for such standards to be necessarily 
based on the best available current scientific evidence. It is acknowledged and accepted that 
these standards are likely to be based on restrictions regarding the total allowable concentration 
of contaminants in soil as a result of the application of an organic product. 

However, Local Government identifies that such standards fail to account for a large range of 
factors that should be used to establish risk-based, site specific soil limits. These factors include 
the bioavailability (the availability of a substance by uptake for biological systems) of a 
contaminant, background concentrations, toxicity, and exposure routes. 

It is acknowledged that this is an extremely complex area of science. Notwithstanding this, it is 
considered the development of such knowledge is imperative to ensure the optimum benefits are 
obtained from the application of recycled organics to land in addition to minimiSing the risks 
associated with the process. Therefore, it is identified that a significant joint funding and I . 
research commitment between all stakeholders is required to pursue with some urgency the 
development of a rigorous, risk-based assessment system for specific application to Western 
Australian soils and systems. It is envisaged that such a system would eventually be used in 
place of, or in conjunction with, the standards for restricted use. 

3. Product testing regime should be IJased on scientific evidence of contaminant risk 

The range of analytes to IJe tested for should be based on robust scientific evidence of both the risk of 
a contaminant being present and the risk of that contaminant exceeding given standards. It is 
identified that a significant body of information has already been accumulated through testing of 
recycled organic products by various State departments (Department of Environment and 
Conservation, Department of Agriculture, the Water Corporation, and the Chemistry Centre) and by 
recycled organics producers; and that this existing information, supported by consultation with key 
stakeholders, should be sufficient to set an equitable testing regime appropriate to all recycled 
organics products with minimal delay. It is noted that research is currently IJeing undertaken to 
establish a level of certainty in regard to the likelihood of a contaminant being present at a level 
exceeding given standards in MSW-organics; and that this research is likely to form the basis of a 
testing regime for this product type'. 

It is also identified that the risk of different contaminants may vary according to the feedstock used 
and the processes undertaken to create the final product. As such, although all recycled organics 
products should meet the same outcome-based standards, the frequency of the testing and the range 
of contaminants tested for can be decreased if scientific evidence is accumulated to show the risk of 
exceedinq the standard for a qiven contaminant is consistently neqliqilJle. In this way, feed stocks that 

, Pers. Comm (2007) Ron Wainberg, AWT DORF Project Chair, Hyder Consulting Group NSW. 
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are basically consistent, such as source separated green-waste, could achieve an appropriate 
confidence interval with a comparatively low sampling frequency. By contrast, other less consistent 
feed stocks, such as biosolids or organic material separated from MSW, may require a more intensive 
testing regime to be maintained. 

Random auditing of the testing procedures used by an organics processor must be undertaken by an 
independent regulatory body to ensure the regime employed is sufficient to consistently achieve an 
appropriate confidence interval. 

4. The standards set should be outcome-based rather than process-based 

It is considered that the focus of regulatory standards should be on ensuring that the final product 
applied to land does not exceed prescribed concentration limits, rather than on the processes 
undertaken to produce that product. Setting specific processes is limiting given that a wide range of 
procedures are used worldwide to produce quality recycled organics products. Further, process
based standards could act to inhibit new and improved technologies being employed in the future. 

Notwithstanding this, it is identified that organics processors must undertake appropriate quality 
assurance processes to ensure the consistent production of quality organics to the given standard. To 
ensure this, the processor must have the capacity to provide evidence demonstrating appropriate, 
auditable quality assurance processes are in place. This evidence should be auditable by an 
independent regulatory body as necessary. 

5. Full, regulatory product disclosure should be mandatory, with 'fit-for-purpose' standards 
developed as a voluntary marketing tool 

A distinct difference is identified between the need for full product disclosure and the need for 'fit for 
purpose' standards. 

5.1. Mandatory disclosure 
Mandatory disclosure of the source(s) and the chemical, physical and biological composition of a 
product is considered necessary to ensure that the purchaser of a product is aware of the attributes of 
a product so that they may make an informed purchasing decision. Therefore, it is considered that 
mandatory disclosure 01 the product source(s) and attributes must be made at each stage throughout 
the organics processing/sales chain. 

Full disclosure records, including the product source(s), attributes, and quality assurance processes 
undertaken, must be maintained so as to be auditable by an independent regulatory body as 
necessary. 

5.2. 'Fit for purpose' standards 
Comparatively, 'fit-for-purpose' standards are identified as primarily a marketing tool to promote the 
use 01 a particular product suggested as best suited to a customer's needs. It is considered that the 
development of 'fit-for-purpose' criteria has value in regard to increasing public confidence and 
understanding of the benefits in using recycled organic products; and that their voluntary adoption 
should be encouraged. However, Local Government identifies that such standards would be 
prohibitively complex to allow for effective enforcement by a regulatory body. It is considered that they 

{fNv) 
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should remain voluntary; with their development and promotion best placed to remain within the remit 
of the organics industry. 

6. Records of all stages of the organics processing chain must be kept to enable full auditing by 
an independent, regulatory body as required 

The ability for all stages of the recycled organics processing chain to be audited by an independent, 
regulatory body as necessary is identified as a key principle in developing and maintaining useful 
standards. 

To enable this, all stages of the organics processing chain must be responsible for maintaining 
complete records to allow a clear and transparent auditing chain to be followed; and to allow the 
processor or end-user to make informed decisions in regard to the use of the product. 

The following processes must be recorded for the purposes of maintaining and auditing trail: 
• The origin of the feed stocks; 
• The quality assurance processes undertaken to bring the product to standard; 
• Testing procedures undertaken and results found; 
• Product source(s} and attribute disclosure provided at each point of sale; 
• Product sales chain (including the location of the product's final destination if it is subject to 

restricted use); and 
• Advice provided to the end-user by the final-stage processor for restricted use products 

(incorporating the results of pre and post testing undertaken for/by the end-user). 

7. Support mechanisms for the successful implementation of mandatory standards 

The successful implementation of mandatory standards will ineVitably require concurrent support 
mechanisms to be provided. Whilst it is beyond the remit of a policy statement to detail specifically 
what programmes may be required; the following broad support mechanisms are identified as being of 
paramount importance:-

7.1. An open and transparent education programme coordinated at the State level must be 
concurrently implemented to help the public understand the benefits and issues associated with 
the production and application of recycled organics to land. The programme should improve 
understanding of the purpose of the standards in acting to ensure the quality of organic products; 
thereby increasing public confidence in their use. 

7.2. The standards should be introduced with a considerable lead-in time to allow existing processors 
to adopt appropriate practices to meet the standards. 

7.3. Consultation and workshops, most likely coordinated at the State level, should be undertaken 
between industry processors, Local Government and appropriate State Government departments 
to assist in identifying and evaluating potential markets; possible partnerships or synergies to 
achieve economies of scale; and additional support programmes required. 

End of Policy Statement 
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Associated WALGA Background Paper: Policy Statement on Standards for Recycled Organics Applied to Land. Available 
Policies and online at www.wastenet.net.au. 
Documents: 

WA Department of Premier and Cabinet (2004) Hope for the FUI1Jre: The Western Australian State Sustainability 
Strategy. 

Definitions' Biosolids: Organic solids or semi-solids produced by municipal sewage treatment processes. Solids become 
biosolids when they come out of an anaerobic digester or other treatment process and can be beneficially used. 
Until such solids are suitable for beneficial use they are defined as waste-water solids. The solids content in 
biosolids should be equal to or greater than 0.5% weight by volume (w/v). Biosolids are commonly co-composted 
with garden organics and/or residual wood and timber to produce a range of recycled organics products. 

Compost: An organic product that has undergone controlled aerobic and thermophilic biological transformation to 
achieve pasteurisation and a specified level of maturity. Compost is suitable for the use as soil conditioner or mulch 
and can improve soil structure, water retention, aeration, erosion control, and other soil properties. 

Composting: The process whereby organic materials are pasteurised and microbially transformed under aerobic 
and thermophilic conditions for a period not less than 6 weeks. By definition, it is a process that must be carried out 
under controlled conditions yielding mature products that do not contain any weed seeds or pathogens. 

Contaminant: Contaminants within this context include physical inorganic materials (metals, glass etc.), non-
biodegradable organic materials (plastics), chemical compounds andlor biological agents that can have a 
detrimental impact on the quality of any recycled organic products manufactured from compostable organic 
materials. 

Manure: Refers to all faecal and urinary excretion of livestock and poultry that are appropriate for collection and use 
as feedstock materials for composting or in related biological treatment systems. This material may also contain 
bedding, spilled feed, water or soil. 

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW): The solid component of the waste stream arising from all sources within a defined 
geographic area. 

Mulch: Any pasteurised organic product (excluding polymers which do not degrade such as plastics, rubber and 
coatings) that is suitable for placing on soil surfaces. Mulch has at least 70% by mass of its particles with a 
maximum size of greater than 15 mm. 

Pasteurised Product: A process whereby organic materials are treated to kill plant and animal pathogens and plant 
propagules. Pasteurisation can be achieved by the controlled biological transformation of organic materials under 
aerobic and thermophilic conditions such that the whole mass of constantly moist material is subjected to at least 3 
consecutive days to a minimum temperature of 55°C (or by equivalent process). 

Quality Recycled Organics: Recycled organics is a generic term for a range of products manufactured from 
compostable organic materials (garden organics, food organics, residual wood and timber, biosolids and agricultural 
organics). Quality recycled organics are any recycled organics that have been put through quality assured 
processes to reach a given standard; currently identified as the AS4454-Composts, soil conditioners and mulches. 

Raw product (including raw manure and un-pasteurised mulch): Any compostable organic material that is 
distributed as a recycled organic product without having been subjected to a pasteurisation or composting process, 
and may contain weed propagules and pathogenic microorganisms. 

End of Policy Statement 

• Recycled Organics Unit (2003 Draft) Recycled Organics Dictionary & Thesauros: Standard Terminology for the Recycled 
Organics Sector. Available online at http://www.recycledorganics.com/hoUforms/dictionalY/dictionthankyou.htm 
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WALGA 

WALGA Background Paper: 
Policy Statement on 

Standards for Recycled Organics Applied to Land 

1. Status of this paper 

This paper has been prepared through the Municipal Waste Advisory Council (MWAC) for the Western 
Australian Local Government Association (the Association). The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a 
standing committee of the WA Local Government Association with delegated authority to represent the 
Association in all matters relating to solid waste management. 

This document has been endorsed by the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and the WALGA State Council. 

2. Purpose of this paper 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a detailed background to the issues that have acted to drive Local 
Government to develop a Policy Statement on Standards for Recycled Organics Applied to Land. It is 
intended as a companion document to be read in conjunction with the WALGA Policy Statement on 
Standards for Recycled Organics Applied to Land. This Policy Statement is available online at 
http://www.wastenet.net.aul. 

It should however be noted that it is not the intent of this paper, or the companion policy statement, to 
compare application to land with other potential end-uses for the organic content of waste; or to promote 
land application in preference to other uses. 

3. The Current Situation 

The organic component accounts for approximately 70 percent of municipal solid waste (MSW) collected 
through kerbside services in Western Australia1• This equates to approximately 490,000 tonnes of waste 
annually; an amount which is increasing exponentially with the State's population growth'. The vast majority 
of this waste has traditionally been disposed of in landfill; with only a small number of Local and Regional 
Government's currently undertaking diversion programs to recover the organic fraction of MSW. 

1 Figures taken from Resource Recovery Rebate Scheme figures (Period 15, 2005) for the City of Stirling and the 
Southern Metropolitan Regional Council. 
, Figures taken from the Compost Market Development Prqject(Southern Metropolitan Regional Council, 2006). 
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Another significant source of organic waste collected by Local Governments is the source separated green
waste derived from verge-side collections and drop-off pOints at council facilities. In the 6-months from 1 
July to 31 December 2005, approximately 40,000 tonnes of green-waste was recovered and diverted from 
landfill by councils.> This figure is estimated to be increasing at an annual rate of close to 20 percent4. 
However, it should be noted that the real figure for green-waste managed by Local Government is actually 
much higher, as the above figure only accounts for materials claimed by Local Governments under the 
Resource Recovery Rebate Scheme (RRRS). 

In 2004, the WA State Government released a sustainability strategy which set a strategic direction for the 
staged reduction of waste being disposed of at landfill called the Towards Zero Waste 2020 vision'. Given 
the significant proportion of waste to landfill made-up by organics, organic waste is clearly one of the 
principle issues that must be resolved if the State's Towards Zero Waste vision is to be realised. The State 
Government has identified the diversion of organics from landfill as a key issue, as shown by the Waste 
Management Board listing organics as a priority waste'. 

Further to this, in May of 2007, the Western Australian Premier released the Premier's Climate Change 
Action Statement as an adjunct to the Western Australian Greenhouse Strategy'. In this strategy, the 
mitigation of landfill gas emissions through direct capture and through diversion of waste from landfill is 
identified as a key action. Although it is not explicitly stated, it can be implied that, given the high propensity 
of organic matenals to emit greenhouse gases as they degrade, the diversion of organic waste from landfill 
will be a major part of this action. 

In response to the strategic direction given by the State, many Local Governments from both metropolitan 
and non-metropolitan regions are currently pursuing programmes to increase their diversion of organics 
from landfill. Significantly, four of the five metropolitan regional councils are conducting in-depth feasibility 
studies into the development of alternative waste treatment (AWT) systems for the purpose of recovering 
the organic fraction of the MSW stream'. The remaining metropolitan regional council already runs an AWT 
system. If these facilities were to be successfully developed, the proportion of organics diverted from landfill 
would increase significantly, potentially at a percentage closely in-line with the State Government's strategic 
vision. 

However, despite the existence of a clear policy drive towards the diversion of organics from landfill, there is 
a comparative lack of State government policy, programmes and regulation to guide those organics that are 
diverted towards an appropriate end-use. This is in-turn causing a range of difficulties in regard to the 
identification and development of sustainable end-markets for recycled organics. These issues are dealt 
with in more detail below. However, it should be noted that as more Local Government's initiate organics 
diversion programmes and the quantities of diverted organic products increase, the problems associated 
with this lack of post-diversion strategic direction are likely to be exacerbated. 

3 Resource Recovery Rebate Scheme (2006) Statewide Report on the Resource Recovery Rebate Scheme. Available 
Online www.wastenet.net.au/data/period15 
'Ibid 
5 WA Department of Premier and Cabinet (2004) Hope for the Future: The Western Australian State Sustainability 
Strategy. 
6 Waste Management Board (2006) Strategic Direction for Waste Management in Western Australia: 2004-05 
Priorities. Available online at www.zerowastewa.com.au. 
7 Government of Western Australia (2007) Making Decisions for the Future: Climate Change. Available online at 
www.premler<wa.gov.au 
a Pers. Comm. (2007) Municipal Waste Advisory Council representatives. 
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4. Local Government support for the 'application to land' option 

It is recognised that there are a number of potential end-uses for the organic component of the waste 
stream; and that the best end-use will vary dependant on the differences between geographical location 
(e.g. remote. regional or metropolitan), structural capacity, focus and community expectations.of various 
regions. It is fully acknowledged that in some instances other end-uses (incorporating incineration and/or 
landfill in some circumstances) may be identified as having preferred environmental, economic or social 
outcomes over and above the diversion of organics from landfill for application to land; and that these uses 
should be endorsed as the preferred option in such cases. 

Notwithstanding this, in most instances where a Local Government has an existing organics diversion 
programme, the derived product is applied to land or utilised by commercial organics processors as a 
feedstock for their soil improvement products. Certainly, the vast bulk of research and investment into 
diversion programmes is currently focussed on this end-market; and it would appear to be the general 
expectation (whether justified or not) of most Local Governments that land application will continue to be the 
principle market for diverted organics for the foreseeable future. A major driver behind the need for 
equitable, mandatory standards for recycled organics to land is to enable waste managers to evaluate the 
genuine potential of these markets with far greater certainty and to develop diversion programmes 
accordingly. 

It is recognised that significant potential environmental benefits can be associated with the application of 
quality recycled organiCS to land. These have been identified in a range of local, national and international 
stUdies. Most notable, given their local application, are the results of the Southern Metropolitan Regional 
Council's Corn post Market Development Project (Septernber, 2006). The benefits identified include: 

• A significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, in particular methane gas resulting from the 
breakdown of greenwaste and other organics in landfill; 

• Improvements in soil quality, including improved pH, reduced soil temperature, improved soil microbial 
balance, and increased organic carbon content; 

• Improved water holding capacity, leading to a decrease in additional water requirements; 

• Reduction in nutrient run-off, leading to lower artificial fertiliSing requirements and improved water 
quality; and 

• Improved plant growth. 

Due to their general organic paucity and poor water and nutrient holding ability, Western Australian 
agricultural soils are particularly responsive to the identified benefits of quality recycled organic applications. 
Therefore, the use of quality organics diverted from landfill for land applications is recognised as being 
clearly in accordance with the sustainability principle; defined as 'meeting the needs of current and future 
generations through simultaneous environmental, social and economic improvement". As such, in 
recognition of previously established community and government support for waste to be managed 
according to the sustainability principle, Local Government generally endorses the application of recycled 
organics to land as an optimal end-use. 

• WA Department of Premier and Cabinet (2004) Hope for the Future: The Western Australian State Sustainabi/ity 
Strategy. 
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5. Identifying the issues 

Despite the acknowledged benefits of applying quality organics to land; the endorsement of this option as an 
optimal end-use is predicated on end-markets having the knowledge and capacity to absorb the products 
outputted. This ability is currently uncertain; with a number of issues inhibiting the identification, evaluation 
and development of markets for recycled organics applied to land. In such an atmosphere, it is difficult for 
Local Governments to adequately assess and compare the potential economic, environmental and social 
impacts of different programmes for diverting organics from landfill; including programmes to divert organics 
for application to land. 

The uncertainty of the markets for recycled organics applied to land is identified as being largely the result of 
issues created by the lack of strategic policy direction and programmes directed beyond the diversion of 
organics from landfill towards the creation of sustainable markets. These issues are identified as -

5.1. The absence of basic, consistent quality requirements 
Untreated or poorly treated organic products, such as raw manures and un-pasteurised mulch, are 
currently available for application to land with minimal controls placed on their use. It is acknowledged 
that many Local Governments currently supply a range of partly-pasteurised to un-pasteurised mulch to 
residents (often for no cost) as a key part of their green-waste diversion. There is a fairly high level of 
uptake of this product and few complaints have arisen from residents regrading its use. However, this 
practice is not considered ideal as the use of partly or completely un-pasteurised mulch can have risks 
associated with it including the spread of weeds, pests and plant diseases. 

In addition, these products have a low market entry and ongoing processing costs, and can therefore 
out-compete more carefully refined products. This inequitable competition acts as a disincentive for 
many operators to adopt any type of higher voluntary standard. Further, in addition to the direct risks 
presented by these products, the availability of low quality product on the market is highly likely to 
negatively affect public confidence in the use of recycled organic products across the board. 

It is suggested that, as a minimum, all organic products to be applied to land should comply with the 
standards for pasteurisation set out in the AS4454 - Composts, soil conditioners and muiches10 to 
mitigate the identified risks. However, it is recognised that many Local Governments and other small
scale recycled organics processors do not currently have the necessary skill or resources to produce a 
cost-effective, quality recycled organic product to this standard. Therefore, there is likely to be a need 
for a concurrent support strategy to assist such operators in reaching the standard. This may include 
financial andlor intellectual support; or may be focussed on assisting operators to identify partnerships 
and synergies within a region to create economies of scale. It may also involve operators making a 
more holistic assessment of the economic, social and environmental implications of diverting organics 
from landfill for application to land or other end-uses. 

A noted exception to the need to comply with the AS-4454 standard for pasteurisation is identified as 
the practice of using un-pasteurised mulch for application to land in-situ (that is, un-pasteurised mulch 
that is applied to land in the same location from which it was derived). It is identified that the potential 
impacts generally associated with the application of recycled organics to land are not associated with 
in-situ applications of un-pasteurised mulch; and that therefore such in-situ applications need not be 
governed by the same standards as other recycled organics applied to land. Therefore, the companion 
Policy Statement to this background paper does not include green-waste applied in-situ in its scope. 

\0 Standards Australia International (2003) Australian Standard 4454-2003 Composts, soil conditioners and mulches 
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5.2. The uncertainty regarding future standards for MSW 
Programmes to extract the organic fraction from MSW require significant investment in infrastructure on 
the part of the service provider and can be subject to minimal or negative profit margins11. Therefore. 
uncertainty regarding the potential stringency and equitability of possible future MSW-focused 
standards; and the impact they may have on the economics and available markets for MSW-derived 
compost is causing many local governments (particularly metropolitan regional local governments) to 
hesitate in undertaking this type of diversion programme. It is worth noting that some rural local 
governments have expressed an interest in forming partnerships to research the viability of small-scale 
MSW recycling facilities; but have also faltered due to lack of support and certainty. 

5.3. The lack of community understanding and trust for the MSW-diversion process 
It is imperative that an honest and transparent education programme be instituted to help the public to 
understand both the benefits and the issues associated with the production of MSW-derived compost. 
There appears to be a lack of public understanding and trust surrounding these processes. It is 
considered that this uncertainty may be resulting in some community opposition to the use of AWl 
facilities and contributing to resistance to the use of MSW-derived compost. This opposition is despite 
the community's acknowledged general support for waste to be managed in a sustainable manner. 

5.4. The lack of commitment to research on the application of recycled organics to Western 
Australian soils and systems 
There is currently a general lack of research and understanding as to how various chemicals react 
when applied to Western Australian soils12.1t is noted that there are a range of situation-specific factors 
that influence the potential risks and benefits associated with the presence of a given chemical in soil. 
These factors include the bioavailability of the chemical, which can vary depending on the chemical's 
given physical state; the chemical binding potential of the soil medium; and the take-up potential of a 
given biological receptor. Other, potentially more readily assessable factors include background 
chemical concentrations, toxicity, and the presence of possible exposure routes 'S. 

Few of the existing (voluntary) standards limiting the concentration of chemicals in soil account for 
these factors; particularly in regard to Western Australian soils. It is identified that the lack of research 
into this area is acting to limit the potential benefits that may be offered through the use of a recycled 
organic product for a specific, risk-assessed application; and therefore acting to limit the broad 
development of markets. 

5.5. The lack of all-of-government support 
There is an imperative for a consistent policy position to be adopted across all-of-government 
recognising the potential environmental benefits associated with the application of quality recycled 
organics to land, including reducing waste to landfill; reduCing greenhouse gas emissions; improving 
soil health; and improving water resource management. 

Such recognition and promotion from all levels of and departments within Government is an essential 
tool for increasing consumer confidence in the use of recycled organic products and enhancing market 
development. This will require government departments to take a holistic approach and acknowledge 
benefits which will occur outside of their specific sphere of operation. 

11 Pers. Comm. (2007) Tim Yowl, Manager Business Development, Southern Metropolitan Regional Council. 
12 Pers. Comm. (17fu May, 2007) Email communicationfromDavidAllen.Principal Chemist, Land Resources to Peter 
Hoar, Coordinator· Waste Management & Environmental Services, City of Joondalup. 
13 National Environmental Protection Council (1999) National Environmental Protection (Assessment of Site 
Contaminated) Measure 1999. 
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It is identified that many of the issues related to the application of organics to land cross departmental 
boundaries, and therefore all-of-government policy and programme support is required to achieve: 

• A consistent minimum standard to be applied to all recycled organics applied to land, regardless of 
source; 

• A consistent public education programme providing a simple and transparent overview of the 
potential benefits and risks of applying recycled organics to land; 

• A commitment to a long-term, extensive research programme to develop risk-based standards for 
specific application to Western Australian soils and systems; 

• A commitment to ongoing consultation and workshops between industry processors, Local 
Government and appropriate State Government departments to assist in identifying and evaluating 
potential markets; possible partnerships or synergies to achieve economies of scale; and additional 
economic, infrastructure and/or intellectual support programmes; 

• The establishment of an equitable set of support mechanisms in recognition of the associated 
sustainability benefits to encourage the uptake of recycled organics. For example, sustainability
based subsidies could be introduced (along the lines of the New South Wales Greenhouse Gas 
Abatement Scheme}14 for programmes that improve water usage or soil quality. These subsidies 
could be applied to assist in offsetting the costs involved in transporting, testing and applying 
product; and 

• A reduction of the risks potentially associated with the application of recycled organics to land. For 
instance, Compost Western Australia (previously Recycled Organics Western Australia (ROWA)) 
has suggested that the National Pesticide registration process could adopt a policy to limit the use 
of chemicals that persist in the environment to assist in reducing chemical residue contamination in 
recycled organics15. Other suggestions from Local Government consultation were primarily 
directed at Extended Producer Responsibility schemes to reduce residual, problematic wastes in 
the organic stream such as glass, plastics (particularly plastic bags), household hazardous waste, 
and electronic waste from the waste stream. 

6. The Way Forward 

Local Government is of the considered opinion that the establishment of a sustainable, long-term market for 
the application of recycled organics to land is absolutely reliant on the immediate introduction of clear and 
appropriate State Government policy, programmes and regulation. This must include an extensive public 
education programme to openly and transparently develop a better community understanding of the benefits 
and potential risks associated with applying recycled organics to land. It must also include the introduction 
of mandatory minimum standards that apply to all recycled organics, regardless of source. Only through 
such measures can market equity be established and public confidence in the benefits and safety of using 
recycled organics be established and enhanced. 

14 Information available online at www.greenhousegas.nsw.gov.au 
15 Compost Western Australia (previously ROWA) Position Statement on the Recycled Organics sector in WA 
(October, 2006). Available online at http://www.wmaa.asn.aufdirectorfworkinggroupsfwafcomposVpapers.clm. 
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WALGA Background Paper: Policy Statement on Standards for Recycled Organics Applied to Land 
December 2007 

It is identified that the Standards developed must be risk-based to have the flexibility to reflect improvements 
in knowledge and understanding. That is, in the first instance, mandatory standards should be set based on 
the best existing understanding of the soil contamination restrictions required to mitigate any risks to human 
health or the environment. However, it is believed that a concurrent State Government commitment to 
researching and developing standards that are specifically applicable to risk management for Western 
Australian soils must be made. As this research is undertaken and a greater understanding is achieved, 
the given standards should be amended accordingly. 

Eventually, the research should allow for site-specific, risk-based applications to be made; calculated to 
achieve the optimal rate of application for soil improvement whilst acting to mitigate any potential risks 
through the development of a rigorous decision support matrix. Such a system would account for aspects 
such as bioavailability, background concentrations, toxicity, and exposure routes. It is acknowledged that 
such a system would have to be developed over an extended period and would require a strong 
commitment to ongoing research. However, it is strongly believed that such a system is essential to ensure 
benefits are optimised, risks minimised, and stable and sustainable markets are created in the long-term. 
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Status of this Policy Statement 

This Policy Statement has been prepared by the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and adopted by the Western Australian Local 
Govemment Association. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a standing committee of the WA Local Government 
Association with delegated authority to represent the Association in all matters relating to solid waste management. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council has been formed through collaboration with Regional Councils who are not ordinary 
members of the WA Local Government Association. The resulting body effectively represents the views of all Local Government 
bodies responsible for waste management in Westem Australia. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association represent a consolidated viewpoint from local government 
and may differ from the positions adopted by individual member organisations. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council and the 
WA Local Govemment Association will strive to promote this Policy Statement and to act consistently with its contents. Individual 
Local Governments and Regional Councils are encouraged to support them in this but are not bound by the document. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association are reviewed and new Policy Statements are developed 
regularly. The latest WA Local Govemment Association Policy Statements can be obtained from the website: 
www.wastenet.net.au 

In-line with standard MWAC policy, this policy statement will be reviewed 6-months after its endorsement by the State Council. It 
will be reviewed again at least every 2-years subsequent to this; with any significant developments acting to instigate an earlier 
review. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council's member organisations are: 
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WA local Government Association Policy Statement on Waste Management legislation 
(June 2004) 
'):1 Policy Statement to enunciate the Local Govemment position an waste management legislation in Westem 
Ausffalia" 
1. Context 
Waste Management Legislation may be developed which consolidates relevant existing provisions and 
develops a new framework for waste management. Local Govemment is aware that the complete 
framework within which waste management is conducted will never be entirely prescribed by a single piece 
of legislation. While Local Government is, at the time of writing, particularly concerned with a proposed 
piece of legislation, it recognises that other pieces of legislation will remain or become relevant. Thus this 
policy statement should be read with an emphasis on the functional result rather than on a specific piece of 
legislation. 

2. Principles 
aJ Sustainability 
Waste Management Legislation must support other legislation and policies in WA relating to sustainability. 
The elements described in s4A of the Environmental Protection Act are key components of the principle of 
Sustainability as it is understood by Local Government. 

bJ Waste Hierarchy 
Waste Management Legislation must support the Waste Hierarchy as an approach to assessing the relative 
desirability options within of a range waste management options. 

cJ Transparency and Accountability 
Waste Management Legislation must support the principles of Transparency and Accountability by requiring 
these principles to be applied in all of the processes and mechanisms established pursuant to the 
Legislation. 

3. Objectives 
aJ Primary Objectives 
Applying the Principles set out above, Waste Management Legislation must clearly state the primary 
objectives which it is intended to achieve. These should include the following: 

• To protect human health and the natural environment; 
• To minimise resource consumption; 
• To minimise waste; and 
• To effect the transition to a waste free society. 

bJ Supporting Objectives 
Waste Management Legislation must achieve the primary objectives by pursuing the following supporting 
objectives: 

• To minimise waste sent to landfill; 
• To minimise the negative environmental impacts of material sent to landfill; 
• To maximise waste reuse and recycling; 
• To create incentives to avoid waste; 
• To increase the commitment and participation of stakeholders in respect of Ito? waste issues; 
• To secure stable and adequate funding for advancing the management of waste 
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• To foster technological innovation and capital investment; and 
• To develop flexible and effective frameworks and structures to achieve the forgoing objectives. 
• To define the roles and responsibilities of key participants in waste generation and or 

management 

4. Framework 
Waste Management Legislation must contribute to a framework which provides for a state strategy, 
coordinated action, a well resourced waste agency and clear roles and responsibilities for the various 
stakeholders. 

a) State Waste Strategy 
Waste Management Legislation must endorse the creation and maintenance of a State Waste Strategy. It is 
critical that the development of the Strategy should be the responsibility of an Independent Waste Agency 
(see below). The Legislation must provide guidance on the matters which are to be addressed in the State 
Waste Strategy. 

b) Priority Waste List 
The legislation must require the compilation and publishing, on an annual basis, of a list identifying which 
wastes and product types are of most concern in the State. The listshould be developed on the basis of 
answers to questions including: 

• Does the waste or product cause significant environmental or social impacts? 
• Does the waste or product cause significant costs/problems for waste processors? 
• Does the waste or product have unrealised potential for recycling / resource recovery? 
• Is the waste or product likely to be disposed of illegally? 
• Does the waste or product cause significant community concern? 
• Is the producer well placed to reduce the impacts of their products? 

c) Consultation 
The development of the State Waste Strategy, the PriOrity Wastes List and to some extent subsidiary 
strategic plans will require consultation with stakeholders, including waste generators, waste managers and 
the community at large. Waste Management Legislation must establish clear consultation processes for the 
parties to follow. 

If) Coordinated Activity 
Strategic planning at subsidiary levels, such as within industrial sectors or govemment departments must 
support the State Waste Strategy and reflect upon the Priority Waste List. Waste Management Legislation 
must establish mechanisms to encourage and assist stakeholders to achieve conformity with the Strategy in 
all their waste planning and activities. This should not preclude a flexible approach to determining 
conformity. 

e) Independent Waste Agency 
Waste Management Legislation must establish an Independent Waste Agency (the Agency) to perform a 
number of roles of a collaborative, facilitative and/or strategic nature. The key roles of the Agency will be to 
develop, administer, monitor and review the State Waste Strategy and the Priority Waste List and to 
develop and implement an annual Business Plan. 

t) The Department of Environment 
The Department of Environment should continue to perform a range of regulatory functions. In carrying out 
these functions, the Department must be required to apply the principles and assist in achieving the 
objectives of Waste Management Legislation. In addition, the Department must be required to support the 
State Waste Strategy. 
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g) Local Government 
Waste Management Legislation must clearty define the role of Local Government in managing waste. This 
must include a clear statement of the purposes for which Local Government carries out Waste Management 
activities; clear statement of the powers of Local Government in carrying out its Waste Management 
activities; clear statement of Local Government's relationship to the Agency and the State Waste Strategy. 
Specific powers that Local Government has an interest in retaining or acquiring include: 

• Power for Local Governments to charge for the provision of a range of waste management 
services; 

• Power to assert a monopoly over such waste collections as it is empowered to undertake; 

h) Industry 
Waste Management Legislation must support the framework to target waste generation, which in turn 
necessitates changes in production and marketing. Therefore, Industry involvement must be recognised as 
integral to the framework and a priority for legislative reform. In particular, those industries relevant to the 
Priority Waste List should be targeted for involvement in the State Waste Strategy. Where necessary 
regulation or legislation should be developed to mitigate the impacts of those industries in order to ensure 
that the objectives of the Strategy and Waste Management Legislation are met. 

5. Funding 
Waste Management Legislation must be supported by stable, adequate and equitable mechanisms for 
securing funds to give effect to the legislative and strategic objectives. This is likely to require some revision 
of existing legislation like the Environmental Protection (Landfill) Levy Act 1998. 

a) Landfill Levy 
The levy must continue to be fully hypothecated to waste management by virtue of it being paid into a fund 
such as the Waste Management and Recycling Fund. Waste Management Legislation must specify that 
increases in the Levy are to be justified with reference to the amount required for waste programs 
consistent with the State Waste Strategy or Waste Management Legislation. 

b) Waste Management and Recycling Fund 
The statutory provisions which govern the spending of rnoneys from the Fund should be amended in order 
to require disbursements from the Fund to only be made in accordance with the Annual Business Plan of 
the Independent Agency. This is necessary to ensure that the Fund is applied in a coordinated manner. 

c) The Role of the Minister 
The Fund should continue to be administered by the Minister, subject to the following modifications. Rather 
than applying the moneys on a project by project basis, the Minister should apply the moneys on an annual 
basis to resource the Independent Agency's Annual Business Plan. Ministerial discretion would be retained 
through the Minister's right to approve or reject the Annual Business Plan. Before granting approval, the 
Minister would need to be satisfied that the Annual Business Plan is well adapted to support the objectives 
of the State Waste Strategy and is consistent with the purposes of the Fund. 

d) Consolidated Revenue 
Waste Management Legislation must not disturb the current arrangements whereby the functions of the 
Department, relevant to waste management are funded out of consolidated revenue. In particular, Waste 
Management Legislation must not apply the resources of the Fund to subsidise these functions. 

e) Accounting and Auditing 
All disbursements from the Fund must require proper accounting and acquittal procedures and regular 
audiUnQ of the Fund should be provided for. 
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f) Other Levies 
The points raised in relation to funding (5(a) - (e» should be read to apply equally to any new levies which 
may be introduced in the future in relation to waste management issues. In particular, any new levies would 
need to be hypothecated to waste management and disbursed within a strategic framework such as that 
outlined above. 

6. Achieving Legislative Objectives 
a) Legislation to authorise various functions and instruments to support objectives 
Waste Management Legislation should provide head powers for a suite of different types of policy functions 
and instruments. These should provide for a range of different approaches to achieving the objectives of the 
Legislation. Key functions and instruments are listed below (Points 7-9). 

b) Selection of appropriate policy responses 
Waste Management Legislation must provide clear guidance on the processes to be employed in choosing 
the best policy response from among the functions and instruments outlined below (Points 7-9). Many of the 
policy responses may fall under the category of Actions developed under the State Waste Strategy. 

c) Criteria for selecting appropriate response to be set out 
Waste Management Legislation must provide criteria by which to determine the most appropriate mix of 
policy responses for achieving the legislative and strategic objectives Some of the key criteria that Local 
Govemment wishes to see applied include: 

• Whether a given response sends the right signals to waste generators; 
• Whether such signals are financial and able generated by market based instruments? (financial 

signals transmitted through the market should be preferred); 
• Whether the compliance costs and administrative burdens are reasonable; 
• Whether there is capacity to deliver a given response in a timely fashion; 

7. Regulatory functions 
Waste Management Legislation must provide head powers for a range of regulatory functions. At a 
minimum the head powers should enable the Minister or the Department to do the following: 

• Make regulation to reinforce industry self regulation 
• Impose realistic reporting requirements on waste generators and waste managers 
• Impose targets on key waste generators 
• Ban the landfilling of particular products or waste types 
• Impose the full range of Extended Producer Responsibility schemes on producers 

8. Non-Regulatory Functions 
Local Govemment contemplates that a wide range of non-regulatory or strategic functions would be carried 
out by the Independent Agency. At a minimum, Waste Management Legislation must require the Agency to 
discharge the following functions: 

• Develop the State Waste Strategy 
• Develop the Priority Waste List 
• Develop an annual Business Plan which sets out, with costings, how the Independent Agency 

proposes to support the State Waste Strategy in a given year 
In addition, Waste Management Legislation should enable the Independent Agency to perform the following 
functions: 

• Provide, through the Business Plan, funding or in-kind support to assist stakeholders to achieve 
objectives of the State Waste Strategy. 

• Provide facilitation, coordination and/or funding for industry self-regulation programs 
• Enter into partnershiD aareements with kev stakeholders 
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• Collaborate with producers on projects to promote cleaner production practices; 
• Conduct research to advance waste management practices in line with the legislative and 

strategic objectives; 
• Provide advice to the Minister including recommendations for new regulation or legislation 

(including regulation which may require collaboration with other government departments); 
• Audit the compliance of various government departrnents with the State Waste Strategy. 

9. Market Based Instruments 
Waste Management Legislation must provide head powers to enable the Minister or the Department to 
establish market based instruments including, but not limited to: 

• Targeted Levies; 
• Product deposit-return schemes; 
• Tradeable certificate schemes. 

10. Act must bind the Crown 
Waste Management Legislation must explicitly bind the Crown. 

11. Legislation must provide for Independent Legislative Review 
It is reasonable to expect that ongoing improvement will be required to ensure that Waste Management 
Legislation is functioning well and achieving its objectives. The requirement for a periodic review should be 
formalised within the Act. 

12. Procedural Fairness 
Where the Department or the Agency are given executive or quasi judicial powers which empower them to 
make decisions with the potential to prejudice the interests of Local Government generally or any local 
government specifically, those powers must be granted subject the application of the principles of natural 
justice and the granting of recourse to appropriate review bodies. 

2004 

Policy Statement on Extended Producer Responsibility (2004) 

Origins of this Policy Statement 
Local Government is a key stakeholder in Waste Management Policy and takes an active interest the 
question of legislative reform of this policy area. The WA State Government has made clear its 
intention to create new legislation relating to waste management, waste avoidance, recycling and the 
recovery of materials and resources from the waste stream. Local Government has been broadly 
supportive of this intention and continues to engage with the State Government in developing a 
progressive and workable legislative framework for waste management. 

A range of stakeholders in WA have actively implemented successive policies and programs to 
address the growing quantity of waste and associated environmental and social impacts. However, 
there is evidence that a more comprehensive and long term approach to minimising the impacts of 
waste is required. The State Sustainability Strategy, the Strategic Directions for Waste Management in 
WA and numerous other publications point to the need to coordinate and integrate our approaches, 
have more regard to the non-financial costs and benefits of our actions and look beyond 'bolt-on' 
modifications to existing systems. 

QN.!) 
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MWAC has gone to considerable lengths to collate the experiences, views and priorities put forward by 
the many Councils and Shires in the State in respect of waste issues. MWAC has also devoted 
considerable time and resource to researching the legislative responses to waste issues which have 
been implemented elsewhere in Australia and in other parts of the world. This work has served to 
highlight many issues which Local Government will wish to see addressed as well as a variety of 
mechanisms to address them. 

Policy Context 
Local Government considers that waste regulators and waste generators have been unreasonably 
focussed on the systems employed by Local Government to manage the municipal waste stream. It is 
clear to many in Local Government that significant gains remain to be made in relation to the issue of 
waste generation. The waste hierarchy suggests that waste policy should value more highly measures 
to reduce or eliminate the generation of waste. These are likely to be measures which waste 
managers, and Local Government in particular, are poorly equipped to implement. New legislation to 
address waste issues will need to reverse the traditional focus and facilitate the transition away from 
an outdated mentality that society can deal with its waste problems through end-of-pipe solutions. 

Local Government recognises a number of forces which can be expected to impinge on the legislative 
approach. Firstly, Local Government recognises that Governments cannot be expected to efficiently 
regulate all aspects of private activity and that the Command and Control approach to environmental 
regulation is deeply unpopular with some stakeholders. Secondly, Local Government recognises that 
all stakeholders have an interest in efficiency and that considerations of cost are relevant in 
determining which instruments are most appropriate to deal with any given issue. Finally Local 
Government recognises that many stakeholders expect legislative responses to permit flexible 
approaches to compliance. 

The forgoing pOints are noted because Local Government has developed this policy statement, having 
due regard to the political, economic and social context of waste issues. Local Government considers 
that this policy statement reflects some sensitivity to the limitations imposed by such parameters. In 
particular, Local Govemment understands that any WA Waste Management Legislation will provide a 
blend of regulatory, collaborative, punitive, incentive-based and other policy instrument types. 

The Legislative Goal 
Local Government has identified that it wants a legislative framework for waste management which is 
clear on its objectives, establishes well targeted responses, has the necessary teeth to take unpopular 
measures when required and proceeds in a truly coordinated fashion such that all stakeholders are 
able to mutually reinforce the achievement of the same overarching objectives. In order to establish 
these things, the legislation will need to provide for a number of elements. The most important of these 
are listed in the following section. 

Components of Waste Management Legislation 

Coordinated Strategic Waste Planning Framework 
Local Government has determined that a coordinated Strategic Waste Planning framework would be a 
valuable component of any Waste Management Legislation. By this term, Local Government means a 
hierarchical system of strategic planning which facilitates mutually reinforcing actions across disparate 
sectors. Such a system would involve a waste strategy for the entire state, supported by provisions 
which ensure that it is adopted and applied in the necessary public and private sectors. This concept is 
illustrated below in Figure 1. 
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I State Waste Strategy I 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

Department Plans Local Government Waste Agency Industry Plans and 
and Activities Plans and Activities Plans and Activities Activities 

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram showing the relationship between the State Waste Strategy and the 
planning activities of key stakeholders 

Independent Waste Agency 

! 

! 
Local Government research suggests that a waste agency which is properly resourced but suitably 
independent from the regulatory machinery of government will be a cornerstone of a new structure for 
governmental engagement with waste issues. It is apparent to Local Government that collaborative 
and regulatory functions are poorly married with the one bureaucracy and that these functions must be 
separately vested. This will be important both in order to ensure the transparent management of funds 
and to attract private engagement with a collaborative agency. Furthermore, if there is to be a 
coordinated strategic waste planning framework it would be beneficial to have this drawn up by an 
agency which is independent from all the stakeholders - including other components of the machinery 
of government. 

Novel Mechanisms 
A large number of novel regulatory and economic mechanisms for dealing with waste generation and 
management have been implemented around the world. Promising mechanisms include Extended 
Producer Responsibility schemes, tradeable certificate schemes, combined upstream tax/subsidies 
and deposit schemes. The drafting of new Waste Management Legislation for WA will be an 
opportunity for the legislature to establish procedures for the adoption of some of these mechanisms 
where they can be shown to be appropriate. In other words, while the legislation may not establish 
specific mechanisms, it should authorise the adoption of new mechanisms and thereby reduce the 
political inertia which may otherwise impede such adoption. 

I 
Definitions: Extended Producer Responsibili(y. 

The financial and/or physical co-responsibility of those involved in producing, providing or selling a 
certain product for the management and disposal of that product at the waste phase. Extended 

L Producer Responsibility schemes generally engage producers in financing or carrying out the 
collecting, processing, recycling or disposing of post-consumer waste. Extended Producer 
Responsibility schemes may also be directed at changing manufacturing practices. 

Life C~c/e Invent0!J'. 
An inventory which quantifies and classifies energy and raw material requirements, emissions into air 
and water, solid waste generation and other environmental burdens occurring throughout the life cycle 
of a product or a process. 

End of Policy Statement 
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Status of this Policy Statement 

This Policy Statement has been prepared by the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and adopted by the Western Australian 
Local Government Association. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a standing committee of the WA Local 
Government Association with delegated authority to represent the Association in all matters relating to solid waste 
management. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council has been formed through collaboration with Regional Councils who are not ordinary 
members of the WA Local Government Association. The resulting body effectively represents the views of all Local 
Government bodies responsible for waste management in Western Australia. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association represent a consolidated viewpoint from local 
government and may differ from the positions adopted by individual member organisations. The Municipal Waste Advisory 
Council and the WA Local Government Association will strive to promote this Policy Statement and to act consistently with its 
contents. Individual Local Governments and Regional Councils are encouraged to support them in this but are not bound by 
the document. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association are reviewed and new Policy Statements are 
developed regularly. The latest WA Local Government Association Policy Statements can be obtained from the website: 
www.wastenet.net.au 

In-line with standard MWAC policy, this policy statement will be reviewed 6-months after its endorsement by the State 
Council. It will be reviewed again at least every 2-years subsequent to this; with any significant developments acting to 
instigate an earlier review. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council's member organisations are: 

EMRC VVESTERN METROPOLIT AN RE GION,Ill COUNCIL 
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WA Local Government Association Policy Statement on Household Hazardous Waste 
(December 2003) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Prepared bv the Municipal Waste Advisory Council 

The Waste Hierarchy 
The principle of waste minimisation, which sits at the top of the waste management 
hierarchy, is particularly important in the case of Household Hazardous Waste and should 
be given priorHy as a message in education campaigns and in negotiation with the 
manufacturers of Household Hazardous Waste. 

Primacy of Safety 
The safety of staff and the public shall be given priority in the design, operation and 
improvement of facilities and processes for the management of Household Hazardous 
Waste. 

Application of Extended Producer Responsibility 
The principle of Extended Producer Responsibility has been previously endorsed by Local 
Government in relation to waste management and this endorsement broadly extends to the 
issue of Household Hazardous Waste. 

Local Government recognises that the suitabilHy of Extended Producer Responsibility 
systems in the area of Household Hazardous Waste management will depend upon a case 
by case analysis which takes account of, among other things: 

• The risks associated with a particular waste type; 
• The logistics associated with the distribution, volume and regularity of the waste 

type; 
• The opportunities for industry initiatives which reduce harmful effects; increase 

public knowledge; reduce usage or wastage; 
• The extent to which the materials in question pose a problem to collection or 

processing systems operated by local governments. 

Furthermore, Local Government anticipates that Extended Producer Responsibility 
provisions will increasingly come to bear on the management of Household Hazardous 
Waste, nevertheless immediate actions should not be stalled given the importance for 
environmental and public health of this component of the waste stream. 

Local Government Responsibilities 
Local government accepts responsibility for the following: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Operating drop-off centres to accept the Household Hazardous Waste of local residents 
in the spirit of roles and responsibilities outlined in "The Management Plan for Moderate 
Risk Wastes in WA' (Department of Environmental Protection, 13 September 1996); 
Developing systems within existing and future municipal solid waste treatment systems 
to separate Household Hazardous Waste from the waste stream; 
Complying with any regulatory guidelines stipulating the appropriate procedures for 
handling Household Hazardous Waste; 
Collecting data on the Household Hazardous Waste collected and stockpiled at drop-off 
centres and waste-treatment facilities; 
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• Developing and executing education and awareness campaigns for the purpose of 
supporting the Household Hazardous Waste oollection activities of Local Government 
(local focus); 

• Maintaining the security of Household Hazardous Waste oollection facilities. 

5. Matters Outside Local Government Responsibility 
Local government does not accept responsibility for the following: 
• Resourcing minimisation and disposal programs at a state and local level; 
• Developing and executing education and awareness campaigns for the purpose of 

changing consumer and producer behaviours (state focus); 
• Resourcing education and awareness campaigns at a state and local level; 
• Building or operating disposal or treatment facilities for Household Hazardous Waste; 
• Developing guidelines on the appropriate procedures for handling Household 

Hazardous Waste; 
• Environmental damage which results from activities which oomply with regulatory 

guidelines for the management of Household Hazardous Waste; 

6. Basis for Aggregation 
Local Government acknowledges that the aggregation of Household Hazardous Waste 
through drop-off centres and separation from the general waste stream may increase 
certain hazards. 
Furthermore, Local Government acknowledges that, at the present time, the risks 
associated with allowing the Household Hazardous Waste component of the waste-stream 
to pass directly to a properly managed landfill are unproven. However Local Government 
endorses the approach of aggregation on the basis that ... 
• It addresses public perception ooncerns 
• Acoords with state government policy in the area 
• Other parties will take responsibility for mitigating these hazards by ensuring that viable 

disposal routes exist for Local Government to responsibly dissipate stockpiles. 

7. Siting 
Local Government endorses the principle that all members of the oommunity must accept a 
shared responsibility for the safe collection and disposal of Household Hazardous Waste. 

Facilities for the oollection, aggregation and handling of Household Hazardous Waste must 
be sited with the above in mind and taking into consideration all relevant factors, including 
safety, oonvenience and environmental criteria. 

2003 

Household Hazardous Waste is a small but significant oomponent of the waste stream which 
requires speCialised strategies to manage responsibly. 

Products brought into the home will ultimately need to be removed and Local Government already 
manages the infrastructure for the oollection of other oomponents of the municipal solid waste 
stream under existing legislation. Thus Local Govemment has a role in the management of HHW, 
but this role is limited to specific fields of activitv. 
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The rationale for assuming some responsibility in managing Household Hazardous Waste stems 
from provisions in the Health Act 1911 and is multi-faceted and includes the potential for Household 
Hazardous Waste to become a larger component of waste going to landfill due to increasing 
diversion of other wastes by recycling and resource recovery. 

Moreover, the network of collection stores operated by councils for the purpose of aggregating 
Household Hazardous Waste was a response to an agreement with State Government that it would 
assume responsibility for providing disposal routes for matenals collected at these depots. 

Thus there is perhaps an expectation of quid pro quo on the part of Local Government in acoepting 
some role in managing Household Hazardous Waste. 

Local Government is committed to being a responsible link in the management chain for Household 
Hazardous Waste. However, as in other areas of waste management, Local Government is keen to 
emphasise that it can exert very little control over the nature of the waste stream. Therefore, the 
involvement of industry and other levels of government is critical to achieving a sustainable system 
for managing the problem of Household Hazardous Waste. 

Furthermore, the pnnciple of Extended Producer Responsibility must be recognised as having 
particular relevance in relation to this component of the waste stream. 

Household Hazardous Waste: 
Hazardous waste is anything that is labetled toxic, flammable, corrosive, reactive, infectious or 
radioactive can threaten personal health and safety if used improperly or disposed of improperly. 
Household hazardous waste is distinguished by the characteristics of being likely to be found on 
residential premises and likely to find its way into the municipal solid waste stream. Examples of 
hazardous products are cleaners, hydrocarbons, motor oil, paint, solvents, swimming pool 
chemicals, pesticides and the packaging that these products come in. 

Extended Producer Responsibility. 
The financial and/or physical co-responsibility of those marketing a certain product for the 
management and disposal of that product at the waste phase. 

END OF POLICY STATEMENT 

Household Hazardous Waste Policy Statement - December 2003 
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Status of this Policy Statement 

This Policy Statement has been prepared by the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and adopted by the Western Australian Local 
Government Association. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a standing committee of the WA Local Government 
Association with delegated authority to represent the Association in all matters relating to solid waste management. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council has been formed through collaboration with Regional Councils who are not ordinary 
members of the WA Local Government Association. The resulting body effectively represents the views of all Local Government 
bodies responsible for waste management in Westem Australia. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association represent a consolidated viewpoint from local government 
and may differ from the positions adopted by individual member organisations. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council and the 
WA Local Government Association will strive to promote this Policy Statement and to act consistently with its contents. Individual 
Local Governments and Regional Councils are encouraged to support them but are not bound by the document. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association are reviewed and new Policy Statements are developed 
regularly. The latest WA Local Government Association Policy Statements can be obtained from the website: 
www.wastenet.net.au 

In-line with standard MWAC policy, this policy statement will be reviewed 6-months after its endorsement by the State Council. It 
will be reviewed again at least every 2-years subsequent to this; with any significant developments acting to instigate an earlier 
review. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council's member organisations are: 

WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL 

EMRC 
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Policy Statement on 
EXTENDED PRODUCER RESPONSIBILITY 
WA Local Government Association Policy Statement on Extended Producer Responsibility 
June 2008 

The twin roles of Local Government 
Local Government has developed this policy with reference to its twin roles as a representative of the 
community and as a service provider. Local Government must represent community values since 
these are the fundamental basis for undertaking new challenges and continuing past work. Local 
Government must also apply its service provider expertise when considering means by which to 
achieve community benefits. 

Community support for sustainability 
Local Government asserts that the community supports the Sustainability Principle which the State 
Government defines as "meeting the needs of current and future generations through integration of 
environmental protection, social advancement and economic prosperity". The community expects 
waste management activities and policies to be pursued in accordance with the Sustainability 
Principle. 

Sustainability Principle 
Local Government considers that the Sustainability Principle must be applied to ensure the 
development far-sighted waste policies. This Principle requires that the materials currently consumed 
and discarded as waste, will be valued by current and future generations as a resource to be 
conserved, reused and recycled. 

Section1.3(3) of the Local Government Act 1995 states "In carrying out its functions a local 
government is to use its best endeavours to meet the needs of current and future generations through 
an integration of environmental protection, social advancement and economic prosperity". 

Applying the Sustainability Principle 
For reasons set out below, Local Government contends that the Extended Producer Responsibility 
approach can provide effective tools to advance the key outcomes required in applying the 
Sustainability Principle to waste management policy. 

Keyoutcome 1: Clear, sensible and effective deSignations of responsibility for the management of 
lifecycle impacts of products 
The development of Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms requires policy makers and 
stakeholders to negotiate the assignment of responsibilities. By not simply defaulting to the status quo, 
the process of negotiation forces a reasoned consideration of the question of where responsibilities 
should be vested to achieve the maximum public good. Because they require certainty in the 
assignment of responsibility Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms have the potential to 
clarify the responsibilities of key stakeholders. In addition, where a rational assessment process 
precedes implementation, Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms can be expected to assign 
specific responsibilities to those with the best capacity to discharge them. 

(NW) 
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Key outcome 2: Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms 
Extended Producer Responsibility can link waste generating behaviour to the costs of managing the 
impacts of waste. This enhances the capacity of markets to transmit information about environmental 
and social costs and makes waste minimisation more attractive to producers and consumers. 
Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms can improve the attractiveness of using recycled 
materials. Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms can generate incentives to design products 
in order to minimise waste and to maximise potential for material or resource recovery. 

Key outcome 3: Greater investment in infrastructure and research and development 
Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms can increase the funding available to expand and 
improve recycling and resource recovery. This can occur through direct subsidies or as a consequence 
of reducing the costs incurred by waste managers. By providing appropriate financial drivers, Extended 
Producer Responsibility mechanisms can encourage research and development in recycling and 
resource recovery technology. Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms can provide a logical 
link between expansions in production and expansions in recycling and resource recovery 
infrastructure. Such a link would safeguard the capacity of waste management services to cope with 
growth in waste streams. 

Key outcome 4: Greater transparency and accountability 
Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms can oblige regulators and producers to pay closer 
attention to the total impacts of products. Extended Producer Responsibility mechanisms may involve 
detailed reporting requirements which can move valuable information into the public domain. Extended 
Producer Responsibility can include measures to make producers physically responsible for the 
products at the end of life and consequently problematic aspects of their products will become direct 
liabilities for the producers. 

In its role as a representative of community views and values, Local Government will continue 
to have regard to the wider context in which it operates and will seek to give effect to the 
views and values of residents. 

1. Sustainability Principle 
The World Commission on Environment and Development (the Brundtland Commission), 1987 
defines sustainability as "the development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needS'. The development of the 
Sustainability Principle will endorse the conservation of Bio-diversity and Ecological integrity. 
Local Government endorses the application of the sustainability principle to the development of 
its waste policy; recognising that economic, social and environmental principles can guide waste 
managers by providing a simple expression of the sustainability principle in a waste management 
context, 

2. Support for Extended Producer Responsibility 
Local Government endorses the Extended Producer Responsibility approach as an important part 
of achieving sustainability. Local Government considers that the Extended Producer Responsibility 
approach can provide effective tools to advance the key outcomes required in achieving 
sustainable, economic, social and environmental principles. Local Government considers that 
these key outcomes are: 
• Clear, sensible and effective designations of responsibility for the management of lifecycle 

impacts of products 
• Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms 

(M/V) 
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• Greater investment in infrastructure and research and development 
• Greater transparency and accountability 

In its role as a service provider, Local Government will assess proposed Extended Producer 
Responsibility schemes with reference to the following criteria (points 3 - 9): 

3. Reflect appropriate priorities 
Local Government considers that Extended Producer Responsibility schemes should be 
developed where and when they are most necessary and most practicable. 
Priority waste or product types for Extended Producer Responsibility schemes should be 
established prior to developing specific schemes. When prioritising waste or product types for 
Extended Producer Responsibility schemes, proponents should address the following questions: 
a. Does the waste or product cause significant environmental or social impacts? 
b. Does the waste or product cause significant costs for waste processors? 
c. Does the waste or product have unrealised potential for recycling I resource recovery? 
d. Is the waste or product likely to be disposed of illegally? 
e. Does the waste or product cause significant community concern? 
f. Is the producer well placed to reduce the impacts of their products? 

4. Set clear objectives and targets 
Schemes must be specific and clear about what they seek to achieve and provide means by which 
to assess whether these objectives have been achieved. 
The achievement of objectives must be assessed with reference to measurable targets and the 
failure to meet targets must be accompanied by clear and firm consequences. 

5. Establish clear responsibilities 

6. 

7. 

Schemes must designate clear roles to each participant in the product chain. 
Local Government favours the assignment of clear responsibilities for specific outcomes to 
particular participants within the product chain. 

Can be implemented in a timely fashion 
Schemes must be capable of being delivered within a reasonable time. 
Where an unacceptably long delay will be unavoidable when implementing any specific scheme, 
other options must be vigorously pursued. notwithstanding that these other options might be 
otherwise less preferred. 

Apportion costs appropriately 
Schemes must aim to achieve an appropriate sharing of costs, between the various tiers of 
government and industry. 
New schemes must appropriately apportion costs to the various stakeholders. taking into account 
considerations including: 
a. What allocations will be fair. given the distribution of total costs and benefits? 
b. Which price signals may be desirable? 
c. Who has the capacity to pay? 
d. Will an allocation arrangement be able to be efficiently administered? 

8. Give due consideration to the specific characteristics of the waste or product type 
Schemes should be designed so as to be appropriate to the product or waste stream in question. 
Local Government will assess any proposed program or measure with reference a range of 
criteria. which are likely to include criteria a. - f. under point 3. (as above). 

(NW) 
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9. Support claims with reference to credible evidence 
Schemes should be supported with reliable evidence that demonstrates that the objectives of the 
scheme are likely to be able to be delivered. 
In its twin roles as community representative and waste management service provider, Local 
Government has an obligation and a right to expect that proponents will demonstrate the merit of 
proposed Extended Producer Responsibility schemes. This must be done with reference to 
respectable and verifiable evidence. 

June 2004 
Amended June 2008 

Policy Statement on Household Hazardous Waste ( December 2003) 

Extended Producer Responsibility. 
The financial andlor physical co-responsibility of those involved in making, providing or selling a certain 
product for the management and disposal of that product at the waste phase. Extended Producer 
Responsibility schemes generally engage producers in financing or carrying out the collecting, 
processing, recycling or disposing of post-consumer waste. Extended Producer Responsibility 
schemes may also be directed at changing manufacturing practices. 

End of Policy Statement 

(AW) 
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Status of this Policy Statement 

This Policy Statement has been prepared by the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and adopted by the Western Australian Local 
Government AssociatiQn, The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a standing committee of the WA Local Government 
Association with delegated authority to represent the Association in all matters relating to solid waste management 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council has been formed through collaboration with Regional Councils who are not ordinary 
members of the WA Local Govemment Association, The resulting body effectively represents the views of all Local Government 
bodies responsible for waste management in Westem Australia, 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association represent a consolidated viewpoint from local government 
and may differ from the positions adopted by individual member organisations, The Municipal Waste Advisory Council and the 
WA Local Government Association will strive to promote this Policy Statement and to act consistently with its contents, Individual 
Local Governments and Regional Councils are encouraged to support them but are not bound by the document 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Govemment Association are reviewed and new Policy Statements are developed 
regularly, The latest WA Local Govemment Association Policy Statements can be obtained from the website: 
www,wastenetnetau 

In-line with standard MWAC policy. this policy statement will be reviewed 6-months after its endorsement by the State Council. It 
will be reviewed again at least every 2-years subsequent to this; with any significant developments acting to instigate an earlier 
review, 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council's member organisations are: 

WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL 

EMRC 
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Policy Statement on 
CONTAINER DEPOSIT SYSTEMS 

Title: WA Local Government Association Policy Statement on Container Deposit Systems 
June 2008 

Background: The twin roles of Local Government 
Local Government has developed this policy with reference to its twin roles as a representative of the 
community and as a service provider. Local Government must represent community values since 
these are the fundamental basis for undertaking new challenges and continuing past work. Local 
Government must also apply its service provider expertise when considering means by which to 
achieve community benefits. 

This twin role is particularly significant with regard to Container Deposit Systems as many Local 
Governments have significant investment in resource recovery and their role as a service provider in 
this area will inevitably be significantly impacted on by the introduction of Container Deposit Systems. 

In carrying out its dual functions Local Government is required, under the amendments to the Local 
Government Act, to "use its best endeavours' to meet the Sustainability Principles. The state defines 
this as "meeting the needs of current and future generations through integration of environmental 
protection, social advancement and economic prosperity'. 

Sustainability Principle 
Local Government considers that the Sustainability Principle of ensuring that development meets the 
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs 
applies to the task of developing a far-sighted waste policy. This Principle thus requires that, the waste 
generating behaviour by the producer, distributor, retailer and the consumer become linked to the 
costs of managing the impacts of waste and that materials currently consumed and discarded as waste 
becomes valued as a resource to be conserved, reused and recycled for the sake of future 
generations. 

Achieving the Sustainability Principle 
The principle of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) has been previously endorsed by Local 
Government as a tool for achieving the Sustainability Principles; Local Government broadly extends 
this endorsement to Container Deposit Systems as a type of EPR scheme, in as much as the 
principles and elements of the System follow the Extended Producer Responsibility framework to 
advance the key outcomes required. Local Government considers that these key outcomes are: 

• Clear, sensible and effective designations of responsibility for the management of lifecycle 
impacts of products; 

• Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms; 
• Greater investment in infrastructure and research and development and continuous 

improvement; and 
• Greater transparency and accountability. 

(MW) 
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In its role as a representative of community views and values, Local Government will continue to have 
regard to the wider context in which it operates and will seek to give effect to the views and values of 
residents. 

1. Community support for sustainability 
Local Government asserts that the community supports the sustainability principle and, as such, 
supports the introduction of a Container Deposit System that acts to meet 'the needs of current 
and future generations through integration of environmental protection, social advancement and 
economic prosperity"1. 

2. Community priorities 
Local Government recognises strong public support exists for specific items to be incorporated 
into a Container Deposit System for a variety of reasons including their iconic nature, their 
potential as a revenue source for community groups, their resource value and the level of 
nuisance they cause (e.g. broken glass, litter). 

It is recognised that this community concern is likely to act as a political impetus for such items to 
be incorporated into a Container Deposit System over and above items that might otherwise have 
a higher priority in a typical Extended Producer Responsibility scheme. Local Government 
considers that action on these items should not be stalled to concentrate on higher priority items 
as this is likely to undermine public and political support overall. 

In its role as a service provider, Local Government will assess proposed Container Deposit 
Systems with reference to the criteria set out in its Extended Producer Responsibility Policy: 

3. Set clear objectives and targets 
A Container Deposit System must be specific and clear about what it seeks to achieve, how it 
seeks to achieve it, and provide means by which to assess whether these objectives have been 
achieved. 

The major objectives for a container deposit system are: 

a. Improving resource recovery 
In view of its support of the sustainabilily principle, Local Government supports a System that 
maximises resource recovery as its primary objective. 

b. Achieving a more appropriate sharing of waste management costs 
As a secondary objective, Local Government supports the aim of achieving a more 
appropriate distribution of waste management costs through a Container Deposit System. 
'Appropriate distribution' is considered to be the redirection of waste management costs onto 
the producer, distributor and/or retailer and the consumer of an item to better enable the 
market to transmit information about the total economic, environmental and social costs of 
container waste. 

I The level of public support is evidenced by a recent poll which found 90% of Western Australians would support the introduction 
of a Container Deposit System (http://www.abc.net.au/news/newsitems/200606/s1654975.htm 05/06/06). 

(NW) 
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Support for this objective is qualified with the concern that any System too financially or 
administratively burdensome to Local Government, industry or the public will be unable to 
succeed. As such, the system outcome, outlined in section 5, of achieving best balance 
between environmental protection, social advancement and economic prosperity should be 
given due regard in considering how this objective will be achieved. 

c. Reducing litter 
Local Government recognises the ability of a container deposit system to reduce container 
litter and welcomes this as an additional benefit and objective of any system selected. 

d. Increasing community awareness and involvement in waste management 
r . Local Government recognizes the ability a container deposit system to act as a market-
I based educational tool to assist the consumer in making informed purchasing decisions 

based on the whole life-cycle impact of a product and welcomes this as another additional 
benefit and objective of any system selected. 

! 
! 

4. Reflect appropriate priorities 
Local Government considers that a Container Deposit System should be based on the recovery 
of given material types and therefore be able to encompass, but not be limited to, all metals, 
glass, liquid paper board, plastic (PET, HDPE and LDPE) and composite container types and not 
be limited to household wastes and beverage containers. 

This principle is qualified in that Local Government considers industrial container waste should be 
excluded from the System in its introductory phase for the purposes of simplicity. After a 3 year 
establishment period, the suitability of industrial container waste for inclusion in the System 
should be reviewed. 

The regulatory underpinning of the system, outlined in detail in section 7, provides responsive 
flexibility in adding or removing material and container types as appropriate. 

The suitability of a specific material or container type (other than industrial containers) to be 
excluded from the system can therefore be assessed on an equitable, case by case analysis. 
When determining whether a container type should be excluded from the system, the following 
criteria should be used: 

a. Does the material or container type cause significant environmental or social impacts? 
b. Does the material or container type cause significant costs for waste processors? 
c. Does the material or container type have unrealised potential for recycling I resource 

recovery? 
d. Is the material or container type likely to be disposed of illegally? 
e. Does the material or container type cause significant community concern? 
f. Is there an altemative system in place to recover the material or container type effectively? 

5. Establish an outcome·based system 
Local Government favours a Container Deposit System that assigns clear responsibilities to 
participants within the product chain to achieve specific system outcomes. 

(MN) 
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The key stakeholders in such a chain are numerous including, but not limited to, the producer, 
the distributor, the seller, the consumer, the deposit recipient (Local Government through 
kerbside, community groups, an individual), the collector (Local Government through kerbside, 
point-of-sale proprietor, super-COllector), and the processor. 

Given the potential complexity of a comparison between different system attributes and the 
need to be sufficiently flexible to change with time, this Policy Statement does not seek to set the 
parameters of a preferred system, but rather considers that the responsibility chain should be 
assigned with regard to achieving the following system outcomes: 

a. Best balance between environmental protection, social advancement and economic 
prosperity; 

b. Investment in infrastructure, research and development and continuous improvement; 
c. Financial and administrative transparency and accountability from all players in the chain; 

and 
d. Recognition of additional infrastructure and transport costs for non-metropolitan 

governments. 

Outside of setting specific parameters, Local Government does consider a key attribute of any 
system must be the hypothecation of unredeemed deposits into a central fund directed towards 
achieving the System's stated outcomes and objectives. 

6. Differentiate between redeemable deposits and handling and resource recovery fees 
Local Government recognizes that, separate to a redeemable deposit; unredeemable fees to 
meet handling and resource recovery costs will have to be levied. To assist in working towards 
the sustainability principle, Local Government considers that handling and resource recovery 
fees, not including the redeemable deposit, should incorporate, but not be limited to, 
consideration for: 

a. Differentiating between materials to reflect the economic, environmental and social 
expense of reuse, reprocessing or disposal; 

b. Reflecting changes in the relative values or impacts of container materials; and 
c. Differentiating between different container sizes. 

7. Can be implemented in a timely fashion 
Given the national nature of product distribution, Local Government recognises that a national 
Container Deposit System is preferred over a state-based scheme as it enables greater financial 
efficiency through consistency in such areas as marketing, labelling and education campaigns 
and inherently incorporates the economy of scale. 

However, in the absence of the likely introduction of a national scheme within a reasonable 
timeframe, Local Government considers it necessary and reasonable to put in place a 
state-based deposit system unilaterally. 

Notwithstanding this, Local Government also recognises that in developing a unilateral deposit 
system, due consideration should be given for what are likely to be national norms in key areas 
such as system objectives, deposit amounts, treatment of unredeemed deposits, labelling and 
material and container types covered. 

(NW) 
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8. legislative Underpinnings 
In recognition of the continually and rapidly changing nature of technology and industrial, 
environmental and social conditions, the System must have the flexibility to adapt appropriately. 

Legislation through regulations enables material and container type schedules to be readily 
amended to ensure best balance between environmental protection, social advancement and 
economic prosperity is consistently maintained in response to evaluation of the System. 

As such, Local Government considers that the provision of head powers for EPR regulations 
under existing or proposed waste management legislation to be the best mechanism for the 
introduction of a Container Deposit System. 

9. Support claims with reference to credible evidence 
Reliable, reputable forecasting and robust arguments must be used to set clear baselines and 
performance targets for the System. 

Assessment of performance should be made to keep the System open and transparent through 
3-yearly monitoring and reporting on all players in the chain. Changes to the System made 
should be made accordingly. 

In its twin roles as community representative and waste management service provider, Local 
Government has an obligation and a right to expect that proponents will demonstrate the ongoing 
merit of the System with reference to the unique WA context. 

10 Apportion costs appropriately 
Schemes must aim to achieve an appropriate sharing of costs, between the various tiers of 
government and industry. 
New schemes must appropriately apportion costs to the various stakeholders, taking into account 
considerations including: 

a. What allocations will be fair, given the distribution of total costs and benefits? 
b. Which price Signals may be desirable? 
c. Who has the capacity to pay? 
d. Will an allocation arrangement be able to be effiCiently administered? 

December 2006 
Amended June 2008 

Policy Statement on Extended Producer Responsibility (June 2004) (amended June 2008) 
Policy Statement on Waste Management Legislation (June 2004) 
Policy Statement on Household Hazardous Waste (December 2003) 

Container Deposit System: 
A Container Deposit System is a type of Extended Producer Responsibility Scheme. It may be 
structured in many different ways but essentially relies on a recoverable deposit on containers 
encouraging consumers to return the containers to a retailer or collection centre for recycling for the 
deposit. 

(/VW) 
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Extended Producer Responsibility: 
The financial and/or physical co-responsibility of those involved in making, providing or selling a cerlain 
product for the management and disposal of that product at the waste phase. Extended Producer 
Responsibility schemes generally engage producers in financing or carrying out the collecting, 
processing, recycling or disposing of post-consumer waste. Extended Producer Responsibility 
schemes may also be directed at changing manufacturing practices. 

Sustainability: One of the most widely accepted definitions of sustainable development comes from 
the World Commission on Environment and Development (the Brundtland Commission), 1987 -
"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." 

In the context of the Local Government Act , this definition is refined to incorporate the three key 
objectives of: 

• Environmental protection - achieving effective protection of the environment through prudent 
use of natural resources; 

• Social advancement - achieving social progress which recognises the needs of everyone; 
and 

• Economic prosperity - maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and 
employment 

End of Policy Statement 
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Status of this Policy Statement 

This Policy Statement has been prepared by the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and adopted by the Western 
Australian Local Government Association. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a standing committee of the 
WA Local Government Association with delegated authority to represent the Association in all matters relating to 
solid waste management 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council has been formed through collabcration with Regional Councils who are 
not ordinary members of the WA Local Govemment Association. The resulting body effectively represents the 
views of all Local Government bodies responsible for waste management in Western Australia. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association represent a consolidated viewpoint from 
local government and may differ from the positions adopted by individual member organisations. The Municipal 
Waste Advisory Council and the WA Local Government Association will strive to promote this Policy Statement 
and to act consistently with its contents. Individual Local Governments and Regional Councils are encouraged to 
support them but are not bound by the document. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association are reviewed and new Policy Statements 
are developed regularly. The latest WA Local Government Association Policy Statements can be obtained from 
the website: www.wastenet.net.au 

In·line with standard MWAC policy, this policy statement will be reviewed 6·months after its endorsement by the 
State Council. It will be reviewed again at least every 2·years subsequent to this; with any Significant 
developments acting to instigate an earlier review. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council's member organisations are: 

EMRC WESTERN ME TROPOLIT IlN RE GIONIlJ.. COUNCIL 
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Policy Statement on the 
WASTE LEVY AND STRATEGIC WASTE FUNDING 

Title: 

Statement 
of Policy: 

Municipal Waste Advisory Council Policy Statement on the Waste levy and Strategic Waste 
Funding (2008) 
"A Policy Statement to enunciate the Local Government position on Levies charged on the weight or volume 
of waste received at licensed premises and the application of those funds to waste manaClement activities .• 

1. 

2. 

Context 
This policy statement has been developed in a context which includes the following constraints, 
intentions and insights: 

a. Coverage of consensus views 
In line with the MWAC Policy Development Framework, this Policy Statement is intended to 
cover issues where there is substantial commonality of views within local Government. 

b. Ongoing work in absence of Consensus 
Where this commonality of views is absent, MWAC will work to explore and communicate the 
issues and perspectives and seek to reach consensus. 

c. limited lifespan 
This Policy Statement will be reviewed again within two years subsequent to its 
endorsement; with any significant developments acting to initiate an earlier review. 

d. Alternative mechanisms are recognised 
A range of alternative instruments could be used to capture funding for waste management 
that use waste generating behaviour as the fundamental criterion for contribution to the 
funds. These could include levies directly upon waste sent to landfill, ESL (Environmental 
Services Levy) style levies, and advance dispcsal fees. The potential advantages of some of 
these instruments over aspects of the Waste levy instrument are recognised. 

e. Policy Statement speaks to Existing Mechanism 
This Policy Statement provides comment with respect to the existing Waste Levy. Hence 
certain comments should be taken to reflect upon this particular method of implementation 
rather than acceptance of the principle of taxing waste generation per se. 

Conditional support for Waste levy 
Continuing Local Govemment support for the Levy is subject to the provision (on an ongoing 
basis) of robust evidence, made available to the public, demonstrating the Levy is achieving its 
broad objectives, and on a number of conditions regarding the Levy's operation and the 
application of Levy funds. 

a. There is no support for the levy to be applied to waste received at licensed premises 
whose primary purpose is resource recovery 
Local Govemment strongly opposes the application of the Levy to waste delivered to 
licensed premises which have, as a primary purpcse, resource recovery (such as materials 
recovery facilities (MRFs), green waste processing facilities and altemative waste treatment 
(AWTs) facilities). 

Local Government will consider the appropriateness of the Levy being applied to waste 
delivered to other types of licensed premises (for example mine dumps) on a case-by-case 
basis. 
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b. Support for the Levy to be applied on waste sent to licensed landfills outside the 
metropolitan area 
Local Govemment will consider proposals for applying the Levy to landfills outside the 
metropolitan area on their merits. However, support is predicated on the proposal clearly 
identifying a detailed economic support programme for both assisting in mitigating issues 
and costs arising from the extension of the Levy and for the improvement of infrastructure 
and other waste management services; and a clear rationale for the Levy extension. This 
would be expected to incorporate an assessment of the expected economic, social and 
environmental outcomes of extending the Levy. In-depth consultation with Local 
Govemment would also be expected to precede any Levy extension being considered. 

3. Rationale for the Waste Levy 
A clear rationale for the Levy is essential for assessing the appropriateness of all policy decisions 
which relate to the Levy, such as how it is charged, the rate applied and where the money is 
spent. 

a. Primarily for raising strategic funds 
The primary rationale for the Levy is that it provides a means of generating secure funding 
for strategic activities in waste management. For the purposes of the Levy, appropriate 
strategic activities must be identified by a current State Waste Strategy. 

b. Alternative rationalels 
Where State Government identifies an alternative rationale for the Levy, Local Government 
will only support the alternative rationale to the extent it agrees that the alternative rationale 
is valid. 

c. State Government rationaleJs to be clarified and supported 
State Government must clearly state, explain and publicly communicate the rationale/s for 
applying the Levy. 

4. Inter-regional Transfers of Funds 
The application of Levy funds to projects in areas where the Levy is not raised may be acceptable 
to Local Government where there is a justified business case consistent with the State Waste 
Strategy. In determining that the transfer of funds from levy-paying residents to fund waste 
management projects outside their community is justified, the State Government should consider 
whether projects have the capacity to deliver substantial benefits to the State in terms of 
environmental impacts and efficiencies. 

5. Local Government Claim on Funds 
A fixed proportion of monies collected from Local Govemment should be made available to Local 
Government on a first call basis in the form of project money to support the objectives of the 
State Waste Strategy. 

6. Differential Levies 
Local Government supports the use of different levy rates between putrescible and inert wastes 
and considers that other distinctions might be considered such as commercial vs domestic, vs 
contaminated (including Hazardous waste). 

a. Differential Levy for residual waste resulting from resource recovery facilities 
Local Govemment supports the application of a reduced (but not zero) Levy to residual 
waste produced by facilities whose primary purpose is resource recovery. This is consistent 
with the Levy rationale for supporting strategic waste activities; whilst maintaining an 
economic driver to reduce residual waste. 
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7. Basis for Setting Levy Rates 
Consistent with its views regarding the appropriate rationale for the Waste Levy, Local 
Government considers that the rate of the Waste Levy should be set by reference to a well 
defined set of criteria. The criteria which Local Government would support are: 

a. Capacity to fund the State Waste Strategy 
It is necessary that the Levy rate(s) islare set such that the annual objectives identified under 
the State Waste Strategy can be funded. Local Government recognises that total annual 
expenditures may sometimes exceed and at other times fall below the total revenues raised 
by the Levy. It is also appropriate that funds from Consolidated Revenue be used to achieve 
State Government objectives 

b. Capacity to achieve stated objectives 
The State Government may indicate that it will use the Levy to achieve objectives other than 
the generation of funds for strategic activities. If so, then the State Government must give 
valid reasons to show how a change in the Levy will support those objectives before Local 
govemment would support the use of Levy funds. For instance, State Government may 
consider that at a higher rate, the Levy will discourage landfilling of some waste types, but 
this belief should be supported with something more than anecdotal evidence and also 
demonstrate that there would not be other financial imposts on Local Government such as 
an increase in illegal dumping that would need to be cleaned up. 

c. Capacity to pay the Levy 
The State Government must take into account the capacity of Local Governments and their 
communities to pay the Levy. This capacity is affected by both economic and political 
constraints. 

8. Administration by Dedicated Waste Agency 
Consistent with MWAC's Position Paper on Preferred Structures for Waste Management in 
Western Australia (Sept 2001), Local Government support for the Levy is predicated on the funds 
raised being administered by an independent statutory body. 

9. Funding Scope 
The scope of activities and projects able to be funded through the Waste Levy must recognise 
differences in regional priorities. Such recognition should include acknowledgement that 
activities of high priority in urban areas may justifiably be ascribed secondary priority in many 
rural and regional rural areas. 

2005 
Amended February 2008 

Policy Statement on Waste Management Legislation (2004) 
Policy Statement on Extended Producer Responsibility (2004) 

ESL style levies 
The Emergencies Services Levy (ESL) raises funds to pay for the operations of the Fire and 
Emergency Services Authority and is charged against landholders. The ESL is calculated as the 
Gross Rental Value of the property multiplied by the rate applicable to that region of the state. Regions 
of WA have been divided into categories based on the level of emergency services available in those 
regions. The rate is higher in regions which enjoy a higher level of emergency services. 

Resource Recovery 
Resource recovery is defined as any waste management operation that diverts a waste material from 
the waste stream and which results in a certain product with a potential economic or ecological benefit. 
Resource recovery mainly refers to the following operations: 
• material recovery, i.e. recycling; 
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- energy recovery, i.e. re-use a fuel; 
- biological recovery, e.g. composting; 
- re-use. 

State Waste Strategy 
Refers to the Western Australian waste management strategy. Currently this is largely encapsulated 
by the Strategic Direction for Waste Management in Western Australia. It is intended that the term 
State Waste Strategywill apply equally to any new instruments which might supersede these 
documents before the end of the life of this Policy Statement. 

The Waste Levy 
References to "the Waste Levy" are references to the existing instrument established under the 
Environmental Protection (LandfilO Levy Act 1998and the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery 
Levy (WARRL) Act 2001 The existing Levy is charged on the basis of tonnes of waste received at 
Metropolitan landfill sites plus tonnes of Metropolitan waste received at non-Metropolitan landfill sites. 
In addition, the existing Levy is charged at different rates according to whether the waste is received at 
putrescible or inert landfill site. 

End of Policy Statement 
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Status of this Policy Statement 

This Policy Statement has been prepared by the Municipal Waste Advisory Council and adopted by the Western Australian Local 
Government Association. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council is a standing committee of the WA Local Government 
Association with delegated authority to represent the Association in all matters relating to solid waste management. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council has been formed through collaboration with Regional Councils who are not ordinary 
members of the WA Local Government Association. The resulting body effectively represents the views of all Local Government 
bodies responsible for waste management in Westem Australia. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Government Association represent a consolidated viewpoint from local government 
and may differ from the positions adopted by individual member organisations. The Municipal Waste Advisory Council and the 
WA Local Govemment Association will strive to promote this Policy Statement and to act consistently with its contents. Individual 
Local Governments and Regional Councils are encouraged to support them in this but are not bound by the document. 

Policy Statements adopted by the WA Local Govemment Association are reviewed and new Policy Statements are developed 
regulany. The latest WA Local Government Association Policy Statements can be obtained from the website: 
www.wastenet.net.au 

In-line with standard MWAC policy, this policy statement will be reviewed 6-months after its endorsement by the State Council. It 
will be reviewed again at least every 2-years subsequent to this; with any significant developments acting to instigate an earlier 
review. 

The Municipal Waste Advisory Council's member organisations are: 

WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL 

EMRC • 

h East 

SOUTHERN METROPOliTAN REGIONAL COUNCIL 

Reducing. ReUSing Recycling 

(NW) 
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Policy Statement on 
WASTE MANAGEMENT EDUCATION 

WA Local Government Association Policy Statement on Waste Management Education -
December 2008 
This Policy Statement is intended to outline the Western Australian Local Government Association (the 
Association) position on Waste Management Education, as well as clearly identifying the roles and 
responsibilities of Local, State and Federal Government with regard to Waste Management Education. 

It is intended that this Policy Statement should: 
• Identify the roles and responsibilities of Local, State and Federal Government regarding Waste 

Management Education; and 
• Clarify what other roles Local Government has in terms of Waste Management Education. 

This Policy Statement does not focus on individual Local Government engagement with its local 
community however, the key principles outlined in the Policy Statement should be common to all. 

For the Association, one of the drivers to develop this Policy Statement has been the need for clear 
communication and delineation between Local, State and Federal Government with regard to Waste 
Management Education. Due to uncertainty surrounding roles and responsibilities for Waste 
Management Education there is the potential for conflicting messages from the different spheres of 
government. 

The Association has developed this Policy Statement with reference to Local Governments twin roles as 
a representative of the community and as a service provider. Local Government must represent 
community values, since these are the fundamental basis for undertaking new challenges and continuing 
past work. Local Government must also apply its service provider expertise when considering means by 
which to achieve community benefits. 

1. PrinCiples of Waste Management Education 
The Association has identified the following key prinCiples on which to base Waste Management 
Education, these include: 

• Democratic - everyone has a right to input into issues and decisions that affect them; 
• Transparency - the process will be open and transparent and aim to achieve clear outcomes; 
• Equity - an equal opportunity to partiCipate be given to all stakeholders; and 
• Access - ensure that partiCipants from all stakeholder groups can be involved. 

Local Governments delivery of Waste Management Education programs to local communities is an 
integral part of community engagement. Integration of the democratic, transparency, equity and 
access principles is needed to ensure equal access for all members of the community, including 
people for whom English is a second language, people with vision-impairment or people who are 
normally unable or unlikely to participate. 

2. Roles of Local Government in Waste Management Education 
Local Government has an important role in Waste Management Education. Effective Waste 
Management Education is vital, without the active support and participation of the community new 
programs will be difficult to establish and implement. In order to best suit the needs of their local 

(fN/) 
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communities, Local Government has developed various waste management systems, necessitating 
the development of a range of educational materials. Equally in its role of educator, Local 
Government has developed a variety of methods by which to deliver information to its target audience. 

The role of Local Government in Waste Management Education has primarily been seen as one of 
'behavioural change' which: 

• Informs the community about waste and recycling services available; 
• Informs the community on appropriate types of waste that can/cannot be recycled; 
• Shows the community that Local Government is leading by example with an active role in 

recycling and Waste Management Education programs; 
• Keeps the local community informed on waste management initiatives and issues; and 
• Through active community participation and support, achieves waste diversion from landfill. 

3. Roles of State and Federal Government in Waste Management Education 
Local Governments' expertise is in tailoring its services and messages to the needs of local 
communities. In order to suit the needs of a diverse demographic group, for State and Federal 
Government, a more strategic role is required. This type of Waste Management Education is belter 
focused at 'altitudinal', rather than 'behavioural change'. 

The role of State and Federal Government in Waste Management Education includes: 
• Improving the perception of the overall environmental benefits associated with waste 

avoidance and recycling; 
• Showing the community that State/Federal Government is leading by example with active 

roles in Waste Management Education programs; 

• Providing assistance, through funding for Waste Management Education programs; 
• Creating Waste Management Education and recycling programs that can be utilised co-

operatively between Local and State Governments; 
• Promoting community awareness of the environmental impacts of waste; and 
• Providing appropriate strategies for the community, to minimise their waste impacts. 

December 2008 

WA Department of Local Government and Regional Development, WA Local Government Association 
and Local Government Managers Australia (2004) Partnership Agreement on Communication and 
Consultation 
Policy Statement on Extended Producer Responsibility (June 2008) 
Policy Statement on Waste Consultation and Communication (December 2008) 

(NW) 
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Consultation: The act or procedure of consulting, a conference for discussion or the seeking of advice. 

A discussion aimed at ascertaining opinions or reaching an agreement. 

Communication: The exchange of information ideas or feelings between people by means of speaking 

or writing. 

Waste Management Education: Conveying information and awareness on waste issues and building an 

understanding of technical matters regarding waste types, contamination and processing technologies. 

Attitudinal: Relating to or involving personal attitudes towards specific issues or things in general. (An 

example is: 'why' you should recycle and the environmental benefits associated with waste avoidance). 

Behavioural: The way in which a person, organism, or group responds to a specific set of conditions. 

(An example is: 'what' you should put into your everyday MGB and your recycling bin). 

Stakeholder: A person or group with a direct interest, involvement, or investment in something. 

Principles: A principle is the underlying part (or spirit) of the basis for an evolutionary normative or 

formative development, which is the object of subjective experience andlor interpretation Consultation 

and Communication. 

Reference: HarperCollins Publishers Australia pty Ltd (2003) Collins Australian Dictionary 5th Edition. 

End of Policy Statement . 
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